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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a critical edition of volume II of TRrTikh al-Duwal 
cc- 
wall Mul5k by Muhammad b. Abd al-Rah-im b. All, known as Ibn al-Furat 
(d. 807 A. H. /1404 A. D. ). This text, hitherto largely unexploited, 
deals with the history of the Middle East from 522-543/1128-1149. 
The voluminous nature of the work was the outcome of a professional 
amalgamation of texts taken from early sources. The inclusion in 
the text of a great number of quotations from missing earlier sourc. es, 
such as the works of Ibn Abi Tayy and Ibn al-Tuwayr, contributes to 
the value of the history of Ibn al-Furat. 
Part One of the thesis is an introduction to the edited text. 
Chapter one is concerned with the author Ibn al-Furat, his life, the 
previous scholarly wokk done on the Tari-kh al-Duwal wa'l Muliik, the 
MS used in the edition, the sources of Ibn al-Fur5tIs work and how 
he used them in composing his own history. - Special attention is 
paid to the use made by Ibn al-Furk of non-extant sources. Chapter 
Two is a brief summary in English of the contents of the edited text. 
Part Two is the edited text itself. 
Two appendices follow; these contain the names of persons and 
the names of places with a brief definition of each name. 
At the end of the thesis two indices are provided to help the 
reader to find the references to the names of persons and geographical 
sites. 
PART ONE 
Chapter 1- 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Muslim writers adopted an encyclopaedic approach, from the fourteenth 
century onwards. Muslim historians are n6 exception, as Ibn Khaldun's 
KitEb al CIbar wa Dilwan al Mubtada' wal-Khabar, al-Dhahab7i's 
C TarIkh al-Islim, al- Ayni's cIqd al-JuMan demonstrate. This trend 
was a natural outcome of the vast amount of information accumulated 
over the centuries. In their negative aspect these works indicati 
both a decline in the creative talent of some Muslim historians and 
a lack of fresh stimuli. On the other hand, the genre of encyclo- 
paedia compilation developed. in response to the needs of Muslim 
societies and the circumstances in which they lived. Thus, one of 
the reasons for such a development was a feuling on the part of the 
Muslims that their heritage was being threatened by devastating 
dangers, which had already split the Islamic world into two parts, 
the Iranian in the cast and the Arabic in the west, and which were 
now caused by the Crusader invasion of'Bilad al-Sham and their 
attempts on Egypt and Tunisia. This feeling grcw deeper after the 
fall of Baghdad and the dominance of the Mongols. Yet another 
factor to the rise of the encyclopaedic approach may have been the 
governmental practical need for books of both specialist and general 
information. (Qalqashandi's Subh al-A c sha, al- c Umarirls Masalik 
al-Absir are typical examples. ) 
The value of these voluminous works depends on whether the 
1 
information they contain has come down to us directly from the 
original sources or whether the original sources are lost and their 
content is not known to us except by the later compilations- 
1 
One of the encyclopaedic chronicles from IX-XV century is Ibn 
al-Furat's History. It is a vast universal history, which starts 
with the Creation and ends with the events of 803 (1400-1401 A. D. ), 
only four years before the death of the author. 
Of the work a few fragments dealing with the period of the 
Jahiliyya and that of early Islam have been preserved (in the 
libraries of Paris and Istanbul). The majority of the extant 
volumes deal with VI/XII and VII/XIII centuries, as well as the 
period of the lifetime of the author himself 
2 (end of VIII/XIV 
century) where his narrative obviously records contemporary events 
and reflects the attitude of the historians of the time, giving 
a detailed record of daily events. Thus the history of a few. 
years fills many volumes. This is the case, Ior example, with the 
ninth volume of Ibn al-Furit's History which covers no more than 
eleven years (789-79911388-1398) but which c*onsists of more than 
480 pages. This trend seems to be a feature of the histori- 
ography of that period and it represents an early form of the 
genre of journalism. The fifth volume of Badili c al-zuh5r of 
Ibn Iyas, which covers only seven years (922-928 A. H. ) in as many 
as 494 pages, is another example. 
Nevertheless, the volumes of Ibn al-Furat which deal with the 
1. J. Sauvaget, Introduction to the History of the Muslim East, 
Eng. trans., Berkeley, Los Angeles, 196S, p. 31. 
2. C. Cahen, art. Ibn al-Fur7at, E12. 
2 
history of VI/XII and VII/XII centuries are extremely useful, 
because they preserve lengthy quotations of earlier works which 
are no longer extant; e. g. the works of Ibn Abri Tayy, Baybars 
al-Mansurl and others. 
LIFE OF IBN AL-FURý. T 
cC The author is Nasir al-D'In Muhammad ibn Abd al-RahTim ibn Ali 
ibn al-Furat al Misri al-Hanafi, a Hanafite scholar who was born 
in Cairo in 735 (1335 A. D. ) where he studied with the notable 
scholars of the time. Among his shuyTikh were Abu'l Faraj b. 
CAbd 
al-Hadi, Abu'l Futuh al-DallisTi and Abu- Bakr b. al-Sannaj. He was 
licenced by the two great scholars of Damascus, al-Mazzli and 
al-Dhahabli and he also learned from Abull Hasan al-Bandanlrj7l. He 
became a teacher and a Khatib in the Mucizziyya school in Cairo, 
issued (or authorized) marriage contracts and gave authentic witness 
(shahida - or testimony) at the courts. fie died in the same city 
in 807 (1405 AoD. ) 
1 
For details on the life and works of Ibn al-Furit see: Ibn Hajar 
c-rc al- Asqalani, Al-Durar al-Kimina fil A ya-n al-Mila al-Thamina, IV, 
Cairo (1385/1966) p. 101; -, Inbil al-Ghumur bi Anil al-cUmur, 
II, Cairo (1971) p. 330; Ibn Taghrlbirdvi, Al-Manhal al-Sifil wall- 
c Mustawfl ba d al-Wafil, I, Cairo (1958) p. 145; Al-Sakhgwit al-Daw' 
-c-cc al-Lami 
_fi 
A yan al-Qarn al-Tisi , VIII, Beirut (n. d. [196? 
]) p-51; 
Al-I c lin bill--Tawbvikh liman Dhamma al-Tar'lkh, in S. Al- c All's 
c Ilm al-Tirlkh c ind al-Muslimin, Baghdad (1382/1963) pp. 611-612; 
(cont. ) 
3 
PREVIOUS SCHOLARLY WORK ON IBN AL-FUF-kT'S HISTORY 
The History of the States and the Kings, better known as the History 
of Ibn al-Furit, has attracted the attention of many scholars, both 
western and Arab. We find extracts of the work in J. Reinaud, 
'Histoire de la VI eme Croisade et la prise de Damiette d1apres 
les ecrivains arabes', JA, 1826, pp. 51 -72 Another extract is 
to be found in J. von Karabacek, BeitrHge zUr Geschichte der 
Mazyaditen, Leipzig, 1874, p. 11,3 In volume IV of Michaud's 
Bibliotheque des croisades, there are twenty-three excerpts on the 
XIII century with an emphasis on the activitiesofBaybars. 
Le Strange translated an extract in 'The story of the Death of the 
last cAbbisid Caliph' in JRAS, 1900, pp. 293-300. An extract on 
the Mongol invasion of Syria was published by G. Levi della Vida, 
in Orientalia IV, pp. 353-79. 
Part of the text was published under the title AyyubidsMamluks 
and Crusaders, ed. and trans. by U, and LJJC. Lyons, (Cambridge, 1971) 
(continued from the prbvious p4ge) Al-Suyu-t-ii, Husn al-Muhadara fi 
c Tarirkh Misr wa'1 Qahira, I, Cairo (1299 A. 11. ) p. 320; Ibn al- Imid, 
Shadharat al-Dhahab fir Akhbar man Dhahab, VII, Cairo 1932, p. 72; 
Hajji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Istanbul, p. 279; Ziriklil, K., 
cc Al-A lim, VII, Cairo, n. d., p. 73; Kahhha, CU., Mu jam al-Mu'allifivn, 
X, Damascus, 1380/1960, p. 159; Brockelmann, C., Geschichte der 
arabischen. Literatur, Leiden, 1937-1949,11,50, p. 61; SII, 50, 
p. 49. 
4 
in two volumes. These selections deal with the events of the 
years 641-676 A. H. /1243-1277. 
The edition of Tgr-1kh Ibn al-Furat is still far from complete. 
In 1936, C. K. Zurayk published an edition of volume nine, part one, 
followed by part two which he co-edited with N. c Izz al-DTin in 1938. 
Two other volumes, numbered the seventh and the eighth, were published 
by the same editors between 1939 and 1942. 
It was a quarter of a century later that H. al-Shamma c published 
his edition of volumes four (in two parts, and five (part one only) 
in the years 1967,1969 and 1970 respectively. There is no evidence 
-C 
2 
that either Shamma or Zurayk will publish more volumes in the near 
future. Two Ph. D. theses were presented to the Faculty of the 
University of Vienna by Ahmed EIShamy (Egypt) and c Abbas Al-Dhahir 
(Iraq) in the years 1970 and 1973 respectively. They contain the 
edition and German translation of the first parts of volumes I and II 
of the Vienna manuscript. El-Shimy edited and translated five years 
1. Ibn al-Furit, Tarikh al-Duwal wall-Mul6k, ed. C. K. Zurayk, Beirut, 
1936. Zurayk used in his numeration the numbers given to the 
Vienna MS 814 AF, by G. FlUgel who gave the numbers 1-9 to the nine 
volumes which exist in the Austrian National Library. 
2. In a personal letter which I received from Dr H. M. al-Shammac dated 
9/1/1985 he mentioned that he has completed the edition of part II 
of vol. V (the years 615-624/1218-1227) and that he will publish it 
in the near future. This has, however, not yet appeared. This 
-C part, added al-Shamma , will be his last contribution to the 
study of Ibn al-Furit's History. 
5 
of the text (501-505/1107-1112) 
1 
whilst al-Dhahir's dissertation 
contained the edition of the years 522-530/1128-1136 and the German 
translation of the first four years only; these are the years 
'2 522-52S/1128-1131. ' Al-Dhghir's work is of very poor quality, 
full of typing mistakes and incomplete. The scholar failed to 
recognise the wrong order of the folios of the MS - probably 
because of wrong binding - thus he missed the folios referring 
to the year 529 which were wrongly inserted amongst those of the 
year 532. 'He failed to detect the lacuna between the two years, 
528 and 529, and produced a confused version of the text. 
3 In 
the edition there are serious mistakes# which indicate careless- 
ness, not to say ignorance. For example, al-Mudawwana in the 
fiqh of Imim Milik was treated in al-Dhihir's footnote as a city in 
al-Maghrib; 
4a 
statement on the Fatimid wazrlr KutayfitS was 
misunderstood. Kutayfit can not be identified as a name of a 
I 
1. El-Shamy, A., Ta'rl'h ad-Duwal wa-l-Mul5k, von Ibn al-Furat, 
Bibl. Pal Vind. Cod. A. F. 118, Band I, ediert Und ins Deutsche 
i1bersetzt, Dissertation zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades an der 
philosophischen Fakultlit der UniversitUt Wien, 1971,360 pages.. 
2. - Al-Dh3hir, A. H., Ta'rih ad-Duwal wa-l-Mul5k von Ibn al-Furat, 
Bibl. Pal Vind. Cod. A. F. 118 Band II ediert und ins Deutsche 
Ubersetzt. Dissertation zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades an der 
philosophischen FakultHt der Universitat Wien, 1973,254 pages. 
3. ibid., pp. 97-115. 
4. ibid., p. 131. 
S. ibid., p. 36. 
6 
geographical site. So many of these mistakes make this partial 
edition less than satisfactory. 
- I-- I According to al-Sakhiwl', Ibn al-Furit's history was an 
extensive one which would have come to sixty volumes. The last 
three centuries alone were clean copied by the author, and seen 
by al-Sakhawli in about twenty volumes. The author's writing ended 
with the end of the year A. H. 803 (1400-01). 
1 Ibn Hajar al- ' 
c Asqal3nl7, who was a contemporary of Ibn al-Furat and transmitted 
some hadith'on him, reports that the rest of the book was sold as a 
draft (muswadda) by Ibn al-Furit's own son who, adds Ibn Hajar, 
was not interested in such things (i. e. history). 
2 
VIENNA NLANUSCRIPT (MSW) 
Nine volumes of this voluminous chronicle exist at the Vienna 
Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek and two at the Biblioteca Vaticana 
in Rome; all of them are considered to be an autograph by those who 
have catalogued or worked on the manuscript. 
3 The following table 
shows the volumes preserved of this autograph, their locations, the 
years they deal with and the work done on them. 
c Al-Sakhawl, Al-Daw al-Lami , VIII, P. 51. 
2. Ibn Hajar al- c A; qalanir, Al-Durar al-Kamina, IV, p. 101. 
3. cf. 
ýlilgel, 
op. cit.; Levi Della Vida, dp. ELit.; Shamma". 2E. Cit., 
IV, pt. I, P. 
7 
TABLE 1 
Suggested Years Location 
numeration 
of volumes 
M 501-521 Vienna I 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) and 
(Vii) 
(Viii) 
(ix) 
Cx) 
(xi) 
522-543 Vienna II 
Edited/Published by Missing Years 
Al ShEmi, the years 
501-SOS only 
the year 536 and 
Al-Dhahir, the years parts of the 
522-530 only years 529, S32, 
439,540 
544-562 Vienna III 
563-586 Vienna IV Al-Shammac 
587-599 Vienna IV Al-Shammic 
600-638 Vienna V Al-Shammac, the years 600-615 only 
639-659 Vatican I, U. and C. M. Lyons (the 
oil tr- years 641-676) partial 
ed., English 
660-671 Vienna VI translation 
672-682 Vienna VII C. Zurayk and 
N. CIzz al-Din 
683-696 Vienna VIII C. Zurayk and 
N. cIzz al-Din 
(Xii-xviii) 697-768 Missing 
(xix) 789-799 Vienna IX C. Zurayk 
(xx) 800-803 Missing 
568-585 
S89 
lacuna of 13 years 
62S-638** * 
lacuna of 93 years 
Volume number as it appears in the Vienna catalogue. 
C. Cahen in his article on Ibn al-Furit, E12 mentions that this lacuna, 
which until recently existed, has just been filled by the discovery of 
a volume in Morocco. This I have failed so far to locate in the avail- 
able sources. All personal correspondence with Professor Cahen and 
several Moroccan libraries were fruitless as well. 
8 
The data used in Table I above was derived from the following: 
G. FlÜgel, Die Arabischen, Persischen und TÜrkischen Handschriften 
der Kaiserlich-Koeniglichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien, 1869, Bd. II, 
no. 814, ss. 46-49, and G. Levi Della Vida, Elenco dei Manoscritti 
Arabi Islamici della Biblioteca Vaticana, 'Rome, 1935, no. 726, 
p. 69; also A. Mai, Codices Vaticani Orientali Rome, 1831, p. 607. 
A careful examination of the above table reveals that 
r, S al-Sakhaw, statement on a work in twenty volumes is true. 
Another'enumeration of the extant volumes and the missing 
ones could be safely suggested. In order to distinguish this 
system from Fl5gel's the small Roman numbers to the left have been 
used. The biggest lacuna for the years 697-788 A. H. corresponds 
to seven missing volumes, from xii till, xviii. It is clear that 
these volumes cover a smaller number of years; in other words, as 
we approach the epoch in which the author lived, we expect more 
details. The first three volumes for instance deal on average 
with the events of twenty years, The coverage in the middle 
volumes ranges between ten and thirteen years, while the last 
volume covers three years only. 
DESCRIPTION OF MS. W. 
In this thesis, volume II of the Vienna MS (MSW) has been edited from 
a.,.. microfilm (Mic. p. 1172) in the possession of the Edinburgh 
University Library. 
9 
The MS AF 814 1 autograph at the 6sterreichische National- 
bibliothek in Vienna purports to be an autograph. It is scribbled 
rather than written elegantly, in a very poor naskh hand. it 
contains many grammatical errors, is often incorrectly pointed 
and has no punctuation. The nine volumes-comprise over 1800 folios 
of thick paper. The length 25cm, the width 16cm. The number of 
lines on every page varies between 23-30. The second volume which 
is the subject of this thesis deals with the years S22-543/ 
1128-1149... It consists of 196 folios. Some pages have been 
left blank by the writer for further additions which he was never 
able to make, except in a couple of places, namely after the 
obituaries of the years 525 and 532 where he added a few lines. 
The MS is in fair condition of preservation with some damaged spots. 
Only one year - the year 536 - is completely missing. Major 
parts of the years 532,539 and 540 are missing as well. The'red 
ink used in writing both the titles and subtitles is very faded, 
which makes them in many cases unreadable. 
At the bottom of the verso of each folio the writer gives the 
first word of the following page. This helps in clarifying 
lacunae within the volume. Examples of this are to be found in 
ff. 88-89 (at the end of the years S26) and between ff. 310,311 
(the events of the year S40). The obituaries of the years 543 
are missing at the end of this volume. 
Referred to in this thesis as MS. W. 
10 
OTHER MSS OF THE TWKH AL-DUWAL WA'L MULOK 
Of the History of Ibn ý1-Furat two volumes are preserved in the 
Vatican Library, catalogue number 726. They measure 24 x 16.5cm, 
and contain 291 folios. The folios were given a serial number 
for the two volumes. Al-ShammEo confirms that these two volumes 
were written in the same handwriting using the same kind of paper 
and according to his close comparison of both MSW and the Vatican's 
MS(MSV) we have to accept that MSV is an autograph as well. 
In the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris there is another MS, 
described by De Slane in the library catalogue as'part of Tirikh 
Ibn al-Furit which contains the events of the years 11-19 A. H. 
Another fragment is preserved in the same library in the Schefer 
Collection; this starts with akhbir of the Sassanid kings and ends 
with Jahiliyya poets. 
IBN AL-FURýTIS SOURCES ' 
The sources which Ibn al-Furat uses in volume II of MS. W. have 
been counted and found to be twentythree. Some of them are 
available to us, such as Ibn al-Athlir's al-Kamil, Ibn Khallikan's 
Wafayit al-Acyin, al- C Imad's Khari'dat al-Qasr, and others (see 
Table 2). Of the sources that no longer exi st Ibn al-Furit uses 
the history of Ibn Abr Tayy known as Ma c adin al-Dhahab f7i Tirlkh 
r al-Mul5k wa'l-Khulafal wa Dhawl al-Rutab, and Ibn al-Tuwayr's 
11 
history of the Fatimids and AyyGbids called Nuzhat al-Muqlatayn fi 
Tar'1kh al-Dawlatayn al-FRtimiyya, wa'l-Salahiyya. 
Ibn al-Furit quotes on a few occasions (or even only once) 
sources not known to other historians nor to usP e. g. a work by 
Ibn Duqmiq entitled. Al-Durr al-Munadad fi Wafayit Acyan Ummat 
Muhammad (f. 355). 1 
Other missing sources are quoted to varying degrees. 
Al-Mustawfil's History of Irbil is quoted only once, 
2 
while the 
missing early part of Baybars al-MansUri-Is Zubdat al-Fikra fi 
Tirlikh al-Hiira is quoted thirty-three times in connection with 
Ibn al-Ath-ir and twice by himself alone. 
3 
The total number of quotations is found to be 533 (see Table 2), 
363 of them are acknowledged and the other 170are not, but can 
easily be traced. The most frequently used sources are Ibn 
al-Athir in connection with (or via) Baybars al-Mansuri, Ibn al-Jawzi 
and Ibn Abi Tayy. Twenty times Ibn al-Furit quotes ahl al-tirlikh 
- the historians - or called them ba 
Cd ahl al-t'grivkh - some 
historians. 
Al-Shammao in his edition of volume V noticed that Ibn al-Furit 
uses a similar phrase c ulamP al-tirTikh rah. imahum Allh. After 
thorough collation of the text and other sources al-Shamma 
C 
c4 discovered that the ulama' al-tir'lkh were only Ibn Wasil. 
1. Sirim al-Dirn, Ibrahirm b. Muhwnmad b. Aydumur al- c Ala'lr, 
see p. 394 (the Arabic Text). 
2. ibid., p. 17,1. 
3. ibid., pp. 2 61) 311. 
4. - Al-Shamic, op. cit., V, the 
Introduction. 
12 
TABLE 2 IBN AL-FURTTIS SOURCES FOR VOLUME II (S22-S43 
No. of 
Author Work Quotations 
A. H. ) 
No. of 6n- 
acknowledged 
Quotations 
1. Ibn al-Jawz'l Al-Muntazam 123 95 
2. Ibn Abi-Tayy Macidin al-Dhahab 
fil 101 
- 
Tawarikh al-Mul0k wal- 
Ualafd! wa Dhawl al-Rutab 
3. Ibn al-Ath'ir Al-Kamll- 
(alone) and/or 
with Baybars al Zubdat al-Fikra fl'Tirlkh S7 S1 
Manscirt 21ý 
4. Ibn Khallikin Wafaya"t al-A c yin 33 14 
S. al- C ImId al-. Kharlidat al-Qasrp Dhayl 7 4 
Isfahin! al-Kharl-da 
* 
6. Iýn Wisil Mufarrij___al Kuru-b f-i 4 6 
Akhbar Bant AXnb 
7. Ibn Dihya Al-Nibras f1i Tarlikh KhulafRI 7 
EanIP1 ý; Abbas 
8. Ibn al-Tuwa)rr Nuzhat al-Muqlatayn fi 5 
T5rikh al-Dawlatayn al- 
=atimiyya wal Salahiyya 
9. c- Ibn al-Sam ani Dhayl Tar1kh Baghdid 5 - 
10. Ibn al-Anbirl Nuzhat al-Alibba' fl 5 - 
Tabaqat al UdabD 
11. Ibn al-Khatirb Al-Ihata f1i Akhbir 2 - 'Mrhata 
12. Baybars al- Zubdat al-Firkra 2 - 
Mans5r'i (alone) 
13. al-iaghm6rl his History 2 - 
14. Ibn al-Azraq Tirlkh Mayyafiriqln 1 - 
al-Far'lql , 
IS. ' Ibn Bassim Al-: thakh_'lra fiv Mahislin ahl 1 - 
al-JazIra 
16. Ibn Duqmiq c Al-Durr al-Munaddad f'i Ayan 1 - 
Unmat Muhammad 
17. Zifir al-Haddad. Diwan 
18. al-Harvirl Maqamat 
19. Kamal al-D'in, al- 
Qidi(? ) 
20. Usama ibn Munqidh A book on al-Mustarshid 1 
al-cAbbds! 
21. (Ibn) al-Mustawfli Tirlikh Irbil 1 
22. Yiq5t Mu c jam al-Buldin 1 
23. al-Rashid ibn al- Kitab al-JinHn wa Riyid 1 - Zubv 5r al-Adhhan . Total 363 170 
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A similar approach was applied to the present volume and 
resulted in different findings. One of Ibn al*-Furat's main 
sources was indeed some of these 'historians', i. e. Ibn al-Ath'llr, 
Ibn al-Jawzi, Ibn Abi-Tayy or Ibn Wasil. Yet, in quite a few 
cases the sources can not be identified. 
In quotations Ibn al-Furit usually mentions the full names of 
the author and the work. -He often ends the quotation with the 
phrase intaha kalimuh.? ' Sometimes Ibn al-Fur3t seems less precise. 
He may start quoting a source and after a paragraph or two he 
mentioned the name of his source followed by more quotations without 
giving any indication that the previous passage (or passages) has 
Wen taken from the same source. 
As already mentioned, Ibn al-Athirr is one of the author's major 
sources, Yet he quotes him in an unusual way most of the time. 
There are 54 direct quotations from Ibn al-Athir; on the other 
33 occasions Ibn al-Furat uses either: qa. '. a al-hafiz Ibn al-Ath'ir 
wall amTlr Rukn al-Din Baybars al-Daw5darl"(al-Mansu-ri), or the 
previous sentence adding to it the phrase wa ahl al-tgrlikh. 
In his selection of sources Ibn al-Furat proves on many occasions 
that he has a sense of history and many of his quotations reveal a 
high degree of skill and intelligence. In order to evaluate the 
extent of the authorli reliance on different sources, Table 3, and 
Graphs below were prepared. 
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TABLE 3 IBN AL-FURýTls SOURCES FOR VOLUME II OF HIS HISTORY 
(522-543 A. H. ) 
The authors' names are arranged according to the date of 
death (A. H. ). Both big and small letters refer to their 
works quoted in MS. 
P- Published M- Missing 
P/p- partially Published M/p - partially Missing 
* *- Major source I 
Important source ? 
U 
- Indirectly quoted 
- The work quoted could not be 
identified 
- Unknown to us 
Author 
Al-Harlril 
Al-Ldd3d 
Ibn Bassam 
Ibn al-SamcanTi 
Al-Rashid ibn al-Zubayr 
" Ibn c Asikir 
+ Ibn al-Azraq al-Fariqj' 
Ibn al-Anbiril 
Uska ibn Munqidh 
" Al- c ImEd al-Isfahanli 
Ibn al-Jawzl 
Ibn al-Tuwa)rr 
Yaqut 
Ibn AbIl Tayy 
Ibn al-Aih'ir 
Ibn Dihya 
c Kamal al-Dlin [Ibn al- AdiM? ] 
Al-Yaghm5rTi 
Ibn Khallikin 
Ibn Wisil 
Baybar; al-Dawadarli [al mans5r-1] 
Ibn al-Khatib 
Ibn Duqmaq 
Ibn) al-Ntustawfl 
Code Year of Death 
IP 516/1122 A. D. 
IP 529/1134 
I P/P M/P 542/1147 
I P/P 562/1166 
Im 562/1166 
P/P 571/1175 
I P/P M/P 572/1176 
p 577/1181 
Iu 584/1188 
P I; M 597/1200 
P/P M/P S97/1200 
m 617/1220 
IP 626/1228 
m 630/1232 
p 630/1232 
P/P M/P 633/1235 
li 1 660/1261 
? 673/1274 
p 681/1282 
p 697/1297 
P/P M/P 725/1373 
I P/P M/P 776/1374 
u 809/1406 
P/P M/P 637/1239 
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From the above mentioned list only two names have been selected to 
assess the importance of this work of Ibn al-Furat and to shed some 
light on his method of using sources; these are Ibn Abli Tayy and 
Ibn al-Tuwayr. 
Ibn al-Tuwayr, Ab5 Muhammad C Abd al-Salim ibn al-Hasan 
al-Qaysavinl, al-Qadri al-Murtadi al-Misril 
1 (525-617/1130-1220 A. D. ) 
was a high-ranking official of the later Fatimids, who wrote in 
the reign of Salah al-Dirn a history of the two dynasties, the 
Fitimids and AyyGbids, known as Nuzhat al-Muqlatayn fl Tgrilkh al- 
Dawlatayn al-Fitimiyya wal-Sal5hiyya. Only a few excerpts have 
been preserved from this important work; they are quoted in the 
work of Ibn Khald5n, al-Qalqashandl', al-Maqrl'z'l and Ibn Taghrl'birdl'. 
But before these great writers Ibn al-Furit knew the work of Ibn 
al-Tuwayr and quoted it five times at least in volume II, when 
describing the events of the years 524-526/1123-1132 in Egypt. 
These years were critical because of the death of al-Wir and the 
complicated seizure of power by al-Hifiz. -Ibn al-Tuwayr was born 
in 525/1130. Although he must have written his history thirty to 
forty years later, he may very well have met in Cairo at the court 
of the Fitimid Caliphs those whose fathers had witnessed these 
events and who had seen them personally. Due to his office Ibn 
al-Tuwayr had, no doubt, easy access to Fatimid documents. 
ý2 Yahyi ibn Abll-Tayy Hamild al-Najjgr al-Ghass.; iniv al-Halabi 
1. Art. Ibn al-Tuwayr, E12. P. M. Holt and B. Lewis, Historians of 
the Middle East, London, 1962, p. 117. 
2. Art. Ibn Abli Tayy,. EI2. Holt and Lewis, U. cit., p. 129. 
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(? -C. 630/? -1232) was a Shircil native of Aleppo. His importance 
as a source of historical infonnation was well established in the 
work of Aba Shima, Kitib al-Rawdatayn fil Tarikh al-Dawlatayn 
(ed. M. H. Ahmad, Cairo 1956-6? ). Ibn Abli Tayy received his 
education in Aleppo under the supervisiofi of his father who was a 
Cr 
carpenter and an eminent Shir is Yaqut, as quoted by al-Safadi, 
states that Yahyi did not follow his father's career and that he 
took to writing as a means of earning his living. He wrote 
several books on grammar, philology, commentaries on the Quran, 
government administration, rhetoric, biography, history and even 
botany. 
Yiq5t counted ten historical works by Ibn Abil Tayy; among them 
c- was a history of Aleppo entitled Ma adin al-Dhahab, an appendix to 
it, a history of the kings of Aleppo, a history of Syria, a history 
of Salih al-D'in and a pniversal history called Hawidith al-Zaman. 
Ibn Abil Tayy's sources of information are his father, who 
o 
appears to have been an eyewitness of some events, especially 
during the period of Ndr al-DIn, and the works of the qgdl7 BahP 
al-Diln Ibn Shaddid and OImid al-D'in al-Isfahaniv. 
The fact that Ibn Abli Tayy acknowledges the value of documents 
in writing history and the significance of relying on eyewitness 
accounts, entitles him to be considered as a reliable historian, 
the more so since extensive use is made of his works by later 
historians especially Ibn Khallikin, Abd Shima and Ibn al-Furit. 
In 196 folios, Ibn al-Furit quotes him 101times in borrowings which 
1. cf. M. H. Ahmad, Kitab al-Rawdatayn, the Introduction, pp. 6-7 
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may vary from as little as ten lines up to two pages. 
C- 
Being a ShIl i historian adds more to the value of his writing 
on the Fatimids, since almost all of the other works written by 
Cr Shi" 1 historians on the period were lost. 
In five years of his account Ibn al-Furat does not quote Ibn 
Abi Tayy (see Graph II#) but this does not preclude the possibility 
of unacknowledged quotation, since this-is the practice of Ibn 
al-Furat with other sources used in his history, such as for example 
77 
Ibn al-Athlr and Ibn al-Jawz 1. The only difference here is that 
no proof can be established in the case of Ibn Abil Tayy because his 
works are missing, while in the case of Ibn al-Athir and Ibn al-Jawzl' 
their books survive. The number of quotations varies from year to 
year (from once in the years 537 and 540 A. H. up to eleven times in 
the years 524 and 531 A. H. ). 
As Iraq and Khurisgn represent the focal point of*the history 
of this period, Ibn al-Furit like other historians concentrates on 
this more than the other provinces. Hence he quotes Ibn Abil Tayy 
on Iraq and Khurisan thirty-one times. ' Syria comes next with 
twenty-seven quotations. The turbulent period of the death of 
al-Amir and his succession by al-Hafiz in Egypt. counts for the eleven 
quotations on this country. Ibn Abli Tayy has something to say on 
the early history of the Almohads and their military activities 
against the Almoravids in Marrakesh and its surroundings, which helps 
1. J. El-Shayyil, ' Majmacat al-WathPiq al-Fatimiyya, vol. I, Cairo, 
1961,2nd edn, pp. 11-12. 
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to explain the eight quotations on the Maghrib. In general, the 
quotations from Ibn Abil Tayy on Iraq and the Saljuqs bears a 
cr strong resemblance to those of Imad al-Din - as preserved in 
r1S al-Bundar, Zubdat al-Nusra. There are two major differences 
r between the two narrations. First Ibn Ab, Tayy's version 
contains more details than those in al-Bundirly which may well mean 
C. -- that the former used Imad al-Din's book directly in his own 
r history. Secondly, Ibn Ab 1 Tayy frees himself to a greater degree 
Cr from sa) and other muhassinit, while al-Bundar, is still tied to 
some extent to these stylistic devices. The result of this is a 
clearer text by Ibn Abil Tayy which is more readable and accessible. 
The excerpts on the activities of al-Rishid after his deposition, 
and his involvement with Zangil contain new information. 
2 The same 
c- is true concerning the relationship between sultan Mas ud and his 
aides such as Ibn Talha (Shib al-Makhzan) and Thibit (al-Mustawflr). 
3 
Regarding the events in Fitimid Egypt Ibn al-Furat's quotations thr7ow 
new light on important events such as the relations between al-Hafiz 
c4 and his wazir Abu Ally Kutayfit (the grandson of Badr al-Jamill), 
the revolt of the Armenians under the wazl'r Bahram 
5 
and the conflict 
1. See the Arabic text, p. 189. 
2. ibid., pp. 222-224. 
3. ibid., pp. 254-258. 
4. ibid., pp. 106,108. 
ibid., pp. 153,155-156. 
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between the different ethnic groups within the Fatimid army. 
r The information of Ibn Ab, Tayy on Syria is of remarkable value. 
In particular, the excerpts which deal with the relationship between 
c- Ndr al-DTin and Mu in al-Diln Unur, the military activities of Nu-r 
al-Din against the Franks and the deteriorating relationship between 
-Cr him and the ImEmir Shi ites in Aleppo. A reading of the text of 
Ibn Abi Tayy suggests an earlier cooperation between N5r al-DIn and I 
the Imamis against their common enemy, the IsmacIlis, and explains 
how this phase was replaced by hostility between the collaborators. 
' 
On two occasions at least, Ibn al-Furit quotes Ibn Abli Tayy on 
local events in Aleppo in such a way that provides new information 
on the topography of the city and its social life. 
2 
The events of 
al Maghrib, namely the advent of the Almohads and the fall of the 
3 Almoravids are well covered by Ibn Abi Tayy. The latter's text 
provides more details and reveals that Ibn Abil Tayy had access to 
a first-hand source or sources, i. e. some Maghribi history of the 
era. Failing to identify this source does not detract from the 
value of Ibn Abi Tayy's information. 
THE EDITION OF THE TEXT 
The edition of a text from a single manuscript presents, as is well 
known, dangers in all languages, and in none more than in Arabic. 
I 
1. ibid., pp. 349-351,424-426. 
2. ibid., pp. 390-391. 
3. ibid., pp. 360-364,384-388. 
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As most of Ibn al-Furat's sources such as Ibn al-Athir, Ibn 
al-Jawzl and Ibn Khallikin exist, they have been used as a second 
copy when quotations are directly acknowledged by Ibn al-Furat 
or may be traced by close matching of the MS text and the different. 
sources. Yet some readings are obviously corrupt and the absence 
of any extracts from this volume of Tarikh Ibn al-Furat in later 
works give no assistance in their correction. If undue liberties. 
appear to have been taken with the text in consequence, it can only 
be pleaded that without such emendations it would give either no 
sense or an obviously wrong one and that where they could be tested 
by comparison with the available original sources they have generally 
been found to be justified. 
The footnotes to the Arabic text of the MS have been confined 
mainly to the technicalities of editing, i. e. variant readings, 
obscurities, missing words and an indication of where there are 
colloquialisms. In many places difficult words and technical 
terms have been explained, proper names are given in a fuller form, 
while the definition of proper names of persons and places have 
been left to special comprehensive alphabetical appendices to be 
found at the end of this thesis. The edition of the text itself 
has been fully punctuated. Subtitles are underlined. Direct 
quotations are indicated by underlining the source, whereas the 
unacknowledged ones are shown in the footnotes, when identified. 
Round brackets have been used to indicate either the unacknowledged 
quotations of Ibn al-Furit, each of which have been accorded a 
footnote, or the differences between a certain quotation made by 
24 
him and the original text of his sources. Square brackets [) 
have been used to determine the word or words introduced into the 
text to clarify certain ambiguities. 
Indian numerals have been used in marking the typed Arabic 
text which Occupies 425 pages of this thesis, while Arabic numbers 
which occur amongst the words of the text refer to the number of 
0 
the MS folios. 
Verses of the Qur'in are named with reference to their saras 
and their verse number. The traditions of the Prophet are 
mentioned, with reference to their degree of authenticity and 
isnid. All poetry has been vocalised. The metres have been 
identified and added in the margin of the text between square 
brackets, except in a very few cases.. 
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Chapter 2 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE 'YEAR 522 A. H. 
. At the beginning of the month of Muharram, 'Zangir captured Aleppo, 
with the help of its inhabitants, from its governor Khutlugh Aba 
r 
who had ruled the city in the name of sultan Mahm5d. Zangi 
c handed Khutlugh to Ibn Badli, the ra'is of Aleppo. The latter 
0 
blinded Khutlugh who died shortly after that. 
On his way to AleppoZangl' captured both Manbij and Buzaca; 
he then besieged Qal c at Ja c bar but failed to conquer it. Al-Rahba 
was handed to him peacefully by its (governor) al-Mukhtass. 
r In the month of Safar. Tughtagi'n died and his son B5ri succeeded 
him as governor of Damascus. A showdown with the Bitiniyya became 
inevitable after their influence in Damascus greatly increased and 
their chief Abull Wafg' formed a real threat to Bu-ri"s authority 
over the city; al-Mazdaqani, the waz'ir of Bdril, was the force -I 
behind the Bitiniyya. A confrontation took place between the 
Batiniyya under the leadership 9f Bahrim on the one hand and the 
people of Widill-Taym under their leader al-Dahhgk ibn Jandal on 
the other. This was a result of Bahram's murder of Baraq ibn 
Jandal, brother of al-Dahhak. When Bahram attacked the people of 
Widi'l-Taym, they were ready for him and defeated his army. 
Bahr, qm himself was killed (in the battle), his head and hands were 
sent to Egypt accompanied by a man from Wadi'l-Taym. After the 
* 
6/l/1128 - 24/12/1128 A. D. 
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killing of Bahrim, al-Mazdaqini appointed one Abull Wafil [as a 
missionary (dici)] in charge of Damascus. 
Dubays ibn Sadaqa al-Mazyadi persuaded Sanjar to conquer Iraq 
so that the latter could abort the alliance between the caliph 
al-Mustarshid and the sultan Mahm5d (Sanjar's nephew) allegedly 
directed against Sanjar. Sanjar marched on"al-Rayy and there he 
called upon Mahm5d who came and showed his loyalty to his uncle. 
Sanjar ordered Mahmud to free al-Dargazini- - the latter's wazir 
from jail and to reinstate him in the post of (serving) Sanjar's 
daughter who was Mahmad's wife. Dubays was handed to Mahm5d by 
Sanjar who asked him to return Dubays safely to his place (i. e. his 
kingdom] . 
Mahm5d killed a group of his commanders in Hamadan, because of 
a plot against him which they had instigated in Baghdad. In the 
month of Sha c b3n, An5shlrwgn, the waz1'r of MahmGd, resigned after 
being in office for almost ten months and then he returned to 
Baghdid. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 523 A. H. 
Sultin Mahm5d left Hamadan aiming for Iraq (taking) with him Dubays 
and they arrived there on the ninth of Muharram. 
MahmGd wanted to restore good relations between al-Mustarshid 
and Dubays. The Caliph refused to be reconciled and did not accept 
25/12/1128 - 14/12/1129 A. D. 
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an offer of one hundred thousand (100,000) dinars from Dubays. 
Knowing of the sultan's wish to give al-Musil to Dubays, Zangi 
(discreetly) rushed to Baghdad laden with great presents, and offered 
them to the sultan together with one hundred thousand dInirs. 
The sultan accepted them, gave hospitality to Zang!, laid ceremonial 
garments on him and (confirmed) him in (his position as a governor 
of) Mosul. 
On the 24th of the month of Muharram, Mahm5d reinstated 
al-Dargaziln-1 as waz: TLr. 
At the end of the month of RabIl c II, c A171 b. Tirad al-Zaynabi 
was made wazlir of the caliph al-Mustarshid after the death of the 
latter's wazTlr, Jalil al-Din b. Sadaqa. 
Sultan Mahm5d appointed Bihru-z as shihna of Baghdad and put 
him in charge of al-Hilla as well. Mahm5d left Baghdad for liamadgn 
in Jumada II. After the death of Mahm5d's-wife, who used to 
protect Dubaysand the serious illness of Mah-mud, Dubays kidnapped 
a little son of MahmGd's and escaped'to Iraq. In Ramadan, on the 
arrival of Dubays in al-Hilla, Bihru-z fled. Al-Mustarshid 
mobilised his a=ies and Mahm5d called on Qizil and Aq Sonqur 
Ahmadirlil asking them to catch Dubays. Dubays offered to pay back 
a; I the money he had taken or an even larger sum. While envoys 
went back and forth between Dubays and al-Mustarshid the: fonner 
managed to recruit 10,000 cavalry men. In ShawwEl, Ahmadill 
reached Baghdad in pursuit of Dubays. Mahmu-d returned to Baghdad 
in the following month'and Dubays sent him lavish presents hoping 
he could secure him the caliph's approval but to no avail. Dubays 
left for Basra, chased by Mahm5d himself and after plundering the 
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city he disappeared into the wilderness (barriyya 
c Cr Al-Mazdaqa-n, ir ( A171 b. Sa id), the waz'lr, of Bdr7i the ruler of 
Damascus corresponded with the Franks and promised to hand over 
Damascus to them in return for the city of Tyre. Bariv knew of 
the plot, summoned al-Mazdaqani, killed him-and hung his head over 
the door of the castle. BgrTi ordered the killing of the Bitiniyya. 
-cr Six thousand of them were killed and Isma 11 the (B3tini) governor 
of Banyas handed it to the Franks and fled to'them with his 
followers. With Banyas in their possession, the Franks were 
tempted to capture Damascus. The lords of Jerusalem, Antioch and 
Tripoli, together with the king of the Germans and other Frankish 
kings and princes joined their forces of 2,000 cavalrymen and a 
countless number of infantrymen and marched against Damascus. 
Shams al-KhaWg- one of BU-rl's commanders, defeated them in the 
month of Dhu-1-hijja. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF ME EVENTS OF THE YEAR 524 A. H. 
-C Sultan Sanjar captured Samarqand in the month of Rabi I. His 
viceroy in the city was malik Muhammad Khan b. Arslan Khan. Nasr, 
the son of the viceroy, was killed in a con spiracy instigated by an 
CAlawli faqlh and the rall's of the city. Malik Muhammad sought the 
15/12/1129 - 3/12/1130 A. D. 
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help of another son who happened to be in Turkistan. At the same 
time he called on Sanjar for help, fearing that the son would be 
unable to defeat the rebels. Muhammad's son arrived first and killed 
both of the conspirators. When Muhammad knew that Sanjar was on 
his wayhe regretted what he had done and. sent messages to tell 
Sanjar of his victory over the rebels, to assure the loyalty of 
both his son and himself to Sanjar and to ask the latter to return 
to Khurasin. 
Sanjar uncovered an assassination squad aiming at his own life 
and sent by Muhammad. Sanjar marched against Samarqand and 
captured it ýy force. Sanjar forgave Muhammad Khan (who was his 
father-in-law) and sent the latter to his daughter (i. e. Sanjar's 
wife). Sanjar appointed Hassan Taglin as a governor and when the 
latter died Mahmdd b. Muhammad Khan was appointed in his place. 
C_ Sultan Mas ud left Khurisin for Sawa. There were rumours that 
he would rise up against his brother, Sultan Mahm5d. In fear 
Mahmud left Baghdad for Kirmin Shih where Mascud joined him. 
Masc5d showed his loyalty to his brother and the latter gave the 
former the city of Kanja and its territories. 
Sanjar sent an envoy to Mahmdd asking him about the former's 
share in the inheritance of the former's two daughters who were 
Mahmud's (successive) wives and who had died while with him. The 
two men disputed about the jewels of the dead women. Al-Dargazini 
c- 
advised Mahm5d to imprison al- Aziz al-Isfahan-i, the mustawfli, 
because he was a confidant of Sanjar and might disclose informatiod 
which Mahm5d may have wanted to keep to himself. Moreover, 
al-Dargazinri paid Mahm5d 300,000 dinirs in order that he would agree. 
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Mahmud handed al-Aziz to Bihr5z who imprisoned c Aziz at Tikrit. 
Zangli declared his intention to fight, jihad and sent to Bdriv 
asking for support. They swore mutual help and BEH ordered 
his son Sewinj, the governor of Hama, to go with his troops to 
help Zangli. Zangli received Sewinj's hospitality but later 
arrested Sewinj and his prominent commanders and despatched them 
to Aleppo to be imprisoned in the citadel there. Then Zang'l 
captured Hama and besieged Hims for forty days without success. 
Zangli departed for Aleppo where he stayed for two months, after 
which he returned to Mosul taking with him '- as captives - 
Sewinj, Khirrkhin of Hims and some DimashqI1 commanders. 
Zangi marched against Hisn al-Atharib which constituted a real 
threat to the people of Aleppo. The Franks mobilised great 
forces to defend the citadel. The aides of Zangli advised him to 
abandon the campaign but he insisted on pursuing his march lest 
the Franks see in this a sign of his own weakness. A battle 
ensued from which Zangi emerged victorious. He chased his 
opponents to the citadel, which he seized and destroyed. 
Afterwards, Zangll marched to Qal c at liarlim and besieged it. 
The Franks of Harilm asked for a truce and offered Zangli half of 
the revenue of their territory. 
T 
Zangi accepted and lifted the 
siege. 
T 
Zangi fought the allied armies of Timurtash b. Ilghazli of 
Mird-in, his cousin Rukn al-Dawla b. Suqman of Hisn Kayfa and 
0, 
MILd of ýmid and inflicted a defeat on them. Zangli captured 
Sarji and Dara. Later he seized the castle of Bahmard and 
Qalcat al-Sinn. 
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In the month of Sha c bin Zang'l married Zumurrud KhatEn, daughter 
of malik RidwEn of Aleppo. A month later he divorced her, when 
he saw traces of old blood on a bench and was told that these were. 
the stains of his murdered father's blood. In a drunken stupor on 
the balcony overlooking Aleppo, Zangli summoned Zumurrud, divorced 
her and ordered her to be taken to the stable where he ordered the 
grooms to rape her. This they did while he looked on. He ordered 
the tomb of Ridwan to be transferred to the wall of the city, that 
the surviving members of Ridwan's family and his servants should 
be murdered and their wealth confiscated. 
(This episode is narrated by Ibn All Tayy and not to be found in 
any other history of the'period. ) 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 525 A. H. 
In this year B5ril appointed Ahmad al-Mazdaqinl' (cousin of Aba Tihir 
al-MazdaqanTI) waz'lr. 
r In Jumada, two batinis leapt upon B5r11 of Damascus, and wounded 
him twice. In secret they joined the body of Khurasanian troops 
(organised as a cortege for the protection of Taj al-Muluk). He 
named his son Abu'l-Fath Ismach as his successor. 
B5rlr of Damascus captured Dubays and handed him to Zangll. 
Dubays was in Iraq when an envoy from the widow of the (late) ruler 
of Sarkhad invited him to go there and accept the widow's proposal 
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of marriage, and to receive from her the citadel-of Sarkhad and 
all that it contained. On his way from-Iraq Dubays lost his way, 
and found himself in a place east of al-Ghuta. (a suburb of Damascus) 
where people from the tribe of Kalb took him to Buri who imprisoned 
him. When Zangli heard of that he sent to Bu-rl reque-Aing him to 
deliver up Dubays and in return he would release Bu_r111s son Sewini 
and the other captive amTlrs. Zangli threatened to march against 
Damascus and destroy it'if Buri'refused the deal. B5riT'sent 
Dubays with'Zang7l's envoy to the latter's master. In spite of the 
previous enmity between the two men, Zangli received Dubays. 
hospitably and honoured him. Meanwhile, al-Mustirshid sent two 
notable aides of his to request B5r1I to extradite Dubays. In 
Damascus one of the two aides, when he knew of Dubays' whereabouts, * 
started attacking Zangir. Zang, ' became angry and managed to capture 
the two caliphal messengers on their return journey from Damascus to 
Baghdad. At Mosul,, one of them was released after being briefly 
rebuked, while the other - who offended Zangi earlier while in 
Damascus - was imprisoned until al-Mustarshid personally interceded. 
In the month of Shawwh Sultan Mahmu-d b. Muhammad b. Malik Shah 
b. Alp Arslan died. 
Before Mahm5d's death, his waz'lr al-Dargazin-i changedhis master's 
c, heart towards many prominent men of the-state, such as al- Aziz 
.. amirr 
An5shtiglln known as Shi Umar who al-Mustawfi Irklir and his son c 
was the hajib of Mahm5d. Al- c Azl'z was given to Bihr5z who 
imprisoned him in Tikr'lt but Sh'irk'lr and his son were murdered. 
Their murder was perpetrated by Muhammad al-Rablib, the waz'lr of 
amir Yurunqush al-Bgzdir. The episode goes as follows: 
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Al-Rabilb intercepted an envoy carrying a message from 
al-Dargazinil to the lord of Alamdt. The messenger was made 
drunk and the message'Was opened, read and replaced by a similar 
one which imitated the original only with some additions. In 
r the original al-Dargazirn, called on some Batiniyya to assassinate 
Sultin Tughril. He wanted to relieve Mahmu-d of the threat from 
his own brother. 
r In the letter Al-Rab lb added the assassination of a group of 
Sult5n Mahm5d's, retinue such as Qaraja (or Qaracha) al-SEqil, 
lord of Fars (Firis) and others. Many copies were made of the 
modified version and sent to interested persons. The latter 
c- 
got together and decided to depose Mahm5d and establish Mas ud in 
his place. Mahm6d knew of the plot and quickly despatched Salýh 
al-Din Sarjak to Qazwl'n where he pacified Yurunqush al-Bgzdgr, 
the most senior of the : rebellious*, amirs. Shirkir was thus 
exposed and sent his apologies to Mahm5d seeking forgiveness, but 
to no avail. 
When Mahm5d arrived at Hamad9n he ordered the killing of 
al-Daylamll, al-Rabilb and cAyn ýLl-Quda al-Mayanji The first and 
the third were crucified on the same nig4t. As for ShIrki7r, he 
was taken to Qal c at B11rhra (sic) where he was killed in captivity. 
Shikilr's head was sent to Khur5sin and was erected on a spear in 
the city of Nisabur (or N11shabar). People hated that and'openly 
r criticised the Sultan's killing of Sh lrklv'r out of respect for the 
latter because he had fought the Batiniyya and atheists, so the 
Sultin ordered his head to be taken down. 
On his death-bed Mahm5d shouted "Keel) Shlrkilr and his son away 
from me ... they came [to me] with swords [in their hands]. " It 
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was said that al-Dargazini put poison in Mahmud's food. 
After the death of Mahmud, his son Da'ud was made Sultan as a 
result of the agreement between the wazir and the atabeglAq'Sonqur 
al-AhmadIll-1. A revolt eruptedin Hamadan and Bilid, al-Jabal but 
it soon died down. 
r 
Al-Dargazini (according to Ibn Abi Tayy) seized the opportunity 
of Mahm5d's illness and left for al-Rayy accompanied by the leading 
r amirs, spent the winter there until Mahm5d died, and remained after 
that until Sultan Sanjar came to them. 
-rc In the month of Rabi II, Mahm5d charged Zangi with the affairs 
of Iraq in addition to what he had had earlier, i. e. al ShEm, 
Mosul and the two Jaziras. When Mahm5d died, 'Zangi was at 
al-Qaryatayn near Hims. He marched to Masul and from there 
he sený to al-Mustarshid asking him to appoint Alp Arslan al- 
Khafijir, son of Mahmu-d in his father's place. Zangil was atabeg of 
KhafijTl. The caliph apologised saying that Khafij7l was only a 
c boy and it was Dalud who was given wil9yat, al- ahd from his father 
before the latter's death. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 526 A. H. * 
c- Dil5d b. Mahmud besieged the city of Tabriz where his uncle Mas ud 
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and his army were. The fighting was terminated with a truce at 
the end of the month of Muharram and Da'u-d withdrew his troops to 
allow Mascad a way out of the city. 
c- DPEd and Mas ud both sent envoys to Baghdad, each of them 
requesting the khutba in Baghdad-to be in his own name. 
Al-Mustarshid answered that it was Sanjar alone who decided this 
matter. At the same time, al-Mustarshid wrote to Sanjar urging 
him not to permit either one to have the khutba and to keep it 
for himself. 
In the month of Rabli c II, Sanjar arrived in al-JibRl, where 
TTc- 
al-Dargazini and the asakir of Iraq received him. Tughril Shh, 
son of Muhammad b. Malikshih, arrived there too and was approached 
by al-Dargazlinli who welcomed him and had earlier sent him fancy 
presents. Toghril, however, was not moved by this and remained 
angry because of al-Dargazlinli's role in the murder of ShTirglir 
(Toghril's atibeg and his son C Umar. Toghril therefore refused to 
give. '. an oath (sic) to al-DargazInil but changed his mind when the 
amirs advised him to do so. Masc5d sent to Zangi seeking his 
help and Zangi promised to support him. This raised Mascad's 
hopes of attaining the Sultanate. When SaljUq Shah b. Muhammad 
c- saw the fighting between DP5d and Mas ud, he wanted to become 
sultin himself. His army under the leadership of amir Qaracha 
al-Siqli marched against Baghdad. Toghril and his army arrived 
there before Masc5d and resided in the Sultan's house. 
Al-Mustarshid sent Toghril and Qaracha fancy presents, honoured 
them and took an oath from them to himself. Shortly after that 
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Mascud's envoy arrived, asked for the khutba to Masc5d and 
4 
threatened serious consequences if he was not granted it. He 
then left. Zangil arrived at Tikr'lt on his way to'Baghdad. 
CL 
Al-Mustarshid sent Shaykh Baha'al-Diln al-Isfýayifni' the preacher 
r with a message for Zang,. The message was tough and the messenger 
- being confident of the caliph's power - added even more severity 
of his own. Zangil arrested him and wanted to-kill him but the 
r. 
qadi Ibn al-Shahrazuri interceded. 
c- The caliph found out what was going on and sent to Mas ud 
telling him of his intention to march against Mosul and besiege it. 
Al-Mustarshid left Baghdad with thirty thousand troops in the middle 
of the month of Sha c b3n. Before the arrival of al-Mustarshid in 
Mosul, Zangli left for the city of Sanjar leaving the defence of 
Mosul to his nPibNasir al-DiIn Jaqar. The caliph arrived and 
laid siege to the city on the 20th of Ramadan. 
Zangi started to attack the route bringing supplies-to the 
caliph's army every day. After three months the caliph gave up 
the idea of the siege and returned to Baghdad via the Tigris. it 
was said that Zangl offered the caliph compensation for the costs 
of the unsuccessful campaign, and the wazir advised the caliph to 
accept the offer. Then the amIr of the hij j arrived from Hamadin 
c- with the news that Mas ud was heading for Baghdad. On hearing 
this al-Mustarshid left Mosul returning to Baghdad. 
When Shams al-Mul5k Ismicill heard of the caliph's siege of 
r 
Mosul, he was tempted to recapture Hama from Zangi who had 
previously taken it from Sewizij (Ismacill's brother). The news 
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of his determination came to the ears of Zangiv's lieutenant in 
Hami who strengthened its fortifications and prepared to defend it 
by making ready all the requisite men and. 'equipment. All his 
courtiers advised him against marching but-he paid no heed to what 
anyone said. He moved out during the last ten days of the month 
of Ramadin and reached Hama on the feast day (Id al-Fitr, lst 
c- Shawwal) while its population were off their guard. Isma 11 
attacked the city and took it by force. Its-governor could not 
defend the citadel, so he abandoned it and surrendered it with all , 
C- 
that it contained to Isma 11. Thence he set out and made towards 
Shayzar. He besieged it and laid waste its neighbourhood. The 
lord of Shayzar conciliated him and offered him money as a token 
C-r of goodwill. Isma 11 took the money and returned to Damascus 
where he arrived in the month of Dhii'l. Qa c da. In this year (in 
Dhu'l Hijja, according to IQ* a considerable military force of 
the Turkmens arrived in the north and made raids upon Tripoli 
and its provinces. 
The count of 'Tripoli came out against them with great 
forces and engaged the Turkmens, but the latter defeated the Franks 
and the count fled with a small party and took refuge in Hisn 
Bacriln. The Turkmens besieged the. citadel until it was about to 
fall, but a group of the besieged Franks escaped to Tripoli 
Amongst them was the count himself who wroteto the lords of 
Acre, Jerusalem and Tiberias urging them to assist him. A great 
host of the Franks joined him and they marched against the Turkmens. 
A battle took place and the Turkmens were on the point of inflicting 
IQ = Ibn al-Qalanisli 
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a total disaster upon the Franks had the latter not taken 
advantage. of the darkness to retire in a body to Rafanlya whence 
they reached the coast road. The Turkmens in distress returned 
to their own lands, regretting their lost opportunity. 
Ibn Abi Tayy mentions: "In this year al-Malik al-Nasir Salah 
al-Din Yusuf (Saladin) ibn Najm al-Din Ayyub was born in the citadel 
of Tikrit whose master then was his father Najm al-D-in. Abu-'l 
Futuh, the Ismiclill d1cl, bought the citadel of Qadm5s from Ibn 
C Amr5n, who was ruling it on behalf of the*Fatimids. He sold it 
at a very low price and went to Aleppo to settle there. -Zangl* 
punished him and confiscated a great quantity of wealth from him. 
The Ismicillils used to fight their neighb6urs, both ýfuslims and 
Franks, and everyone hated them. " 
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Al-Mustarshid sent his c askar to Basra under the commandership of 
Yurunqush Bizdir and IqbIl al-Khadim. There they fought Dubays 
and his allies, Bakhtiyar Wishiq and Ibn Abill Khayr. Dubays 
and the Wisitils were defeated and WishRq and other amTlrs were 
captured. 
When ýJasciid knew of the defeat of DI'Ed in his war against 
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I 
Toghril and the return of the former to Baghdad Masc6d travelled 
to Baghdad, and as he approached the city Dic5d received him ' 
hospitably and accompanied him to the sultan's'palace (Dar 
al-Saltana_) where he resided. 
At a request from ba'Gd, the caliph agreed, to, mention Masc5d's 
name in the khutba and that the name of DPEd should be mentioned 
c- second, --to Ma. su 'Ceremonies were celebrated in 
the presence of the caliph and with his blessing. 
MascEd and DPEd with the consent of al-Mustarshid marched 
against AzarbaTijin to capture it from Toghril who was away, having 
left his atabeg Qari-Sonqur in charge. In Maragha, Aq Sonqur 
Ahmadili joined them. As they arrived in Azarbaijan, Qara Sonqur 
abandoned it to Zanjan, while other amirs (of Toghril) fled to 
Ardablil and Armenia. Masc5d seized all the lands of Azarbaijan 
c- 
and ruled it together with al-Ahmadill-1. Later, Mas ud chased 
r 
the fleeing amirs to ArdabIl. 
A battle near Ardablil between the refreshed army of Ahmadvil'i 
and the exhausted troops of Qari-Sonqur ended in a great victory 
for the former who captured all of what had been Qara-Sonqur's 
domain. Thus MascGd held sway in the territories and he concluded 
his achievements by defeating Toghril near Hamadin in the month of 
Sha c bin. 
Toghril fled to Isfahan where his commanders followed him 
hurriedly while troops from all areas joined Masc5d. When Toghril 
found the people of Isfahin unwilling to withstand the (expected) 
c- siege of their city by Mas ud he left it heading for Fars. MascLd 
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C- took Isfahin amidst the joy of its population. Then Mas ud 
marched against Fars. On his route he met one of Toghrills 
c- commanders who abandoned his master and joined Mas ud together 
with his regiment of four hundred cavalrymen. This act of dissent 
made Toghril so worried that he left for al-Rayy, avoiding any 
c- 
confrontation with Mas ud. 
Aq-Sonqur al-Ahmadill was assassinated by three Batinlis but 
C- it was rumoured that the assassins were some of Mas ud's men whom 
he sent to rid himself of al-AhmadI7117. Al-Dargazin-1 discreetly 
became a Bitinli, and used the Bitiniyya-in liquidating his 
opponents. 
Sultan Mahmud (before his death) realised the truth about his 
wazir and arrested him., appointing Anashirwan wazlir in his place. 
He handed al-Dargazirnir to him but An5shirwin treated al-Dargazini 
honourably. After a short whileal-DargazinTi was reinstated and 
immediately killed some wulitand kuttab, and imprisoned others. 
He guaranteed to pay a certain amount of money at specific 
intervals of time but failed to fulfil his promise. Al-DargaziTni 
poisoned Mahmdd and affairs feýl into the hands of Toghril who 
fell under al-Dargazinli's thumb. 
During these events Toghril discovered that al-Dargazini was 
behind his misfortune and suspected that he was plotting to 
assassinate him. Toghril* also had suspicions of al-Dargazlinir's 
connection with the Batinis. He therefore ordered his crucifixion 
in the month of Shawwil. 
Another battle took place between Masc6d and Toghril at a place 
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near al-Rayy called Dikriwir where Toghril was defeated again and 
consequently retreated to Tabaristan. 
Some of the merchants of Damascus complained to Isma C il. b. 
Buri, lord of Damascus, that the lord of Beirut had seized their 
goods from them. Ismacil wrote therefore (to the commanders of) 
the Franks asking them to return the goods to their owners but 
they failed to do so. In retaliation he marched against them 
late in the month of Muharram, but without revealing his destination 
to anyone. He arrived in Banyis and besieged it. After fierce 
fighting he captured it and took its citadel on the 4th Safar. He 
plundered the town and returned to Damascus leaving a garrison 
behind him in Banyls. The king of Jerusalem with a great army 
headed towards Aleppo in the month of Safar. Sawir, who was 
ruling the city on behalf of Zangli, went to meet him and a great 
battle-took place lasting several days. Sawar fled in retreat 
and the Franks followed him as far as QinnasrIn where they made an 
attack upon the Muslims, killing about a hundred of the Muslim 
horsemen. Of the Franks themselves more than that were killed. 
Sawir returned to Aleppo but when he'knew of the Franks' raid on 
al-Naqira he marched out again, met a party of Franks and fell upon 
them, putting them to flight. The Franks withdrew defeated to 
Antioch. On hearing of the campaign of the king of Jerusalem 
the lord of Edessa marched out. When the news was brought to 
Sawir of the movement of the lord of Edessa he and Hasan al-Baclabakkiv 
marched out, fell upon the Franks at Tall Bashvir and exterminated 
them to the last man, taking captive all who came into their hands 
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alive. Thereafter they returned to Aleppo, victorious and safe, 
bringing the prisoners and the heads of the slain. 
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Masc5d heard of Di'ad's rebellion in Azarbilijin so he marched 
against him and besieged him there. Toghril seized this opportunity, 
mobilised his troops, and attracted to his side some of Masciidls 
comman3ers. Toghril conquered more lands and increased his troops 
heading towards Mascud. When Toghril approached Qazwin, MascGd 
marched against him and when the armies of the two men confronted 
c- each other some of Mas ud's amlirs, whom Toghril had attracted, 
c- abandoned the former's camp and joined the latterls. So Mas ud 
was left alone with only a few troopi and retreated in defeat at 
the end of the month of Ramadan to Baghdad, while Togril went to 
Hamadin where a group of the prominent am-irs, such as C Ayn al-Dawla, 
C Khw3razmshih, Muhammad b. Buhluk, Haydar b. Sh-irgir, Sa d al-Dawla 
Yurunqush, and Amir Boz-Aba, came to him with two thousand horsemen. 
Toghril sent for the release of c Azliz al-D-in (C Imid al-D-in's 
uncle) from his jail in Tikr'lt. but it was too late as he was already 
killed. Thus Toghril appointed Sharaf al-Din CA111 b. Raia' wazir. 
Ibn RajP started to arrest the Dargazinists and confiscate their 
wealth. 
Zangl and Temur-Tash b. IlghizIl joined their forces and besieged 
the city of ýmid, sent to DPUd b. Ibrahim lord of ýmid, Hisn Kayfa 
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seeking help. Dildd led a great army, amongst its commanders were 
Turkmen amilrs, the amirs of Jazira, Diyir Bakr and al-Khgbdr. A 
battle took place between this army and the allied forces of Zangil 
and Temur-Tash in the month of Jumidi II. 
When fighting broke out and Zangl saw signs of weakness from his 
troops, he led the fighting himself. DPGd asked Zangi for a 
truce and ZangIr accepted that, waited until the army of the former re- 
laxed and had laid down their armaments. Then Zangi ordered his Caskar 
to ride and sent most of his battalions to encircle Dil5d's army, 
which was taken by surprise and suffered a humiliating defeat. Zangi 
captured all the am'lrs and prominent commanders, and killed a gareat 
number of the soldiers.. The captives were exchanged for hounds. 
There were so many captives that the price of a hound reached one 
thousand d'inirs. 
Zangiv and Temur-Tash continued besieging ýmid, cut all of its 
trees and destroyed its countryside, yet they could not capture it. 
r On his return home, Zang 1 conquered Qal c at al-Sawar of Diyir Bakr 
in the month of Rajab. 
Cr Diy! ' al-Dirn Abu- Sa id al-Kafart6thl' joined the court of 
Zangi, who appointed him a wazl'r. Al-Kafart5thiT proved to be a man 
of good conduct, efficient and charitable. 
Zangil captured the forts of the Humaydiyya Kurds after they were 
besieged by the people of Mosul for a long period. The reason for 
this siege was the bad treatment of Humaydiyya from which the people 
c of Mosul had suffered when the former accompanied Isa al-Humaydil, 
their am'lr_, when he went down to . Mosul to help al-Mustarshid 
during the latter's siege of the city. 
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In this year Zangl also conquered Aship, one of the Hakkariyya 
Kurds' fortresses. Meanwhile, amir Naslir al-D71n, Zangli's viceroy, 
captured several citadels of theirs. These military operations 
brought the Jabal under Zangir's control. 
Shams al-MuOuk b. Bdurli, the lord of Damascus, captured Shaq1if 
Tirun from the hands of al-Dahhik b. Jandal, who had made himself 
master of it. 
Shams al-Mul5k b. Bu-rll went out hunting, and as he became 
separated from his guards and mamluks, one of the Turkish mamluks 
of his grandfather, whose n=e was- Ilba, - tried to murder him*, but 
the amir escaped death unhurt. The guards came up to him in 
increasing numbers, when Ilba fled. Shams al-Muluk sent off a 
troop of horsemen in pursuit of him and himself returned to the city. 
When the guard brought the mamluk to Shams al-Muluk, he put to him 
the question, "What moved you to this action? " He replied, "I did 
it solely to relieve people from you, for you have oppressed the 
population and wronged the troops. " He also mentioned the names 
of several members of the guard whom he charged with complicity in 
this plot and they were arrest. ed and put to death. Shams al-Mul6k 
was not satisfied with the execution of these men and he sentenced 
his own brother, Sawinj b. B5ril to a horrible death by starvation in 
a chamber. He went to excess in these evil and tyrannical actions 
and stopped at no limits. 
C In Dhull Qa da of this year, reports reached Damascus from the 
quarter of the Franks of t4eir preparations for assembling their 
forces and raiding and ravaging the provinces of the city. On 
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receiving news of this Shams al-Muluk began gathering his troops 
and summoned to his aid the Turkmen from all the provinces. 
The Franks set about devastating the principal cultivated 
estates of Hawran, whereupon Shams al-Muluk moved out towards them, 
and there some skirmishing took place between the two forces. 
Shams al-WlLk threw the Franks off their guard and marched out, ' 
unperceived by them, with a considerable body of the c askar. 
Making for their towns of Acre, Nazareth and Tiberias and their 
environs, he seized an uncountable quantity of cattle and captives. 
When the news of this reached the Franks, they at once withdrew, 
making for their own territories. They. were humbled and besought 
Shams al-Mal5k for the establishment of peace between them. 
In Egypt, the Fatimid Caliph al-Hafiz, had suffered enough 
from the intrigues of his wazirs. Thus he nominated his elder 
son and heir, Sulayman, and gave to him the duties of wazir. When, 
after two months, Sulayman died, he then appointed another son, 
Haydara. But a third and older son, Hasan, jealous because of 
this nomination, plotted against his father and brother. He seized 
power, killed several army leaders and confiscated their wealth. 
But the army, offended by the massacre, gathered in front of the 
palace and demanded Hasan's head. Al-Hifiz then had his son 
poisoned by the agency of his Jewish doctor, Ibn Qurqa. 
During his revolt, Hasan summoned Bahram, the Armenian, who 
was then governor of the province of al-Mahalla, to his aid. When 
Bahrim arrived to Cairo with his Armenian troops, Hasan had already 
been assassinated. Al-Hafiz entrusted the wazirate to Bahram, 
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although he was a Christian, and insisted on naming him a waz-l*r of the 
sword, giving him the full authority of the post. 
The pro-Armenian policy of Bahram, who encouraged the immigration 
of his compatriots, secured their installation in important posts 
and formed an Armenian army of 30,000 men, provoked a popular 
reaction and a military revolt led by the governor of al-Gharbiyya, 
Ridwin b. Walakhashli. 
Ridwan gathered 20,000 troops and Bedouins and approached Cairo, 
and as soon as the confrontation between the two armies took place, 
f the Muslim troops in Bahram's army abandoned their master and 
joined Ridwin's. Bahrim marched towards Qds seeking refuge in its 
governor, his brother, al-Basak (Vasak). Al-Basak, however, had 
been assassinated by the people of Qas, and Bahram, after exacting 
a bloody revenge for the murder of his brother, left Os. The 
Caliph appointed Ridwan wazir and three days later Ridwan sent an 
army against Bahram, but the Caliph gave him a safe-conduct. Bahram 
was first allowed to retire to a monastry near Akhmilm but later he 
was given a dwelling in the Caliph's palace where he died. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR S29 A. H. 
Masc5d changed his attitude towards the caliph al-Mustarshid and showed 
his intention to attack Baghdad. Al-Kistarshid mobilised his troops. 
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Dubays, with 5000 horsemen, ambushed the vanguard of the Caliph's 
army, captured their horses and sent them to the Caliph barefoot. 
c- Then the Caliph stopped mentioning the name of Mas ud in the 
- c- khutba and replaced it with the name of Sanjar, followed by Da ud's. 
In Ramadan the two armies met, but the greater part of the Caliph's 
c- troops played false and Mas ud was victorious and took him and his 
suite prisoners. When the people of Baghdad heard this, they 
filled the streets in a state of commotion, -having dust upon their 
heads, and wept and lamented and the women came forth with uncovered 
faces mourning the Caliph, and they abstained from public prayers 
and the hearing of the khutba. 
C_ Mas ud despatched amir Beg Aba as a shihna of-Baghdad and Beg Aba 
restored order in the city after killing 153 men. Beg Aba announced to 
c- the BaghdadIs that Mas ud was still loyal to the Caliph and persuaded 
c al-Rashid - who was then the wali ahd to return the name of 
c- Mas ud in the khutba. 
c- Al-Mistarshid remained detained in the camp of Mas ud, who led 
his captive in triumph through the cities of Azarbaijan. 
c- Sultan Sanj ar wrote to Mas. Ud ordering him to treat the Caliph 
well, to return him to Baghdad with honour and respect, to repair 
c- his estate, and to return his wealth to him. Mas ud did all that 
and kissed the ground before the Caliph and stood before him asking 
pardon. More envoyswcre sent from Sanjar to Mas c 6d, accompanied 
c c- by a great askars urging Mas ud to restore the Caliph to his capital. 
With this force, sixteen or seventeen Batinis sneaked into the camp, 
I 
and it is said that Masc5d was ignorant of their presence, but 
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other reports affirm that it was he who secretly introduced them. 
They attacked al-Mustarshid and stabbed him to death and murdered 
with him a number of his attendants. (Ibn Abi Tayy suggests that 
it was Sanjar who sent the Ba-tin, 17s to assassinate the Caliph. ) 
c The assassination took place at Maragha in the month of Mull Qa da. 
MascGd publicly mourned al-Mustarshid and there was lamentation and 
weeping, and when the news reached Baghdad the people felt it sorely 
and they went forth barefoot rending their garments, the women with 
dishevelled hair, beating their breasts. 
Apprehensive of incurring the odium excited by the assassination 
of the Caliph, the sultan resolved on representing Dubays b. Sadaqa 
as the author of the crime; he therefore waited till the latter 
came to present his respects, and was seated at the entrance of the 
sultan's tent. He - i. e. Masc5d - then gave directions to one 
of his mamluks, who slipped up behind Dubays and struck off his head 
with a sword. Then the sultan endeavoured to persuade the public 
that Dubays was the author of the Caliph's death, and had therefore 
drawn upon himself the just vengeance of his sovereign. 
After the death of al-Mustarshid, his son AbG Ja c far Mansur 
succeeded him and was surnamed al-Rashid billgh. Beg Aba, the 
shihna. of Baghdad, was the first to give al-Rishid the oath of 
allegiance, then the other high-ranking officials and commanders 
followed suit. Al-Rishid spread abroad justice amongst the people and 
returned to them what was earlier confiscated of their estates. 
In this year Zangi took al-Raqqa from al-Musayyabb. Salim b. I-Glik. 
In this year also, Abd cAbdall, -Ih al-Husayn b. Nizar b. al-Mustansir 
revolted against al-Hafiz, the Fatimid, but al-Hafiz sent his armies 
so 
and they defeated him*at Dayr al-Zujaj and al-Hammam. 
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An account of the estrangement between sultan Mas c 6d and the caliph. 
al-Rishid bIllah 
c- It was reported that sultan Mas ud consulted the wazirr Sharaf al-Din 
cAlir b. Tirid al-Zaynabir - when the latter was imprisoned in the _ 
company of the caliph al-Mustar'shid billah - on the matter of the 
choice of a successor for the deposed caliph (i. e. al-Mustarshid). 
This consultation was after al-Zaynabiv refused Mascid's suggestion 
that al-Zaynabiv himself should be the caliph. Al-ZaynabII suggested 
the name of Ab5 cAbdall,; h al-Nfuqtafi instead. When both MascGd 
and al-ZaynabTi agreed on al-Muqtafil they kept their agreement 
unrevealed lest al-Rishid billih would know. and kill his uncle 
(al-Muqtafir). 
On 18th of the month of al-Muharram, c AflIf arrived in Baghdad 
with the news that Yurunqush al-Zakawir was approaching the city. 
He conveyed to the caliph al-Rishid the demands of al-Zakaw7l. Among 
I them the payment of 700,000 dinirs, a sum which was to be paid to 
Mascad by al-Mustarshid as a price for the latter's liberation from 
c- captivity. Another 300,000 was to be paid to Mas ud by the sons 
of Sihib al-Makhzan, a third claim of 500,000 to be paid, in 
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instalments, by the inhabitants of Baghdad, and more of these 
incredible claims. 
Al-Rashid consulted his statesmen and they advised him to 
mobilize the troops. The Caliph wrote-to Yurunqush saying: We 
know why you came here. As for the ransom promised by al-Mustarshid, 
it was to secure his freedom and safe return to his palace -a 
matter which never happened. On the contrary, I am seeking revenge 
for his killing. As for the money claimed in return of [Masc5d's] 
pledge of allegiance, do not expect any of it before you hand me 
back all my properties and fiefs (estates), and as for the money 
you want to levy on the Baghdadis, there is no way they will pay. 
We had already entrusted the city to Beg Aba (the shihna) and the 
c amlid and did not show any opposition to them, but as you had 
brought such difficult claims, nothing would be between us but 
the sword. 
Al-Rishid summoned am-l*r Kuj Aba, bestowed on him the robe of honour 
(khilca), and gave him 3,000 d'ina_r_s to be used to recruit troops. 
According to Ibn Dihya and Ibn Abli Tayy, Abull c Ali' al-Hiru-nir, 
c- the Jew, was afraid of both al-Rustarshid and Mas ud. The latter 
ordered the shihna of Baghdad to kill al-Haruni, and the shihna 
started chasing him. It so happened that al-Haruni joined the 
court of al-Rishid, and persuaded him to rebel against Masc5d. 
Al-HIrLn1i convinced al-Rashid to collaborate with sultan Da'ud b. 
Mahm5d as well. Di"5d was in Azarb5Tjin and al-Rashid invited him, 
so he came to Baghdad. Meanwhile, al-Rishid sent to Zangi seeking 
his support and offering in return the sultanate to malik Arslan b. 
S2 
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Mahmud whose atabeg was Zangi himself. Then al-Rishid made his 
opposition to Mas c Gd well known and tried to arrest both Beg Aba, 
Cc- the shihna, and Ja far al-Qummi, the amid, but both of them escaped 
and left Baghdad. 
Yurunqush reached -Baghdad and joined Beg Aba in fighting 
al-Rashid. After a fierce battle the attacking forces, loyal to 
Masc5d, retreated and the Baghdidi-s started to1ortify the walls 
of their city. 
In the beginning of the month of Safar, Zangi, Yurunqush, 
lqbil and Ayiz, arrived in Baghdad and persuaded al-Rishid to join 
c- his force to theirs, against Mas ud. Sadaqa b. Dubays joined them 
after a few days and in the middle of the month Mascud's name was 
dropped from the khutba and replaced by DPGd's. 
Salj5q Sh,; ih b. Mahm5d marched against Wisit, and arrested Beg 
Aba. Zangri went to Wisit in order to dismiss Saljuq but the two 
men came to peaceful terms. When the Caliph arrested Iqbal and 
c confiscated his property, the askar were disturbed by his arrest. 
Zangil grew angry and so did Yurunqush, the Bazdar. Kuj Aba resented 
this and left the Caliph and j9ined Zangi. The troops of Zang1I and 
Yurunqush attacked the walls of Baghdad and destroyed parts of it. 
Then Zangi went to the caliphal palace and gave the Caliph an 
I ultimatum, so the Caliph released Iqbil. Zangi seized the 
opportunity and arrested several high ranking officials. The 
Caliph, in the meantime, arrested his own ustadh dir, one C Abdallih 
b. Jahlir, on the allegations that he corresponded with Ndr al-Dawla 
Dubays. Such an act by al-Rashid made people suspect what the 
next act of al-Rishid would be. 
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Both Zangli and al41shid exchanged envoys, the former put a 
claim for the money which was with Iqbil, while the latter wanted 
his aides (namely the wazir and sahib al-dliwin). Eventually both 
parties came to an agreement and when the caliph realised that Ibn 
al-Hir-un-1 was behind the rift between himself and his statesmen, the 
Caliph ordered the killing of Ibn al-Haruni. 
In this year on the 15th of the month of Mull Qacda, the caliph 
al-Rishid billah was deposed and his uncle, Muhammad b. al-Mustazhir, 
succeeded him. 
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c- r In this year sultan Mas ud asked the caliph al-Nfuqtafl to pay him 
100,000 d7inars. The caliph replied, "I hav-- never known anything 
stranger than your conduct. You know that al-Mustarshid went to 
you with all his wealth and what followed, followed; next al-Rishid 
ruled and acted as he acted and departed and took what remained, and 
nothing was left (after both) but the furniture, the whole of which 
you have seized and turned to your use in the mint, and you have 
possessed yourself of inheritances and the proceeds of the poll tax. 
For what reason, then, should I give you this money? Nothing remains 
but that I should quit the palace and deliver it up, for I have vowed 
to God that I would not take a grain's worth from the Muslims unjustly. " 
29/9/1136 - 18/9/1137 A. D. 
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The sultan then abandoned his demands on the caliph and turned to 
taxing the property of the people and he imposed fines on the 
merchants, and the people suffered severely through this. 
Subsequently, in the nýonth of Jumada I, the estates of the caliph 
and his domains and inheritances were restored to his control. 
On the 4th Rajab of this year-the amir Bazwgj marched with a 
force from the Caskar of Damascus towards Tripoli, and attacked it. 
Its count came out to meet him with his army, and they engaged in 
battle. Bazwaj routed him and killed a considerable number of his 
men and captured a great quantity of booty. 
C Imad al-DIn Zangi captured Daquqa after a fierce battle. Then 
he marched towards Aleppo and entered it in the month of Ramadin of 
this year. He ordered its trench to be cleared and enlarged. 
During this year the new moon was looked for on the night of the 
30th Ramadan, but it was not seen, and the people of Baghdad entered 
upon morning, fasting in completion of the term. On the following 
day they looked again for the new moon but did not see it, though 
the sky was bright and clear, the like of which had not been heard 
of in history. 
In this year also, Zangi marched on Hims, preceded by his senior 
general, SalEh al-Din al-Yighisyin'l, -with the advance guard of the 
Caskar and they encamped before it and besieged it. The governor, 
Cr Mu in al-DIn Unur, who was in the town, on receiving Zangli's summons 
to surrender it, refused, on the grounds that it belonged to the 
amir Shihab al-DT1n Mahmud and that he was the latter's lieutenant 
in it. ' So, Zangl besieged it for some days, but his efforts were 
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of no avail and he retired on 20th Shawwal and encamped before the 
citadel called Ba C rin, in order to wrest-it from the hands of the 
Franks. When they learned of this, they assembled their forces 
and encamped in the neighbourhood, in order to defend it and to 
support their men who were in it. Zangi, on receiving news of 
their approach, laid an ambush for them, killed a considerable 
number of the Franks, mowed down their foot-soldiers and seized 
C- their baggage and train. Then Zangi returned to Hisn Ba rin, 
whither the remainder of the Franks had fled. He encamped over 
against them and besieged them in this citadel. 
All the rest of the Franks in their territories and strongholds 
assembled together and set out to come to the aid of the sorely- 
pressed garrison. When they drew near Zangils camp it became 
necessary, under the circumstances, to grant the besieged their 
liberty, on the condition that they stipulated for a sum of 50,000 
dinirs. 
News was received that Kilyinli (sic), lord of Constantinople 
and king of al-Rýtm, had reached the island of Antakiya (jLc) and 
remained there until his warsh. ips arrived with heavy provisions and 
war-equipment. He then besieged Ni7qiya (Nicma) and captured it or, 
according to another account, its inhabitants came to terms with him. 
He advanced to the thugh5r where he captured Adhana, al-Masslisa, 
C Ayn Zarba. He also captured Tall Hamdu-n and removed its population 
to the island of Cyprus and thence proceed to Antioch and, encamping 
before it, blockaded its inhabitants at the end of the month of 
Dhull Qacda. 
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A reconciliation was effected between him and its lord, Raymond,. 
and he set out to return to al-Darb (sic) and, having captured all 
the citadels that remained in the hands of Ibn Leon, the Armenian, 
he wintered there. News was received of the withdrawal of the 
king of al-R5m, with his army, from Antioch towards Baghras, and 
Zangi sent his army to meet him. The amir Sawar, Zangli's lieutenant 
in Aleppo, with a considerable squadron, overtook a number of the 
RE= troops, killed some and captured others, and brought them to 
Aleppo. 
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In the beginning of the month of Jumada I, sultan Mas 
c ud arrived 
in Baghdad, arrested al-Buqsh al-Sila-hil, the governor of Iraq, and 
appointed Behr-5z al-Khadim in his place. 
c- Mas ud had earlier stopped the stipend allocated to the children 
of Vubays b. Sadaqa and they were in great diffitulties. So Sufri 
bint Dubays, who was very beautiful, went to KhitGn, the wife of the 
late caliph al-Mustazhir, to complain and to ask her to use her good 
c- offices with Mas ud so that the latter might resume the payment of 
the stipend. When Khitiin described to Masc5d the beauty of Sufri, 
he immediately married her. The wedding was on 17 Jumada I. Baghdad 
was decorated'for seven days and many mischievous acts were committed, 
such as the drinking of wine in public and the playing of loud drums 
and trumpets. In the month of JumadE II, the shihna of Baghdad 
killed a poor boy from al-Mukhtara, and Masc5d ordered the shihna to 
be crucified. 
An account on some of the affairs of the depose caliph al-Rashid 
and his assassination 
After the caliph al-Rishid was deposed he left Mosul and went to 
Marigha. He went on wandering from place to place. Malik MengU-Bars, 
lord of Fars, and malik Boz-Aba, reached him. 
1 
19/9/1137 - 7/9/1138 A. D. 
1. A lacuna which would contain the rest of the events of the year 532. 
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In this year the caliph al-Muqtafl dismissed the Jewish and the 
Christian kuttab from both the caliphal dlw3n and the makhzan,, 
but he reinstated them in the same month. 
A great earthquake destroyed the city of Ganja and killed 230,000 
people. The earthquake extended over an area of ten square 
farsakhs. 
c- An envoy from the malik of Kirman arrived in Baghdad, met Mas ud 
and conveyed to him the wish of his master to marry Kh3t5n, the 
widow of the caliph al-Ntustazhir billah. The KhatGn agreed, a 
contract of marriage was signed in the month of Safar, and she was 
despatched to her husband in Kirmin. 
In the month of RabTi 
cI many taxes were abolished and tablets 
of this relevant decree were engraved and positioned in public 
Places*. 
c- In this year sultan Mas ud appointed Tha-bit, the mustawfi. a wazir, 
in the place of Anushirwan b. Khilid who-died in the same year. 
-C Masc6d gave his own brother, Saljuq Shah, as iqta , the lands which 
belonged to Suqmin b. Artuq. 
The wazir initiated certain matters which provoked other high 
ranking officials and forced Mascud to get rid of him. Masc5d 
r nominated Kamal al-DIn Muhammad b. al-Khazin, a waz'lr. Ibn 
al-Khazin proved to be a capable man; he relieved the Baghdad'is from 
8/9/1138 - 27/8/1139 
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several taxes and, mukas, and was firm in dealing with the corruptive 
elements in the administration. This policy of the wazi7r gained 
him more enemies who managed to spoil the relationship between the 
wazir and malik Qara-Sonqur, the lord of Azarbaijan. According to 
Ibn Abi Tayy, Ibn al-Khazin approached Qara-Sonqur, and offered him 
c 500,000 dinars as a price for the head of Izz al-Mulk al-Burujirdi, 
Qara-Sonqur's own wazir, . Qara-Sonqur refused to hand his wazIr. 
c- then Ibn al-Khizin agitated Mas ud against Qara-Sonqur and the former 
sent to Boz-Aba calling on him to come from Fars'and help in ousting 
Qara-Sonqur. When Qara-Sonqur learned of this plot he contacted 
malik Saljuq Shah and offeredto conquer Fars in his name. Then 
Qara-Sonqur marched from Azarbaijan, aiming at Hamadan, with 10,000 
horsemen and in his company was malik Da, 'ud, the son of sultan 
Mahmud. On his arrival in Hamadan, Qara Sonqur sent his 
' 
wazir, 
c- al-Burujirdi, to Mas ud requesting him to hand Ibn al-Khazin to him. 
Mascad, fearing the consequences of the confrontation, ordered the 
7r amir Tatar to arrest al-Buriijird 1 and to kill him, which he did. 
c- Then Qara-Sonqur made al-BurUjirdiT a wazir of Mas ud, and departed 
towards Fars taking with him týe two maliks, Saljaq Shah and Dg'ad. ' 
Saljuq Shih entered the city of Shiraz and made it the seat of his 
kingdom and Qara-Sonqur, entrusted both the affairs of Saljaq Shah 
and his protection to the amir Qiz Uvlu al-Silahi. Then Qara- 9 
Sonqur returned to Hamadin. 
Saljuq Shah, his atabeg Qiz Uglu, and his commanders, grew 
pathetic and involved themselves in drinking and other pleasures, 
and Boz Aba seized this opportunity, attacked them, killed a great 
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number of them, took Salj5q Shah as a captive and imprisoned him 
in the citadel of Isfildh Diz. 
A great earthquake destro ed the city of Ganja, then the Abkhiz Y 
and Karaj attacked the city, plundered it and captured the survivors. 
The commander of the Abkhiz carried with him the gate 'of the city, 
founded a new city near the ruined one and erected that gate there. 
Qara-Sonqur marched against the new city, fought the Abkhiz, 
defeated them, killed a great number of them and destroyed the city. 
Then he rebuilt the old Ganja and returned its gate to it. 
Sultan Masc5d put Mujihid al-Diln BihrGz in charge of Irgq, 
and Bihruz delegated. the government of Tikrit and its citadel to 
amir Najm al-Din Ayyub (Saladin's father) and relied on him in all 
of his affairs. 
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Amir Bihruz tried to build the dam of Nahrawinit but he failed twice 
and succeeded at the third attempt. No rains fell at all and the water 
in. the Tigris reached its lowest level ever. 
The relationship between the caliph al-MuqtafTi and his wazir. 
Sharaf al-D'in al-Zaynabi, deteriorated, especially after the caliph 
had taken a firm stand against all those notables who signed the decree 
for- the deposition of his predecessor, the caliph al-Rashird. 
c- Al-Zaynabi sought refuge in the palace of sultan Mas ud in Baghdad, 
28/8/1139 - 16/8/1140 A. D. 
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c- and remained there u4til Mas ud himself interceded with the caliph 
and the latter reinstated al-Za)rnab'l in his office. 
In the month of Jumadi I, al-Muqtafil married Khit5n, sister of 
C- Mas ud, and in the month of Rajab, Masc5d married Zubayda, daughter 
of al-Muqtafl. 
Jawhar, the kh3dim of Sanjar, was assassinated by the B3tiniyya. 
-C c In the month of Rabi I, Zangl, having captured Ba labak, 
descended upon the city of Damascus. He arrived in the Biqgc and 
from there despatched an envoY to the ainTir-Jamil'al-Din Muhammad,. 
lord of Damascus, demanding that he should surrender the city, to him 
and receive in compensation for it whatsoever might be dictated by 
his choice. On the rejection of his demand, Zangli moved from the 
Biqic and encamped at Darayy! on 13th Rabllc' I. 
As he was encamping at Darayyi the advance guards became engaged 
with one another and he killed a great number of them, captured some, 
and the remainder fled to Damascus. Zangi followed them into the 
city with his Caskar. He defeated the Damascenes and put them to 
the sword. On this day the city was on the verge of surrender but 
Zangli returned to his camp and Tefrained from fighting for some days. 
The Atibeg continued to deploy his troops for attack on occasional 
days, but without putting vigour into the fighting or rigorously 
enforcing the blockade. Meanwhile, Jamal al-Din, lord of Damascus, 
fell victim to a lingering disease until his death on the 8th Sha c bin 
C- - of this year. His son, c Adud al-Dawla Ab5 Sa id Abaq, was set up 
in his place. Pledges'of allegiance were duly given to him and the 
C amir, Mu in al-DIin Unur, became in control of all matters of 
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administration. 
On learning of these developments, Zangi advanced with his 
c askar towards the city, eager to take advantage of any dissension 
which might be caused between the commanders by the death of their 
master, so that he might capture the cityý The case turned out 
to be contrary to his hopes. The people and the army of Damascus 
were determined in defending the city and stood fast in the charge 
and the combat. Zangi withdrew to his camp. Meanwhile Unur 
invited the Franks to take common action and support one another 
and to join forces in driving off Zangli. -He offered them a 
stipulated sum of money and they began to make preparations to send 
reinforcements, and their princes wrote letters to one another 
urging them to assemble from all the cities in order to prevent 
Zangi from attaining his ambition at Damascus before he should 
become too strong to be dislodged and thus able to capture Jerusalem 
and the whole of the Shil. When Zangli learned the truth of the 
position in regard to this decision and to their assembling together 
to attack him in conjunction with the army of Damascus, he retired 
from Darayyd and made for Hawran in order to oppose the Franks if 
they should keep at a distance from him. He pursued this policy 
C for some time, and then returned to the GhUta and encamped at Adhra' 
on 6th Shawwal. Having burned a number of farms in the Marj and 
the Gh5ta he withdrew northwards. 
One of the terms of the agreement between Unur and the Franks 
was that the former should recapture the frontier fort of Banyas 
from its governor, Ibrahim b. Turghut, and surrender it to them. it 
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happened that Ibrahim had gone out with his party towards Tyre in 
order to raid it, and there-encounted Raymondlord of Antioch, on 
his way to support the Franks in giving assistance to the men of 
Damascus. They engaged in battle, and Raymond routed Ibrahim, who 
was himself killed in the encounter. The remainder of his party 
returned to Banyas, fortified themselves in it, and mustered for 
c its defence the men of al-Biqa They wrote to Zangi who sent to 
summon the Turkmens in order to proceed to Banyas and to drive off 
the besiegers from it, but before he could reach there Banyas was 
surrendered to Unur by its garrison for safe conduct. At the end 
Cr of the month of Shawwil, Mu in al-DIn Unur handed BEnyis to the 
Franks and carried out the terms of his agreement with them. 
In retaliation, Zangi attacked Damascus, a battle was joined 
between him and the c askar of the city, and a considerable number 
of the Damascenes were wounded. He then withdrew from the engagement, 
owing to his preoccupation with the squadrons whom he had earlier 
dispersed to carry out ýaids in the dependencies of Damascus. 
An innumerable number of horses at pasture, sheep and cattle, fell 
into their hands, as their raid was so unexpected and took everyone 
by surprise. He halted at Marj Rahit, until his men assembled 
with their spoils, and set off to return to Ba c labak by the northern 
road. 
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r rl. In this year the amlr, Qara Sonqur, died at Ardab 1 Before his 
death he had named the amlir, Jgwall Jandir, as his successor and 
given him the custody of his son. Sultin Mas c ýd confirmed Jiwalll 
in his position and sent him robes of honour. 
After the assassination of the amIr Jawhar, the governor of 
c al-Rayy, Abbas, who was Jawhar's lieutenant in the city of al-Rayy, 
succeeded him and consolidated his power. To avenge Jawhar he 
made a war of extermination against the Batiniyyaof whom he killed 
more than 100,000. He was just and capable and Masc6d'acknowledged 
his authority in al-Rayy. 
c- 
In this year also, the four amirs joined the service of Mas ud. 
They were c Abd al-Rahman b. Taghyarak, Jgwall, Khass Beg, and c Abbis. 
c c- . Abd al-Rahman was jealous of Mas ud's favourite, Khiss Beg, and 
tried to form an alliance with C AbbEs, whilsi the other two amirs, 
Khass Beg and Jawalil were allying together. In a test of power the 
00 
-c first two amTlrs tried to oust the wazir, Izz al-Mulk, and replace 
him by the nilib, al-Jamal al-Jajarmi, against the will of Khass Beg 
and Jiwali, but the latters blocked the formers plot. 
In this year also, amirr Ismicill ClAhar Dill' was given the 
custody of the son of malik Salj5q Shih, and permission toý. conquer 
Firs. IsmacIft went to Ir9q but he failed to enter Baghdad, then went 
to al-Hilla but was prevented from that, so he went to Wisit where he 
engaged in a battle with its amlir, defeated him, and plundered the city. 
* 
17/8/1140 - 5/8/1141 A. D. 
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When Husayn b. Bahrim, the Jandir, who accompanied Ismaclil in his 
raids, abandoned him, Ismac: TL1 left Wasit and sought refuge with 
Masc5d who forgave him for what he had done. 
The caliph, al-Ntuqtaf'l, dismissed his waz7ir, Sharaf al-DIn 
al-Zaynabi, and appointed Ab5'1 Muzaffar b. Muhammad b. Jahlir, in I 
his place. Ibn Jahir was earlier the ustadh d3r of the caliph. 
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modilt 
In this year the Bitiniyya assassinated Da'ud b. Mahmud in 
Tabriz. It was reported that Zangll was behind this assassination. 
The reason for this was that Mas%d wanted to send, Da'5d to al-Shim 
to be in charge of its thughar. When Zangli learned about this he 
became worried about his territory and so he sent people to kill 
Da'5 d. ý 
An account of the arrival of Sultan MascGd in Baghdad and his 
gathering of troops to go to Mosul and_al-Sham, and the split which 
occurred between him and Zangl 
rc In the month of Rabi II, -Nlasc5d arrived 
in Baghdad and his men were 
billeted in the houses of the inhabitants. He gathered troops 
and prepared to attack Zangli in order to capture Mosul and al-ShIm 
from him. When Zangli heard'. of that he sent his envoys to Mascdd 
pleading with him and trying to gain the latter's sympathy. After 
some correspondence a truce was established on the following terms: 
Zang! would pay 100,000 dInErs (according to some reports in 
instalments, the first of whicfi was 30,000 dinirs; some reports 
made it as little as 20,000, most of which was paid in kind). Later, 
c- when Mas ud's circumstances changed and he became in need of Zangi, 
c- Mas ud exempted Zangi from the rest of the instalments. Other 
reports mentioned that Aba CAbdallah b. al-Anbirl went to Zangli and 
received the amount from him, totalling 100,000 dinars. 
14/7/1143 - 3/7/1144 
1. A lacuna which would contain the entire events of the years 
536 and 537. 
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Ibn al-Jawzl reports that al-Anbiirl- went to Mosul in the month 
of Ramadan to confirm the governorship of Zangi over it with the 
exception of Sirrifiln (or Surayfin). (According to I. J. ) the 
atrocities of thecýyyarun increased in Baghdad on the arrival of 
c- Mas ud. Their daytime attacks multiplied and consequently people 
moved with their belongings to the Dar al-Khilafa. (near the gate 
Bab al-Maritib). Life became difficult. . Abull Karam al-flashimi 
was reinstated as governor of Baghdad in the month of Jumadi I. 
He inspected the city and arrested three of theckyyaru-n but to no 
avail. ThecAyyaru-n had their own informers who would go round 
inns,, the city's main courtyards, money-changers and jewellers' 
quarters. They would seek refuge in the houses of prominent figures 
C_ such as the wazl'r of Mas ud, prince Yarunqush, Ibn Qawkrd and other 
influential persons. 
One day in the month of Jumadi II, five 5%yyarýn attacked the 
money-changers, grabbed their wallets and injured them. They then 
met a man who had sold'a riding beast for 25 dinars; they struck 
him with their. swords and took his money. People fled from them, 
closed their shops, locked the. doors of mosques and waited for 
c- Sultan Mas ud in the square. They pleaded with him but he remained 
c- deaf to their entreaties. Mas ud heard of the arrest of his cousin 
Ibn Qawird who had joined thecAyyaru-n and his confession that he had 
c- participated in some acts of theirs. Mas ud ordered the crucifixion 
of his cousin. Three of his fellowcAyyir5n were crucified with him. 
c- Mas ud made it lawful to kill thecAyyarGn, another group of them 
were crucified and this had a calming effect on the people. 
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With Masculd arrived a Hanaff scholar, al-Hasan b. Abi Bakr 
al-Nishapuri, who was very learned in Arabic. lie held his 
sessions in J&A' al-Qasr, he defended-the sunna, and cursed 
C ix Ash-arism. Repeated dispute erupted between him and al-IsJjriiyyinl 
r 
- the preacher. The -famous preacher al-Ghaznaw, went to MascOd 
and advised him to expel al-Isftaiyyini. This the former did in 
the month of Ramadan. Al-Isfkiiiyyin'l was forced to leave Baghdad 
and exiled to Khurasan. He died in Bast5n in the last month of 
this year. 
In this year sultan Sanjar defeated Kafir Turk after a great 
battle, killing him and a great number of his soldiers. Also in 
this year Zangl dismissed his wazlvr Ibn Sadaqa. Zangll marched to 
Diyar Bakr, captued Tanza, Is c ird, al-Ma c dan, Hlizan, Hisn al-RQq, 
Bitlis, Banasa, Hisn Dhi 'l-Qarnayn and others. 
Zangi received from Temur-tash Tall Mawzan, Jamallin, Jayhan, 
Dhti"l-Qarnayn and al-Sirin. Other reports-say that Zang'i also I 
regained from the Franks Jamallin, al-Mawzar, Tall MawzGn and other 
i 
forts of Shabakhtan, then he laid siege to ýmid and Han'l but without 
success, so he departed from them. He sent an army to %a, and 
they conquered it. In this year the lord of Jerusalem-died. His 
wife and son replaced him. 
c Abd al Mu'min attacked the province of Tlem9en, camped on a 
mountain overlooking it, leaving Tishufln on the other side of the 
city. 
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 539 A. H. 
Sultan Mas%d arrived in Isfahan and ordered the renovation of the 
sultan's palace. He had a change of heart towards his own wazir 
CIzz al-D11n al-Bur5jirdl', so he dismissed him, confiscated his 
wealth and appointed in his place al-Marzubin b. CUbaydallgh al- 
Isfaha-n'l, who was in charge of the tughra-. c Izz al-Diln was tortured, 
then strangled and died at more than 80 years of age. 
An account of the collaboration between the amirs CAbbis and Boz-Aba 
against sultan MascEd and what happened to them 
c Abbis, the lord of Rayy, and Boz-Aba, the lord of F9rs, strengthened 
their friendship and they wanted the sultanate for themselves. 
C- Boz-Aba wrote a letter to Mas ud informing him that he intended to 
join his service. He left Shiraz accompanied by the two maliks, 
Muhammad Shah and Malik-Shih the sons of sultan Mahmud. Amir_ 
cAbbas departed from Rayy accompanied by malik SulaymEn Shih, the 
c- brother of Mas ud. CAbb9s too wrote to Mascu-d of his intention to 
c- join his service. Mas ud gratefully answered the two aml'rs. When 
c- Mas ud learned that they were coming with a large army which he 
could not repel, he wrote to amlir jiW, lr (Chawlir) Jindir calling on 
his help. 
Jiwll apologised, giving excuses, and'protested gainst Masc5d's I 
arrest of waz'lr al-BuQirdI without himself (i. e. Awl! ) being 
consulted. Masc5d's anxiety grew, as J9wlI let him down, and he 
r 
tried to escape defeat at the hands of the rebel amirs by going to 
* 
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c 
Baghdad. He reached there, accompanied by the amirs Abd al-Rahman 
b. Tdghayký (Tughrayark according to Lambton, or Toghan-Yurek 
according to Bosworth) and Khass Beg b. Palang-Eri. 
c- CAbbis and Boz-Aba arrived at Hamadan to find that Mas ud had 
already left. They spent the summer there and amir Khutluba 
(Qutlugh-Aba) the býzdar joined them. They all wrote to amir 
Jawli, the jandar seeking his cooperation and offering him the 
command of their armies. Jiwli replied to their letter thanking 
them and busied himself in gathering troops. Two amirs joined 
Jawli, namely atabeg Ayaz and amir Shir (or ShIrrIn) b. Aq-Sonqur, 
and he'marched with them towards Hamad3n in order to fight those 
who rebelled against Mascud. However, snow blocked the roads, 
stopped their plan and their armies remained stationary. Jawll 
C- 
sent to Mas ud urging him to leave Baghdad but the latter waited 
c- till the end of the winter before he did so. Mas ud marched 
towards Maragha where he joined the amlir Jawlil whose troops were 
C- 
so numerous that Mas ud was highly impressed and began to treat 
Jgwli with great respect. This made the other amirs grow more 
jealous. 
An account of the amir Jawlills narting from sultan Masc5d and the 
former's alliance with the amir Boz-Aba 
c Amir Abd al-Rahman b. Taghayark was jealous of Jawli. Amir Khdss 
Beg also disliked Jiwli because the latter had taken Tabrliz from 
him and assigned it to the aml'r Arslan b. Aq-Sonqur. So they 
plotted to kill Jawlil the jandar and he became wary of them. 
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c- Jawli became more cautious towards sultan Mas ud as well. Meanwhile, 
Mascu-d wanted to regain Jawlills trust, issued a decree (mansh5r) 
entrusting the management of state affairs to Jawll and commanded 
C_ the amirs to be obedient to him. Then Jawli, on behalf of Mas ud, 
C_ 
sent a message of safe-conduct to Sulayman-Shah (Mas ud's brother) 
who was in the camp of Boz-Aba and 
CAbbas. 
- Sulayman-Shah deserted 
his allies and joined his brother, amirr-Khwarazm Shah Y5suf. His 
brother followed suit and the two am'irs CAbba-s and Boz-Aba realised 
the failure of their pla4 so they parted, having agreed on another 
c- meeting, each of them towards his own province. Mas ud went after 
c Abbis and ordered Jawl-i to go in pursuit of Boz-Aba. JEwli marched 
c- towards Hamadin and Mas ud towards Rayy. On his journey MascGd 
imprisoned his brother Sulayman-Shah in the citadel of Sarjahan. 
When Boz-Aba learned about Jawl7i's intention, he fled from Hamadin 
c- leaving his treasures behind. When Jawli heard what Mas ud had 
C- done to his brother Sulayman, he lost faith in Mas ud's word. 
J3wli wrote Boz-Aba a message informing him that he would not go 
in pursuit of him any more. Boz-Aba replied, thanking him and 
seeking a proof of iiwlils truýhfulness, namely to dispatch thirty 
sacks of silver and gold money (coins) which Boz-Aba had left 
behind in a house in Hamadan, and Jawli sent the sacks to Boz-Aba. 
This act on Jiwlils part was highly appreciaied by Boz-Aba and an 
alliance was effected between the two men on the basis that Boz-Aba 
would bring malik Muhammad b. Sultan Mahmid to Jawli at the latter's 
request. Estrangement became deeper between MascGd and i3will, and 
the latter sent amir Tatar to Boz-Aba urging him to fulfil his 
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promise and bring malik Muhammad Shih b. Mahmu-d, and to wait, 
together with other amirs, for his arrival in the town of Miyanij. 
r-cz When amir Fakhr al-Din Abd al-Rahman b. Tkghayu; *ý learned that 
Tatar was on his way to-join Boz-Aba, he 
c Abd al-Rahman) left 
Jiwli in his place and advanced on behalf of Masc5d to turn Tatar 
away from Fars. 
The account of the capture of al-RuhR by malik c Imad al-Dirn Zang! 
The Franks extended their military activities and their raids as 
far as ýmid, Ra's al- c Ayn, Nasibin and al-Raqqa. Joscelin was 
the lord of al-Ruha, Saraj, Blira and other towns. Zangli knew 
that if he advanced to al-Ruhi the Franks would gather their forces 
there in order to defend it. So Zangli pretended to march against 
Diyar Bakr to deceive the Franks. They swallowed the bait and 
Joscelin left al-RuhR and crossed the Euphrates to some, of hi*s 
towns in the west. 
Zangils scouts informed him of that, so he commanded his 
troops to move towards al-Ruha. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 540 A. H. 
C- Sultan Mas ud returned to Baghdad on the 20th of the month of Rajab. 
1. There is a lacuna-in the MS, which would contain the rest of the 
narration of Zangli's capture of al-Ruhi. 
24/6/1145 - 12/6/1146 A. D. 
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The caliph al -Muqtaf 11 i'amr Al lah received him on the Tigris and 
offered him a generous present. 
c- In the month of Ramad9n Mas ud went out of Baghdad aiming at 
other towns of Iraq. Masc5d was advised to arrest cAll b. Dubays, 
who was only a boy, *and imprison him in the citadel of'Tikrit. 
When c All learned of that he fled from Baghdad, went to the tribe 
of Banil Asad, led them to al-Hilla where he fought his own brother 
Muhammad b. Dubays, malik al-Hilla. c Al'i defeated Muhammad, 
became malik and his power increased. The C dskar of Baghdad was 
dispatched against him under the commandership of Muhalhil and 
amlir Nazar, but c All inflicted a heavy defeat on them. Then 
Masc5d confirmed CA111 b. Dubays in his position in al-Hilla. 
An account of the rebellion of the Armenians in al-Ruha 
cImid al-Diln Zangll prepared his troops and equipment for jihEd 
and sent messages to the amlirs of the frontiers (al-atraf) calling 
on them to join him, then he learned that the Armenians had rebelled 
in al-Ruhi and almost captured it, and that Joscelin the Armenian 
was on his way to al-Ruhi to help them. Zangils viceroy in al-Ruha 
arrested a group of Armenians, killed some and crucified the others. 
c Zangi was coming from Ba lbak on his way back to Aleppo, but he 
hastened towards al-Ruha, entered it, killed a group of Armenians 
and other Christians who were there and left an army to encamp in 
the city. Then he returned to Aleppo where he was given a grýat 
reception by its people. 
In this year Zangi received envoys wýo brought to him ceremonial 
robes (khil c a) from al-Muqtaf'l. They brought many valuable presents, 
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and new titles were bestowed on Zangil, e. g. Zayn al-Islim, al-Malik 
rIrI al-Mans5r, Alp-Ghizil Irin, Toghri 1 Beg and Nasir Mir al-Nfu'minin. 
A spectacular parade marched through Aleppo in which Zangir wearing 
one of the khiclas, took part. 
Heavy rains fell in this year in Aleppo, it snowed so heavily 
that the children could play al-kura wall-sawlajin (a sort of 
hockey or in this case ice hockey) on the surface of the stream of 
water north of the bridge of Bab Antakiyya. Ibn, Abl' Tayy reported 
on the authority of his father that the water on the top of the 
fountain in front of the Jimic froze and looked like a tent. 
Grape juice and vinegar became frozen in the grocers' shops. More 
snow fell for three successive days and prevented people from 
leaving their houses, many people died of cold... The peasants 
collected huge numbers of frozený gazelles, foxes and rabbits. 
People watched birds and pigeons falling on them from the sky and 
caught them with their own hands. 
Al-Muqtafl became suspicious of his relations because of some 
reports on them which he received. 
An account of the escape of wazl'r Ridwan from the prison of the 
caliph al-IjEfi; of Egypti 
1. Nothing is mentioned under this title and there is a lacuna 
for the rest of the events of 540 A. H. including its obituaries 
and the beginning of the events of the year S41 A. H. 
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A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR S41 A. H. 
The ghuliim who assassinated Zangi fled to Damascus, but the lord' 
of the city when he learned of his whereabouts arrested him in the 
month of JumEda II of this year and sent him under tight security 
to Nur al-Din in Aleppo. Nur al-Din in his turn sent the ghulam 
to his brother Sayf al-Din Ghazi in Mosul and the latter killed 
him. Amir Salah al-Din al-Yaghisygnil left Aleppo to HamE in fear 
of Nur al-DIn. 
Jawli (Chawli) the jandar died in Zanjan in the month of 
JumEda I. His death was caused by a tumour which struck his 
heart after being wounded in his arm while he was shooting arrows. 
C Nur al-Diln attacked Qal at cAzaz for eight days, then moved 
forward to other fortresses, conquered a few of them, completely 
destroying them, and returned to Aleppo in the month of Jum3da I 
with a great number of prisoners of war and a huge amount of booty. 
According to Ibn Abli Tayy, N5r al-Din was on good terms with 
the people of Aleppo at the beginning of his reign. He followed 
his-father's policy towards them and allowed them to practise their 
(ImIamil Shlicite) madhhab. They could pray their own way in the 
cc- eastern part of the Jimi (mosque) and the adhan of hayy ala 
khayr al- C amal was heard from the minarets of the Jimi C, of the 
citadel and of Aleppo in general. He employed more and more of 
IC the Shi ites. Nur al-Din on h. i s arrival in Aleppo went to 
13/6/1146 - 1/6/1147 A. 'D. 
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mashhad the al-Dikka and visited the tomb in-it, 
1 
spent part of the day 
there and wrotd with his own hand on its wall three poetic verses 
of supplication seeking the intercession of the dead person. 
N5r'al-DiTn wrote his name and his father's there as well. These 
verses of poetry remained in their place until Ibn al-CAjami- was 
put in charge of the mashhad and erased them. 
A group of the SunniTs of Aleppo, together with al-QEdiv Ibn 
c als. -Shahrazuri al-A war and Ibn al-Tartusi, met Nur al-Din, 
tried to change his heart against the Shl C is of Aleppo but to no 
avail. When N5r al-Diln proposed to Khatiin bint al'-Malik Mucin 
C al-D'in, lord of Damascus, his messenger to Mu in al-DI'n was Ibn 
al-Tart5sTi himself, when in Damascus the latter met al-Shaykh 
Burhin al-DiIn c All al-BalkhIr, the well-known Hanafite faqIh. The 
Cr r two men collaborated and persuaded Mu in al-D in to seize this 
Cr 
opportunity and force N5r al-DIn to abandon the Shir is of Aleppo. 
C-r 
Mu in al-D*l'n replied to N5r al-Dirn's message of proposal. In his 
reply Nur al-Din said: ,I will not let my daughter marry a man in 
whose country such and such acts take place. " 
r The messenger warned Nur al-D In, urged him to take a firm stand 
7c- 
against the Sh, is of Aleppo and belittled their reaction if NGr 
r al-DiIn adopted a tough policy against them. N5r al-Dln became 
convinced, stopped the ShIl Ci adh3n from the Jimi C minaret, then 
called on the fuqahil, declared the madhhab of the ahl al-Sunna 
1. This tomb is claimed to be of an unknown or rather an 
unidentified son of cAll b. Abil Tdlib, called al-Muhsin. On 
this tomb a unique and long text of Ibn At Tayy is preserved 
in CIzz al-Dtn Ibn Shaddad: Al-Aclaq al, Khatira, ed. by 
D. Sourdel, Damascus, 1953, pp. 48-50. 
I. 
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and took harsh measures against the people of Aleppo. The marriage 
took place between Nur al-Din and the Khat5n. She arrived in Aleppo 
in the last days of the month of Dhu'l-Qacda. It was a great 
celebration which lasted seven days. The caliph of Egypt sent a 
great khilca and a present. 
When Zangi died, Temurtash b. Il-GhEzi' showed great delight 
rr and the news of his delight reached Sayf al-D In Gh9z 1 who left 
Mosul, attacked and plundered the countryside of Sukhtgn and 
captured all the Armenians and other Christians who happened to be 
there. 
Then : Sayf al-Din and Temurtash made peace and Sayf al-Diln 
married the daughter of Il-Ghgzil, but the former's illness - which 
led to his death - started before the marriage was consummated. 
After the death of amilr, jawli, his troops disbanded and every 
soldier returned to his own home. 
AmIr c Abd al-Rahma-n Taghiyark moved to turn away am'lr-r Tatar 
from coming to Boz-Aba. He wrote him a letter inducing him to 
work towards a reconciliation between sultan Mascdd and Boz-Aba. 
The three amirs C Abd al-Rahmin, C Abba-s and Boz-Abacame to a mutual 
c- agreement and approached sultan Mas ud. They put several demands 
c- before him and he had no choice but to agree. Mas ud dismissed 
his own wazir and appointed in his place Taj al-Din b. Darust 
al-Firisi, the wazirr of Boz-Aba. Arriniyya, Armenia and Azarbaijan 
,e were assigned to TUghay k. Khgss Beg b. Palang-Eri was removed 
from MascEd and was put into cAbd al-RalLm3n's service. It was 
r 
also agreed that the three amirs would take it in turns to attend 
the-.,. sultan. 
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C- Boz-Aba went to Firs and sultan Mas ud to Baghdad and with 
him went aml'r CAbbEs and his huge army. They marched, reached 
Baghdad in the autumn,. billeted in the houses of the residents 
causing the Baghdidi's great harm. When Masc5d entered Baghdad 
he ordered new coinage to be minted. The caliph al-NIuqtafir 
ordered the minter (al-darrab) to be imprisoned. When Mascad 
learned this, he sent the shihna of BaghdEd, to arrest the sahib 
al-bib of the caliph and four other members of the caliph's retinue. 
Al-Muqtaflv sent his men to evacuate the Jamic of Baghdid and 
to prevent people from praying and he gave orders that all the 
mosques of Baghdid should be closed. The mosques remained closed 
for three days until both the caliph and the sultan reached an 
agreement, the former released the darrab and the latter freed 
the five men, and the mosques were opened again. 
Prior to his departure in the company of CAbd al-Rahmin, 
KhIss Beg was ordered by Masc5d to kill cAbd al-Rahman if he should 
find an opportunity to do so, and this KhRss Beg did. Khass Beg 
assumed the administration of Arraniyya, shared out the iqtac with 
those amIrs who had helped him. Then he marched to Ardablil, and 
he besieged it until its amvir Aq-Arslan handed it to him for his 
own safe-conduct. Then Khass-Beg besieged Mar5gha for a while 
C_ but he could not capture it. When this news reached Mas ud, he 
summoned CAbbis to his palace pretending that he wanted to consult 
him about what he was going to do. c Abbas was beheaded in the 
I c- palace at Masc5d's conmand. Mas ud sumnoned wazlvr TEj al-Diln b. 
Darust, relieved him of his post and rewarded him. No other 
wazir had served the Saljuqs and ended his career in such favour. 
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Tij, al-Diln was a close friend of Boz-Aba and the reason for his 
safety could well have been the wish of MascGd to avoid Boz-Aba's 
suspicions and to appease him so that he would not go out seeking 
revenge for his two assassinated friends, cAbd al-Rahm5n and 
c Abbis. 
7 
Shams al-Dl'n Abull-Najib al-Darguzini was appointed wazir by 
MascU_d. He was one of al-Qawgm al-Darguzinil's in-laws and was 
wicked like him. Shams al-Divn gathered the power in his hands 
while Masc6d was distracted by other affairs. 
An account of C Abd al-Mulmin's capture of Meknes (Miknas) and 
Sale (Sali) and his siege of Marrakesh 
After capturing Fez, c Abd al-Mu'min marched to Meknes and took 
it after offering its inhabitants safe-conduct, then he moved to 
Sale and captured it. To him came a group of the notables of 
city of. Ceuýa who offered him obedienc6 and asýed for safe- 
cc? p4pct for. the. -people of their city. This. 
cAbd al-M. u'min gave. 
Thqp, he. marched to Marrakesh, týe capital of the. Almoravids, whose 
r loF4, at that time was Amir al-Muslimin Ishaq b. cAll b. YGsuf 
C b.,, Tashufin, a little boy. Abd al-Mu'min encamped-on a little 
mountain to the west of Marrakesh and built on it a small town 
for-himself and his army. In the city he built a mosque and a 
hi, gh, tower. from which he could observe the people of Marrakesh 
an4, their qffairs and he could also overlook his own men. 
r Fierce fighting broke out. The Marrak. esh 1S used to go out 
and., fight the Almohads outside the city walls. SP c Abd al-Mu'min 
set-a trap for them. He sent a group of his men to fight the 
I, I 
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Marrakeshils and pretend to be defeated. When CAbd al-Mu'min's 
men retreated to their city the Marrakeshils followed them there. 
The latter broke most of the former's city walls. CAbd al-Mu'min 
ordered his army to hold back until the majority of the Marrakeshis, 
attracted by their enemy's retreat rushed outside their city aiming 
at c Abd al-*Mu"min's-City. A big battle took place at the walls 
of the Almohads' city and the Almoravids were severely defeated. 
cAbd ai-mulmin continued his siege for eleven months. According 
r to Ibn Ab, Tayy, cAbd al-Mu'min captured the city in this year 
after lengthy fighting and a very long siege from which the 
Marrakeshlis suffered greatly and were seriously weakened. When he 
entered the city he killed great numbers of the Almoravids. 
In this year also, Jirjl (Georgi? ), king of the Franks, 
besieged Tripoli (TarBLbulus al-Gharb in Libya) from both the land 
and the sea. Before his attack the inhabitants of the city 
disputed among themselves and dismissed the clan of Banu Matruh 
from the city. After three days of defending their city against 
the Franks, the people of Tai-abulus were distracted by another 
attack launched by the Banu Matruh who managed to climb up the 
walls and enter the city. When the Franks found the walls 
undefended they attacked them and captured the city. They killed 
the men*and captured the women and children. 
Jirji remained in the city for a period of six months during 
which he restored its fortifications, then he departed carrying 
with him the sons of the city notables as hostages. He appointed 
as its ruler a man from the BanG Matruh and allowed the people of 
Sicily to travel to Tripoli, so the city thrived again. When this 
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news reached Yusuf the ghulam of Rashid,. lord of QabisJ Yjsuf 
sent a message to Roger of Sicily revealing his wish to join 
Roger's service, and to hand Qabis to him in return. Roger 
c accepted that and sent Y5suf a khil a. When al-flasan, lord of 
al-Mahdiyya discovered this he despatched an army to Qgbis, 
captured it and captured Yusuf. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 542 A. H. 
c- Sultan Mas Ud intended to advance to Mosul but its governor, amir 
NasIr al-DIn Jaqar, sent him valuable and fancy presents and 
c- horses, so Mas ud accepted them and abandoned his plan. After 
the killing of c Abbas, Boz-Aba moved from Fars seeking vengeance 
c- for his two allies. So Mas ud quickened his march towards Hamadan 
in order to reach there before Boz-Aba. Boz-Aba travelled, having 
with him two maliks Muhammad and Malik-Shah, the sons of sultan 
Mahm5d, and huge armies. He arrived in Isfahan, took possession 
of it and enthroned the two maliks. Then he set out in the 
direction of Hamadan and another army joined him. It was that of 
c c- the son of Abbas. Mas ud was joined by Khass Beg and the time 
for a battle between the two sides had come. The armies of Mas%-d 
and those of Boz-Aba joined in a battle against each other at 
Marj Qara-Tegin, which is at one day's distance from Hamadan. 
During the battle Boz-Aba's horse stumbled and he was seized 
2/6/1147 - 21/5/1148 A. D. 
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and taken to sultan Masc6d. Mascu-d scolded him severely but 
he did not either speak or complain of pain. The sultan wanted 
to spare his life, but Kh5ss Beg did not agree. So Boz-Aba 
was killed. Ibn CAbbis died on the battlefield and the two 
maliks fled to their territories. Khiss Beg grew more powerful, 
r killed some amirs and all other amITrs feared him. 
In this year the caliph al-Muqtafl? dismissed Ibn Mahdawayh 
from kitaba. -t-al-zimam and in his place appointed Yahya b. 
rC Muhammad b. 'Hubayra. In the month of Rabi I the caliph dismissed 
his wa_z_l'r Abd Nasr b. Jahilr. In Jumidi II al-Muqtafil appointed 
Yahyi b. Ja c far, a sahib makhzan. 
In this year Nur al-Diln captured llama from Salah al-Din 
al-Yighisygn'l. He seized from the Franks several forts such as 
Bisuti, Hib, Kafar LgthE, Hisn ArtEh and others. Asad al-Din 
Shirkiih raided al-Sihil and captured many prisoners, ofwar and a 
great number of cows and cattle. 
In this year information was received of the coming of one of 
the kings ofAlman to Constantinople with innumerable troops 
a n; d -' e-. q u. ipmen They were said to be making for Bilid 
al-Sh,; im. They seized the dependencies of Constantinople and its 
king was obliged to maintain peace with them and provide them with 
money and provisions. When the news of their approach became 
known, the amirs of al-Shim and al-ThughEr began to make preparations 
for warding them off. When the king of Alman arrived Adhana he 
was confronted by the Muslim armies. Death and slaughter commingled 
with the Franks until a vast number of them perished. 
In the month of Rajabam'lr Sallar Kurd and the shihna of Baghdad 
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on Mascu-dls instructions attacked 
cAlil b. Dubays in order to 
seize al-Hilla from him. 
c All b. Dubays-escaped in the 
direction -of Wasit, then managed to come back and seize al-Hilla 
Cr 
again. A discord erupted between the Shafi is and the Hanafils 
in Isfahan. The fitna started when amlir NajmAl-D1n Rashid, will' 
of Isfahan accused Sadr al-Dln al-Khujandiv of helping Boz-Aba 
when the latter revolted against sultan MascGd. Sadr al-Dvin and 
his brother fled to Mosul and remained there for a while until 
the storm died down and returne. d to I sfahEn. In the month 
of Dhu'l-Qa c da N5r al-D'in defeated the Franks at Qalcat Urglidn and 
seized the citadel. In this year also the Franks-defeated Nar 
al-Din at Yaghra. In Baghdad the prices increased tremendously, 
the karr of barley cost 40 d7inars, that of wheat was 80 d1ingrs. When 
the-. shihna of Baghdad fixed the price of the sack of flour at 
one d1nar the shops were closed and there was no bread for four 
days. The crisis lasted for a period of one month after which the 
prices relaxed. 
In Marrakesh the conditions of its inhabitants under siege 
deteriorated. Thousands died because of food shortage. A 
c Marrakushi called Abdallah b. Abli Bakr went to 
cAbd al-Mulmin's 
camp and informed him of the vulnerable situation of his own 
people. So c Abd al-Mu'min attacked the city, met no resistance 
and seized it. 
Cr Abd al-Mu'min killed Ishaq b. Tashufin, hiswazir Bishr b. 
al-Hgjj and other Almoravid statesmen. The state of the Almoravids 
ceased to exist after a rule of seventy years. He made Marrakesh 
his capital and extended his authority over the two Maghribs. 
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A delecation came toc Ab '. d al-Mulmin from al-Andalus, C, 
they gave him a pledge of allegiance and asked for help. C Abd 
al-Mulmin despatched an army under the commandership of c Umar b. 
Silih and strengthened them with a fleet-under Yahya b. clsE b. 
Maymdn. They seized Seville after a severe siege and killed the 
Almoravids whom they found there. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 543 A. H. 
When no one remained who could contend with Khiss Beg in power, he 
seized aml'r Tatar, the hijib, and killed him. After this a group 
o 
of notable aml'rs like Shams al-Diln EldigUz, Bahilal-Dirn Qaysar, 
ce Turuntilir, Qurqiiq, Ibn Toghril, Lun-Khazz, Mas 5d Bilgliv, Tjighgyjjýfs 
C brother, Tatar's son, Ali b. Dubays and Alp-Qush came to Baghdad, 
having with them mal ik Mal iki-S ah b. Mahmud. All of them wanted 
to force Masc6d to forsake Khgss Beg. 
The citizens of Baghdad came out to drive them away but the 
I amir's*troops overwhelmed them. and killed hundreds of them. The 
amirs entered Baghdad in the month of Rabic I, they plundered the 
properties of the sultan and the khgns of B5b al-Azaj, and its 
residents revolted against them. The caliph al-Muqtafl' sent a 
message to Mas c 5d, asking his permission so that he (the caliph) 
might recruit troops in order to defend the city. Mascud sent a 
reply agreeing to such measures. The caliph wasted no time and 
22/5/1148 - 10/5/1149 A. D. 
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started to mobilise troops, dig trenches, restore walls, etc. 
Meanwhile, the c askar were busy looting the outskirts of Baghdad 
and imposed ransoms on the shopkeepers on the western side of the 
city. 
When the ships bringing grain to the Turks passed near the 
palace the caliph ordered his men to seizb them. The Turks 
prevented them and fighting started and went on till the month 
of Juma-di I. The amIrs demanded 30,000 di'nErs-from caliph al- 
Muqtafl'r, so that they might leave the city. All the caliph's 
advisers counselled him to accept this condition, except Yahy3 b. 
Hubayra who advised the caliph to spend part of this fortune or even 
the whole of it on repelling these invaders. The caliph followed 
Ibn Hubayra's advice and it worked well. The Turks were defeated 
and evacuated the city and the caliph rewarded Ibn Hubayra by 
naming him wazir. 
Malik Muhammad -Shih returned to his uncle sultan Masc5d, who 
c- gave him his own daughter in marriage, and Mas Ud assigned to 
Muhammad -Sh3h the government of Khuzistan. 
In this year al-Muqtafl' sent a khilca to N5r al-D17n in Aleppo. 
Reports were received about the arrival of ships of the Alman 
Franks on the coast of Acre. They joined those Franks who were 
in this area. They went to Jerusalem where they were afflicted 
by a serious disease and 100,000 of them perished. Those who 
survived marched to Damascus. The citizens'of the city set about 
preparing equipment and taking steps to counter the expected attack. 
They sent to N5r al-Diln seeking his help. According to Ibn Abil 
Tayy, the Franks arrived in al-Mazza, on the 6th of the month of 
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IC Rabi I; their number was about 50,000, both infantry and horsemen. 
On the first day of fighting, the Franks had, the'upper hand. They 
took-the Damascenes by surprise, entered the city and destroyed 
many of its gardens. The following day, the citizens gathered 
their forces, encouraged each other and launched a counter attack. 
On the night of the same day a vast number of Turkmen and ajnad 
arrived in Damascus and added to the defenders' strength. On 
the third day the Muslims fought fiercely and defeated the Franks. 
The latter withdrew on the fifth day of their campaign and the 
Muslims pursued them, killing a great number of them. In this 
r c- 
year Nur al-Din joined forces with Mu in al-D17n, lord of Damascus, 
and they proceeded together to Hisn al-cArl-ma, in the neighbourhood 
of Tarabulus. It was held by the son of King Alfonso. They 
assaulted it after receiving reinforcements from the c askar from 
r-- 
Sayf al-Din Ghazi, lord of Mosul. The citadel fell, the garrison 
were either killed or made prisoners. The son of Alfonso himself 
was captured with his sister, who was very beautiful. When Ndr al- 
Din saw her he proposed to her and her brother agreed. 
The lord of Antioch inflicted a defeat upon Ndr al-DIn in the 
vicinity of Afamiyya. In the month of Jum3da I, Nar al-Dirn made 
an assault upon the citadel of al-Bara. The Franks handed it to 
him. In this year also, the King of RGm (the Byzantine Emperor) 
sent a message to NGr al-DIn informing him that the Prince of 
Antioch was advancing towards Bilad al-Rým and he asked Nu-r al-DIn 
to march against Antioch so that he might distract the Prince. 
So Nur al-Din came out of Aleppo and attacked several citadels 
near Antioch. When the Prince knew of that he returned from 
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Bilid al-REm and involved himself in a great battle against NZir 
al-Din. Ibn Abli Tayy reports that N5r al-DIn took harsh measures 
-C-r against the Shi is of Aleppo, arrested some of their leaders and 
imprisoned them in the citadel. Burhan al-D-in al-Balkh-i agitated 
the citizens against the ShIl ca and made a fatwi that every 
responsible (mukallaf) and capable person should fight them. 
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KEY to symbols used in the Persons' Index 
Amir 
C: Caliph 
Co : Companion (Sahibli) 
D: Dicir (Shlici p; opagandist) 
d; Physician, doctor 
G Governor 
H Historian 
I Imam 
J Jurist (faq'lh) 
K Frankish King 
M Malik 
0 High ranking official 
P Prince 
p Poet 
Ph. : Philosopher 
: Qid-1 
S Sultan 
Sh Sharlf 
T Teacher 
W Wazir 
w waciTz (sunni preacher) 
w Writer 
-o the Indian page numbers All page references in the Indices relate t 
to be found at the top of the page in the edited text. 
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INDICES 
Names of Persons 
A Al-Abanusi, Ahmad b. c Abdallah b. c Ali, al-WakIll, 389,390 
c Abbis, (Sahib al-Rayyj [M], 283-285,288,298,327,328,331,342, 
353,354,357-359,370,373,374,407 
Ibn c Abbis [A], 374,376 
Abaq b. Muhaamad, Mujl'r al-D'in [A]', 417 
c Cr Adab al-Dawla Ab5 Sa ld Abaq [A], 274,275 
AbG Dhikra al-Nasrani (see Sanicat al-Khilafa) [0] 
Abu'l Fath (Ismicillil Dacil) [D], 13S 
c Abu'l Futuh (Wa iz) [W], 223 
Aba GhabshRn, 223 
Ab5 Hanllifa (al-Imam) [1], 232 
Abu'l HayjP b. c Abdallah (Lord of Hakkarli Forts) [A], 142,143 
Abu'l Najib, 218,312 
AbullWafil (Bitinl of Damascus) [D], 7.16 
'[d], 148,150 Abu Mansur (Al-Hafiz physician) 
Abull Raddad, Yahya, 31 
Abu Tayy, Hamid al-Najjar (the historian's father), 425 
Abd Yacq5b al-Yah5d'i [0], 35,46 
Ab5 Y5suf (al-QidTi) [Q], 371 
Al-Adf5nsh (Alphonso) [P), 421 
Walad al-Adfýmsh (his son) [P], 420 
Al-cAdid (the Fgtimid caliph) [C], 43 
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Al-Aftas, al-Sharlf Muhammad b. Hibat Allah al-Taribuls-1 [Sh], 10 
Al-Ahmadvilli, Aq So. nqur [A], 14,72,95,96,117-120,124,130 
Cklisha bint Abir Bakr [Co], 339 
Al- c Ajami, Ismalil (Batini governor of Bany9s) [G], 16-18 
cc Al- Ajlin'lr, SaW. 1-Diin cAlir b. Abd al-Razzaq (r4'Is Aleppo) [G], 3 
Al-Ajnidli, CAbdallih, 149 
Al-Akhram al-Nasränir (Sahib Driwin al-Nazar) [0], 158 
c Ali b. Abl Tälib [Co], 45,48,82,159,252,285,287,339,425 
Al-Amir [C],, * 6,33-43,106,107 
Ami rr Amiran [P], 88 
al-Anbir'll, Kamal al-Diln [w], 321,400 
Al-Aimati, L; Abd al-Wahhh, 242,248,315 
Al-Armkll, Abu'l Qisim, 365 
Al-Ansirli, c Abdallih b. Muhammad, 291,292 
Al-Ansirl, Abd Mansur Muhammad, 159 
An5sh'irwin b. Khilid [W], 4,78,82,122,138,250-252,254 
Aq Arslin (Lord of Ardablil) [G], 358 
Aq-Sonqur, Qaslim al-Dawla (Zangli's father) [G], 32,66 
Shir b. Aq-Sonqur [A], 329. 
Arra I ý- A -'r Al Affijani, Abii Bakr Ahmad b. Muhammad (p), 122,125 
Bid al-Arjabli, 143 
Ic Al-Armawl, Muhammad b. al-Husayn b. Umar, 306 
Al-Asad'ir, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. c Abd al-Malik, 247 
Al-Ash c aril, Abu'l Ilasan [1], 310,311 
CAsim, 240,390,399 
Al-Asw3rl-* (or al- c Uswaril) Ahmad, 290 
Al-A c war, Butrus (Peter ... [P], 227 
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Al-A c war, al-QidTi ibn al-ShahrazUr-1 [Q], 350 
Ayaz, Iqbil [A], 329 
Al- c Ayn'l, (Najm al-Diln? ) [p), 184 
Ayyýb, Najm al-DlIn Shidhir [A], 83,84,259 
I- Himid, 180 Al-Azharl, Abu 
Al- c AzTlm'i' [H], 349 
0 
cI Azlz al-Dawla, Rayhan [K], 325 
c B Al-Badawl, Murril b. Rabli a, 13S 
Baybars al-Dawidar al-MansUrTi, Rukn al-Dlin [H], 16,60,49,62,66, 
71,78,79,85,88,91-93,100,105,107,111,120,124, 
139,146,157,159,238,260,289,314 
Al-Baghdid'i, Abull Harith [p], 122 
Al-Baghdadil, c All b. Hibat Allah b. CAbd al-Salam al-Kitib [k], 337 
Al-Baghdid7l, Nas-ir al-Din (see Mahm5d b. -Nizam al-Mulk) 
Bahrk (BatinIl ra'is) [G], 5-7,17 
Bahrim al-Armanl (Armenian wazir) [W], 147,149,152-158,237 
Al-Bacýakiý Ibn Hassin, 128 
Baldwin [K], 276,314 
c Al-Balkhi, Burhin al-D-in All [J], 350,351,424,426 
-. -Tc 
Al-Baqllawl, All b. Ibrahim, 293,396,398 
Al-Baqarhi, Abu'l Husayn b. Ishiq, 368 
Al-Baqqh. Ahmad b. Baraka, 240 
Al-Banyis'l. Malik, 398 
Al-Barmaki, Abu Ishaq, 241,293 
c Al-Barmaki, Abull Hasan b. Umar, 293 
Al-Bisal Will QGs (or al-Basak, BahrRm al-Armanli's brother) [G], 
154-15ý 
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c 
Al-Bastami, Umar b. Abi'l Hasan, 397 
Al-Bati'ih-i, al-Ma'MUn. [W], 33,35 
Al-Batrak (Bahram al-Amani's brother), 155 
Al-Bayhaqll, Abu- Bakr, 248 
Biyilba, 145 
Al-Bazdir, Khutluba (Khutlugh Aba) [G], ' 328 
Al-Bizdir, Yurungush, 69,71,89,116,139 
Bazwij, Atabeg c askar Shih9b al-Dirn of Damascus [A], 227,237 
Al-Bazzgz, Sihr Hibatallih, 293 
Al-Bazziz, c Abdallih b. Ahmad b. Hamdawayh, 337 
Bihriiz (Shihna Baghdid) [G], 14,26,75,81,82,103,112,134,138, 
140,243,2S3,2S8,2S9,267,270,28S 
Al-Bilill, Mas ud [A], 405 
Bint Sadaqa b. Dubays, 272 
Bint DaIiid (wife of Masc5d), 244,270,271 
Bint al-MuqtafIr li-wnr Allah, 352 
Bint Mas c ud (wife of Da'Gd), 307 
Bohemond (Bilmund) Lord of Antioch [P], 18,32,412,422,424 
Boz-Aba [A], 139,244,2SS-257,327,328,330-333,342,348,3S3, 
3S4,3S7,359,373-376,382,407 
Boz-Aba (Zangils slave), 345 
Buliq [A], 119,12S 
Al-Bukhari, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad, Abull-Mach-1,389 
De Bures, Guillaume [K], 19,20,134 
B5ri, Ibn Tughtegin [G], 5,7,9,15-19,21,27,28,31,62-65,98-101 
Bursuq, 72 
Bursuq ibn Bursuq [A], 96-218 
Al-Bursuql : Aqsonqur [G], 72,85 
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Al-Bur5jirdli, Ibrahlim ibn Ahmad b. al-Husayn, 246 
rCc Al-Burujirdi, Izz al-Mulk Abu' 1- Izz [W] , 255,256,280', 28S, 29$, 328 
Al-Bur5jirdlli, Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Hasan al-Jawharli, 241 
Al-Buwayti, 295 
Al-BGzanjird'i, Yu-suf b. AyyGb b. Yasuf, 297 
Buzghush, al-cýdlll [A], 41,42,44,46 
D Al-Dabbas, Hammad b. Muslim al-Rahbi, 76 
Al-Dabbi, Abu Mudar, 320,324 
c Al-Dabisi, Ab5 Bakr Izz al-Dirn, 64,420 
Al-Daylaml, Tij al-Dawla (6myar), 69 
Al-Dkghani, C All b. Ahmad b. c A171 b. Muhammad, 294,321,405 
Al-Damghinli, Muhammad b. IbrahliM al-SayqaliI, 250 
Dinishmand (Lord of Malatya) [A], 146 
Al-Dar1r, Khalaf [Ph], 395 
Al-Daqqaq, Muhammad b. Ahmad, 318 
Al-Darkazlinli (al-Darguzilnli) Abull Qasim Ansabad'i [W], 4,13,26,27, 
68-72v 75,79,801,86,90,91, ''97,98,103,112,117-124 
Al-Darkazinli (al-DarguzinTi), Shams al-Dirn Abull Najl'b, 218,312, 
359,360 
Al-Daqqaq, Hibatallah b. Ahmad b. Sawar, 399 
Al-Darzinjan, ir, Abu'l Hasan c All, 180 
Da'Ed, the Prophet [N], 153 
Dal5d (b. Suqman? ), Rukn al-Dawla [G], 31 
DalEd b. Mahm5d [S], 72,73,77,78,80,95,96,116-118,121,125, 
130,138,220,224-226,244,255, -257 
Al-Daynawarl" (Dirnawar'l), Ahmad b. Muhammad, Ab5 Bakr, 246,247 
Al-D'lbEjl, Ahmad b. Yahyi al-cUthmani, 113 
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-c Al-Dhuhli, Shuja , 370 
Al-Du-d, l, Ab5 
CAbdallah [A], 81 
Duqiq, Shams al-Mul5k [G], 9 
Diist, Ismicill b. Ahmad b. Muhammad, 365 
F Fakhr al-Dawla b. Fakhr al-Dawla [G], 97 
Al-Fariqi, Ibn al-Azraq [H], 72 
Al-Farisi, c Abd al-Ghafir b. IsmEcil (Sibt al-Qushayr'l) [J], 181 
Al-Farisi, Ismi c il b. c Abd al-Ghafir [J], 181 
Farrukh Shah, 117 
-c Al-Fasawl, Abd al-Rahman b. Muhammad al-FaswI1 [J], 336 
Al-Fashani, Muhammad b.. Y5suf, 181 
FitimabintAqcAll al-Daqqýq (al-Qushayr'lrls wife), 181 
FatimabdntIbrahlim b. Abdallih al-Faradiv, 282 
FkimatUltMuhammad b. Malik Shah, (Masc5d's sister and Muqtaf'lrls 
. 
wife), 2i4,272 
Falak (or Fulk), 68 
Al-Findalawi, Hujjat al-Din Yusuf [J], 419 
Filzinkiihil, Aq-Sonqur, 359 
Fulk b. Fulk (Lord of Ba c riln) [P], 230 
Al-Fuqqicl, cAta' b. AbIl Sacd al-Thaclabli, 291,292 
G Gharshih, 70 
Al-Ghassin'l, al-H3jib ýIsi Abu- Salih al-D'in, 237 
Al-Ghazilir, AbU- Himid [Ph], 180,335,366,367 
Ghizi, Ibn Zangli, Sayf al-D'in [A], 308,347,3S1,3S2,416-421 
Al-GhaznawTi, Abu'l Hasan al-Wa c iz [W], 311,315,318,319,366, 
378,404,406,408,409 
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c Al-Ghazzl, Ibrahlim b. Yahya b. Uthman [p], 57,60 
Ghulbek (mutawalli Isfahan) [0], 332 
GUmUshtegin, Amin al: Dawla [A], 118,356 
H Al-Haddad, Zafir [p], 106,183,184 
Al-Hadithi, Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Mu c addil [J], 365 
c Al-Hafi, Bishr b. al-Harth b. Abd al-Rahman, 296 - 
Al-Hafiz li-: d'lnAlllh [C], 40-43,45-48,105-111,147-153,156,157, 
237,238,302,303,346 
-C-r Isma il b. al-Hifiz [A], 111 
Jibr-11 b. al-Hafiz [A], 111 
Hasan b. al-Hafiz [A], 110,111,117,148-152 
Sulayma b. al-Hifiz [A], 111,147 
Y5suf b. al-Hafiz [A], 111 
Cr Al-Hamadani, Muhammad b. Hamza b. Isma- 11 al-liasanil [Sh], 268,269 
Al-Hamadan-1, Thabit b. *Hamid al-Mustawfir [0), 218,280 
Al-Hamawi ,, Yiq5t al-Rumi [H], 326,404 
Al-Harawir, al-Qad-1 [Q], 381 
Al-Harbli, Ahmad b. Ja c far, 279 
Al-Harirli, al-Qasim b. c All b. Muhammad r 123,250,251 
Al-Harr c asi, AlkiYa All' b. Muhammad [J], 281, ' 33S, 367 
Hishim b. c Abd Manif, 60 
Al-Hashiml, Abu Ayyub [Sh], 295 
Al-liashimi, Abull Karam [G], 226,299,309 
Al-Hashimll, al-Khatilb ibn c Abd al- c Aziz [D], 405 
cc Al-Haysa Bays, Sa d b. Muhammad b. Sa d al-Sayfi [p], 67 
Hizabr al-Mulýk (Jwamard) (ELO, [A], 41-48 
Al-Humaydi r, cl. 3 [A], 142 
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Al-Husayn b. c All b. Abl T- i alib [Co], 106,252,372 
c Al-Husayni, Muhammad b. Ubaydallah [Sh], 421 
Al-HusaynTi, CUmar b. Ibrahirm b. Muhammad [Sh], 338 
I Ibn al-Abanusi, Abull Husayn [J], 293 
Ibn c Abbid, Al-Mu c tamad [1-1], 281,386 
Ibn al- c Abb3dil, Qutb al-Dlin al-Muzaffar b. Ardashirr [W], 349,352, 
353,378,407 
Ibn Abi-'l Badr, al-Muhadhdhab al-Mustawf1T [0], 256 
Ibn Abi Bakr, c Abdallah, 384 
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149,222,291,293,322,397,401,404,426 
Al-Muhannak, al-Murtada (Sahib Dilwan al-Nazar) [0], 158 
Al-Muhawwali, Muhammad b. al-Kladir b. Ibrahim, 317 
Al-Mukhtass, Al-Khadim [G], 3 
Al-Mundhirl, Al-Rashlld b. Abl Muhammad [J], 10 
Al-Muqr: 7L', Muhammad b. Farjiyya Abu'l Mawahib, 250 
Al-Muqri', Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Misri, 340 
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Al-Muqtafili-amrAllih (C], 216,218-225,227,253,270-272,287, 
288,298,299,302,308,312,313,316,317,319,343, 
344,346,349,355,373,376,378,405-410,412,421 
cI Al-Mushtarikli, All, 299 
cI [C], 33,38 Al-Musta 11 
Al-Nfustansir billih, the Fitimid Caliph [C], 33,40,41 
Al-Mustansirli, Lami c [0), 36 
Al-Mustarshid [C] , 1,4,7,10,12-14,62-64,73,78, '80,85,87, 
88,91-94,116-118,128-131,138,139,146,216,223, 
250,251,263,267,316,318 
Al-Mustarshidi, Jamil al-Dawla Iqbal [A], 93,95,116,224 
'r Cr Al-Mustawfl, Al- Aziz al-Isfahani [0], 26,69,74,75,81,82,103, 
112,140 
AI-Mustazhir [C], 297,316 
Abu Talib b. al-Mustazhir (A], 381 
Ab5 cAbdallah Muhammad b. al-Mustazhir [A], 381 
-C -r Abu All b. al-Mustazhir (A], 381 
Abu'l Qasim b. al-Mustazhir [A), 381 
Cr Isma 11 b. al-Mustazhir [A], 381 
Khatun the wife of al-Mustazhir, 253,297 
Yahya b. al-Mustazhir [A], . 381 
Al-Mutanabbi, Abu'l Tayyib [p], 401,402 
Al-Mutawalll, Ab5 Sa c id, 335 
N Al-Narsi, Muhammad b. cAll [Sh], 339 
Al-Nasafil, Munid b. Ibrihilm [Q], 295 
Al-Nahrawinil, Al-flasan b. Salman b. c All (J], 76 
Nazar al-Khadim (0], 93 
Nazhun b. al-Qila-cir [p], 392-393 
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r Al-Nicill, Al-Husayn b. Ahmad, 279,281 
Al-N'isaburi, c A171 b. al-Muzaffar, 320 
Al-NTlsabGr'l, Al-Hasan b. All Bakr [J], 310-312,319 
Al-NirsibGriT, Ismacill b. Ahmad b. c Abd al-Malik, 247 
Al-NTisibu-rTi, Shih b. Ahmad b. c Abd al-Malik, 247 
Nizam al-Nkilk [W], 291,292 
Abu Nasr b. Khwaja Ahmad b. Nizam al-Mulk, 352 
Nizar b. al-Ntustansir [A], 38 
Al-Numayri, SalEma b. CAlam, 278 
r 
Nur al-Din, MahmÜd b. Zangi [A], 231,347-351,376-378,380-383, 
412,414,416,417,419-426 
Q Al-Qadi al-Fadil, cAbd al-Rahim al-Baysani [0], 10,260 
Qädi al-Furat, Fadl Allah b. Muhammad [Q], 281 
Al-Qýdir [C], 159 
Qaräja (Qaracha), (Sahib al-cImadiyya) [G], 144 
Qaräja al-Saqvl [A], 70,80,81,83-87,89-91,118 
Qara Sonqur Atabeg [A], 72,96,118,119,254-258,283,292 
Qara Sonqur's wife (daughter of Amir Urghan), 258 
Al-Qawwis, Tahir b. al-Husayn, 306 
Qaymaz al-Haram-1 [A], 312 
Al- Qa)rn7l, Hanzala b. al-Sharfil [p], 
Qaysar, Al-Amir [A], 40S 
Al-Qazwini, Abu'l Hasan [w], 390 
Qizil, Al-Amlir [A), 14,72,89 
Qorq5q [A], 405 
Qumij (Qumach) [A), 88,90 
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Al-Qumml, Jacfar b. Muhanunad b. Sahl 
r 
Al-Qdmis al-Faranj 1 (King of Jerusalem) [K] , 103,127,128,133 
Al-Qushayri, Ab5 Sacild b. CAbd al-Karim (J], 181 
-ccc Al-Qushayri, Abd al-Mun im b. Abd al-Karirm [J], 248 
Al-Qaysarani, Muhammad b. Nasr b, Sagh5r (p], 421 
R Al-Rabib, Muhammad (wazir Yarunqush Bizdar) [W), 69-71 
Al-Radi, al-Sharif [Sh] [pl, 59 
Al-Rahib, Najah b. Fana [0], 35,37,46 
Al-Rashid [C], 216,219,227,244,271,318,319 
Rashid, Najm al-DIn [A], 139,882 I 
Al-Rashird'ir, Khutlugh [A], 97 
Raymond [P], 23S, 236,277,378 
Roger, of Sicily,, [K], 303,363 
--rcc Al-Rushati, Abdallih b. All b. Khalaf [w], 396 
Al-Ruways Baldwin, Sahib al-Quds [K], 66,103 
S Al-Sabtll, 286,287 
Sa cd al-Dawla (Sahib ýmid) [G], 302 
MahmLd b. Sa cd al-Dawla, 302 
0 
r 
Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi (Saladin) [S], 26,134,143,418 
SaljUq Shih b. Muhammad [S], 80,81,83,85,86,88,92,139,224, 
225,254-257,287 
Al-Sallil, Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad, 371 
Sall-. Er,, Al-Rakkib [0], 299 
Sallarkard, 380 
Al-Samcinli, Abu'l Muzaffar [w], 23,247 
C- C-r Al-Sam ani, Al-Hifiz AbG Sa id [H], 136,261,323,368,396,400 
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Sam c at al-Khilafa, Abd Dhikra al-Nasrani [0], 159 
Sanjar, Sultan [S], 4,5,24-26,68,71-73,78,79,85-92,9S, 
116,219,22S, 284,288,298 
Sanjar's wife (daughter of Muhanunad b. Arslan Khan), 25 
Al-Saqtl, Hibatallih, 339 
Al-Sarlif-in-ii, Al-Mubarak b. c Abd Al-Jabbar b. Ahmad, 399 
Al-Sarifini, Abii Muhammad [J], 241,247,248,282,290,291,293, 
297,305,315,316,318,335,337,340,389 
Sarjak, Salah al-Dlin [A), 70 
Sawh al-Khadim [0], 81 
Sawar b. Aytegin [0], 7,17,21,127,128,132,133,146,228, 
236,300,301 
Al-Siwli, Muhammad b. Muhammad b. c Abdallah, 371 
Sawinj , Baha' al-Din b. B5r'lr [G]., 7,27,28,62-64,146 
Shidli, slave of Abii Tahir Al-Sa"igh [D], 17 
- C-r Al-Shafi 1, Imam [1], 60,249,295,310,31ý, 340,390 
Al-Shahhaml:, Zhir b. Tahir b. Abi Bakr, 261,262 
Al-Shahhami, Wajih b. Tahir b. Muhammad, 371 
Shihanshah, Al-Muzaffar Taqvi al-Dlin b. Najm al-Dlin [M], 132,418,422 
Al-Muzaffar c Umar b. Shahdnshah b. Najm al-D71n, 418 
CIzz al-D'in Farrukhshih-b. Shihanshah, 418 
Al-Shihinjiyya, Khad'lja [J], 335 
Al-Shahraz5r'l, c Umar b. Muhammad b. cAmwayh, 249 
Al-Shishli, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad [J], 179 
Al-Sh3shll, AbU- Bakr [J], 33S, 338 
Al-Shaybin'll, Hibatallih b. Muhammad b. c Abd al-WRhid, 61 
-Cr Shaykh al-Shuyukh Isma 11,288 
Al-Shaykhll, Badr b. c Abdallah, 248. 
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Al-Shirazi, Abu Ishaq [J] , 136,290,293,297,306,33S, 336,365 
Sulaymin-Shah b. Muhammad (S], 68,328,331,332,342,358 
Al-Sulaymin'l, Ibn Wahhgs [J], 322 
Al-SGrli, Ab5 CAbdallih Muhammad b. cAli [J), 339,425 
Shirgi r r, Atabeg Anush-Tegin [A], 69-72,79,121,123,124 
Haydar b. . Shirgir (A], 139 
c Umar b. Shirgir, Sharaf al-Dawla [A], 69,71,79 
ShIrOh, Asad al-Dlin, 75,84,259,277,283,284 
Al-Shuruti, Abu'l Ghana-im, 399 
Sibt al-Khayyit, c AbdallEh b. CA171 b. Ahmad [J], 367-369 
Al-Sidril, Ahmad b. Maslia'allah, 339 
Al-Silafll, Al-Hafiz Abu- Tahir [J], 183 
Al-Silahi, Al-Baqsh al-Kabir [A], 139,225,243,248,258 
Al-Silih-1, Atabeg Qizoglu [A], 25,257 
Al-Silihl, Yarunqush, 218 
C- Sufra bint Dubays b. Sadaqa (Mas ud's wife), 244,298,299 
T Al-Tabarir, Abull-Qasim [J], 338 
Al-Tabarli, Al-Qadi Abi'l Tayyib, [Q], 293 
c Al-Tabarl, Abu Mi shar, 246 
Al-Tabarli. Al-Husayn b. al-Husayn b. c All, 179 
Al-Ta'l, Abu- Tammam (p], 402 
Al-Talhi, Isma 11 b. Muhammad b. al-Fadl, 290 
Al-Tamlimll, AbG Muhammad, 180,246,249,268,279,316,317,335, 
338,365,394 
c Al-TanukhIl, All b. [cAbd] al-Muhsin, 294 
Al-Tara'ifil, Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-liasaii, 397 
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Tarantali [A], 286,405,410 
Tasliufln b. c Alli. b. Tashufln [A],, 238,239,289,314 
Tashufin, YGsuf ibn [A] , 281 
Tashufiln, Zaynab bint c All b. YGsuf ibn, 385 
Tatar, Al-Hajib Ab5 Clsa [A], 119,255,332,333,353,360,405,407 
Ibn Tatar, 405 
Temur Tash, flusam al-D'in b. Ilghizil, 30,140,141,236,289,313,352 
c Al-Tibrizil, Abu- Zakariyi Yahyi b. All, 366' 
Tirad [J], 241,291,307,315,316,365,366,371,390 
Al-Tirmidhl, Abu c Isa, 397 
C- Al-Tirmidhl, Abu- Isma 11,295 
Tirsek, Al-Amllr [A], 270 
Tughla-ilirgk (Taghayrak), cAbd al-Ralunin [A], 139,284,285,328,330, 
333,353,354,357-359,373,374,407 
Tughrayarak's brother, 405 
Tughr'll b. Muhammad b. Malik Shah [A], 68,70,71,79-82,85,86, 
88-91,95-98,112,117-125,138-140 
Ibn Tughr-11,40S 
Tughtagirn, Atabeg [G), 3, S, 9,113,229 
Tuntash [G], 356,357 
Al-Týsi, Isma C 11 b. c Abd al-Nialik b. c All, 180 
Tutush b. Alp-Arslan [M], 9 
uc Ubaydallah, Al-Mahdl' (C], 40 
Al- c Ukbarlr, Ahmad b. cUbaydallih b. Kadish, 113 
Al- c Ukbarl, Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Huhammad, 292 
Al-Umawl, Muhammad Jalab Raghib [A], 149,151,152 
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C- 
Unur (or Unar), Mu in al-Dlin [G], 229,237,275,277,289,356, 
380,417,419,420,423 
Al- c Uqayl7l, Shihab al-Dl-*n b. Shim [G], 3 
Al- c Usharl, Abu- Talib, 241,293 
Uzbeg, Al-Amir Hasan, 89 
W Al-Wansharisli [A], 49,50, S2 
Al-Wardasi, Ibrghilm b. Sulayman b. Rizqallih, 279 
Al-Wasitir, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Husayn [A], 279,280 
Wishiq (Och-Oq), Bakhtlyar [A], 95,116 
Wasyir (or Sayyar), Al-Dabba-gh [A], 50,53 
Al-Watarli, Ibrihim b. c Abd al-Rahman b. al-Maharil, 365 
Y Al-Yighisygnvl, Salah al-D-in (A] , 3,84,229,237,347,377 
Al-Yaghmiirl', Jamil al-D'in YGsuf [w], 10,260 
C- Yinis, Al-Amllr al-Sa id (A], 42,108-111 
YLunn al-ciraqlr al-Khadim [A], 219,223 
Yusuf al-Dimashqi, 312,342,348 
Yurungush, Zangils khadim [A), 234,347 
Yurunqush dl-Zakawil [A], gs, qd', 139 
Z Al-Zamakhsharil, Mahm5d b. c Umar b. Muhammad 320-325,400,401 
rc Zangi, Imad al-Din [A], 1-3,8,12,27-32,49,62-64,66,73,80, 
81,83-85,88,92-94,117,118,12S, 127,129-131,13S, 
138,140-144,146,147,219-223,227-234,236,273-278, 
288-289,299-301,307,308,313,314,333-334,343-345, 
347,348 
Al-Zanjani, Zayn al-Din Muzaffar [p], 348 
Al-Zaynabli, Abu'l Qasim [Sh], 306,317,335,337 
555 
Al-Zaynabl, Aba Nasr [Sh] , 240,280,290,315,316,339,36S, 371 
Al-Zaynabli, CAH' b. al-Husayn [Shl, 220,222,271,288,296,300p 
365,366,378.9 405 
Al-Zaynabi, cAll b. Tirad (wazlir of al-Mustarshid) [Sh], 7,13,15, 
78,271,272,287,288,316 
Al-Zaynabir, Muhammad b. Tir,; d (naqTlb al-nuqabR') [Sh], 351,370 
c Al-Zaynabi, Talha b. All (naqib al-nuqabg') (Sh], 351 
C- Zubayda b. al-Muqtafl (Mas ud's wife), 272 
Names of Places 
A CAbbisiyyat al-Khalis, 83,92 
-c Abu Amr5sh, 44 
Acre, 33,103,134,14S, 423 
Aden, 238 
Khadril CAdan, 238 
Adhana, 235,301,378 
Al-Adyira al-Bild, 156,157 
Af, imiyya, 422 
Akhmim, 156 
Aleppo, 1,3,7.8,17,27 
* -29,32,49,66,73,80,81,92,94, 
127-129,132,133,135,137,140,146,147,154,189, 
203-207,215,220,227,228,233-236,273,300,307,325, 
333,339,344,347,348,350,376,377-383,412,414, 
416,417,420,421,423-426 
Bab Antakiyya, 236,345 
Bib al cira-q, 1,236 
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Bab al-Jinan, 29 
Bib Qinnasriln, 227,228,233,236,345 
Dayr Hafir (nr Aleppo), 421 
Funduq al-Sabill, 207 
Habs Ra's al-Dalba., 425 
c Jimi Halab, 350,351 
Jisr al-Hadid, 300 
Qalcat Halab, 1,2,32,345,350,351', 424 
Qasabat al-Hadir al-Sulaymanli, 207 
Madrasat al-Zajjajin, 66 
al-Manzara (overlooking Aleppo), 426 
Mashhad al-Dikka, 350 
Mashhad al-Malik Ridwan, 32 
Masjid al-Jurn al-Asfar, 425 
Sur Halab, 301 
Alexandria, 178,182,302 
Dayr al-Zujaj (nr Alexandria), 178 
Amid, 30,140-142,302,313,333 
cAna, 314 
Al-Anbar, 398 
Al-Andalus, 174,182,203,239,366,387,393 
Antioch, 18,32,128,146,231,236,277,300,301,377-379,382, 
412,422-424 
Jazirat Antakiyya, 234 
Aqran, 212 
c Aqnitif, 92-94 
F- 
c Arafit, 279 
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Ardabil, 119,120,283,292,358 
Arminiya, 119,354 
Arraniyya, 68,354,357,358 
Artanlin, 289 
Arzan, 254 
Asadabad(h), (70), 88 
c Askar Mukram, 2S7 
c Asqalan, (33), 41,150,151,155 
Aswan, 15S, 156 
Awani, 201 
c Ayn Tib, 206 
CAyn Zarba, 235 
ýzarballjgn, 72,77,89,95,117,138,139,164,166,167,189, 
223,226,25S, 292,329,354,357 
Al-Azir, 343 
cAzziz, 28,236,348 
B Bab al-Bira, 
I 
Baghdid, 1,4,12-15,24,32,35,61,64,68,72-74,78,80,81,84, 
85,88,91-93,95-96,113,116,118,130,136,137,139, 
140,146,161-167,169-173,176,181,185-194,197,200, 
201,209,211,213,217-220,222,224-226,228,243,244, 
246,249,252-255,261,262,268,270-272,279-282, 
285-288,291,293,296-299,305-307,309,311,313,315, 
316p 318-321,324,328,329,337,338,340,342,343,349, 
351,353-355,359,360,365,366,370,373,374,376, 
380-382,389,390,395,397,398,400,404-408,410,411, 
414,424 
Bab Abraz (cemetary), 209,210,241,290,293,318,338 
Bab al-cAmma, 192,288 
Bab al-Azaj, 226,376,381,407,408 
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Bab al-Gharb, 190 
Bab Harb (cemetgry), 180,241,248,262,279,280,282,3060 
315,318,335,340,389,395,398 
Bab al-Ja c fariyya, 409 
Bib Khuway 176 
Bab Maragha, 163,167,170,172 
Bab al-Maratib, 309,317 
Bib al-NuwabIl, 224,272,285,352 
Bayt al-Nawba, 172 
DEr al-Bursuq-l, 285 
Dar al-Darb, 216,355 
Dar al-Dhahab, 21S 
Dar Ibn al-Murakkhim (see Darb al-Shakiriyya) 
Dar Khatun, 190 
Dar al-Khalifa (Dar al-Khilafa), 134,163,168,170,18S, 186, 
190,191,198-200,216,219,309,376,398 
Dar al-Mamlaka, 85,163,190,244,272,370 
Dar al-Mulk (see Dar al-Mamlaka) 
Dar al-Muthammana, 199 
Al-Dar al-Qalimiyya 
Dar al-Shihnakiyya, 86 
Dar al-Sultin (or al-Dar al-Sultaniyya), 12,24,80,86,96, 
116,139,197,198,271 311,370,411 
Al-Dar al-Sultaniyya (see Dar al-Sultan) 
Dar Ra'ls al-R5'asi', 218 
Dar al-Taj (see al-Taj) 
Dýr al-Wazlir AnGshirwan b. Khalid (see al-liar-im al-Tahiril) 
Dar al-Wizara, 355 
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Darb Salih, 309 
Darb al-Shakiriyya (Dar Ibn al-Murakhkhim), 263,381 
Al-Harbiyya, 262,279,280,291,296,299,317 
Al-Harlim al-Thirli (Dar AnEshirwan b. Khilid), 2S2 
ccc Jami al- Aqaba (or J. Umar b. BihllTqa al-Tahhin), 312,313 
-c Jami Baghdad, 355 
-c Al-Bari iyya, 146 
Baghris, 236 
Balad al-Jabal, 24,72,79,138,139 
Balansiyya, 214 
Ba c lbak, 6,100-102,205,234,273,274,277,278,344,418 
Al-Hisn al-Barrgn-l (outer citadel), 103 
Balkh, 60,213,291 
Banasa, 313 
Banu flaram (see Basra) 
Banyas, 5,7,16-18,33,125-127,234,277,289,418 
Qal c at Banyas, 5,17,126,127,277,289,418 
-C Al-Baql a, 422 
Bacqýba, 172 
Basra, 15,62,76,281,286,293 
Ban5 Haram, 250 
Bastam, 312,319 
Bisdta, 377,412 
Beirut, 33,126 
Bihar, 68 
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Bilad al-Akrid, 144 
Bab5kha 
Bakzi 
Har5r 
Mabirma 
Al-Malasi 
Mabirma 
Nishbas 
Bilad al-Sham, 2,3,5,9,19,27,40,57,61-63,73,80,. 84,87, 
133,206,220,229,236,301,307,339,344,378,398, 
417,418 
Sahil al-Sh9in, 33,377,414,418,419 
Al-Biqic, 273 
Al-Bira, 334 
Birkat al-Habash (see 
Bitlis, 313 
Al-Buhayra (province in Egypt), 302,303 
Bukharg, 262,321,389 
Buriijird, 241,246,258 
Busra, 356,357 
Al-Butayha, 286 
Buzica, 2,300 
Buzanjarda, 296 
ByzantikiM(Bilid al-R5m), 2,300,388,424 
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Cairo, 6,38,39,41,46,48,149,150,152,154-156 
Bab al-Barqiyya, 149 
Bab al-KhTikha, 149,150 
Bab al-Qantara, 149 
C- Bab Sa ada, 149 
Bab Zuwayla, 149 
Bayn al-Qasrayn, 38,43,44,148 
Dar al-Mulk (or Dar al-Wazir), 47,105,106 
Darb Ibn Qarqa, 150 
Al-Ghazzali, 150 
Al-Husayniyya, 155 
Jazirat al-Rawda, 38,39 
Kanisat al-Zuhari, 155 
al-Khalij al-Hakimi, 1SO 
Khal'iIj al-Qahira, 40 
Manzarat al-Lu'lu 
Masjid al-CAdil (ati al-Rawda), 41 
Qasr al-Khilafa (the Palace), 44-47,148,150,157,237,238 
Dar al-Dib. aj (at the Palace), 148 
AI-Iwan al-Kabir, 107 
Khaza 'in al-Silah, 148 
Khaza 'in al-Suruj, 148 
Khizanat al-BunLd, 109 
Hinassat dl-Khilafa, 109 
China, 366 
Constantinople, 133,231,234,301,378 
Cordova, 281 
Cyprus, 235 
562 
D Dadmarj, 88 
Damascus, 3,5-7.9,15-21,27,31,57,62-65,73,98,100,102, 
125-127,131,132,135,136,144-147,179,180,203-205, 
215,227,229,233,237,273-278,302,339,347,349-351, 
356,357,380,381,398,413-417,419,420,422 
C AdhrP (north of Damascus), 276 
Bab al-Hadid, 17 
Dar Abi Tha c lab (nr Bab al- c Iriq), 215 
c Day at al- Buwayda, 21 
c C- Day at Sa ada, 21 
JInic Dimashq, 101,416 
Al-Marj, 205,276 
Marj Rahit, 278 
Al-Maydin (or al-Maydin al-Akhdar), 204,276,417,419 
Al-Mazza, 415 
Qalcat Dimashq, 16,65,204 
Bib al-Jisr (at the citadel), 135 
Bab al-Khandaq (at the citadel), 135 
DRr al-Masarra (at the citadel), 103 
Al-Sharf (outskirts of Damascus), 418 
Al- c Uqayba, 204,207 
Danyi, 260,379 
Daquqa, 227 
Darb HarTin, 220,221 
Dark3n, 77 
Daryi, 273 
Dayr Hafir (see Aleppo) 
Dayr al-Zujij (see Alexandria) 
563 
Dhikrawir, 124 
Diyar Bakr, 141,142,207,220,313,333 
Dujayl, 92,253 
E Edessa, 18,31,128,314,333,334,343,344 
Egypt, 6,10,31,33,34,38,40,43,46,48,84,104-106,108, 
110,147,154,155,178,183,201,237,245,302,303, 
346,351 
Euphrates, 27,73,281,334 
F Al-Farama, (28? ), 33 
Firs, 70,80,86,89,92,118,121,123,201,244,255-257,286, 
327,353,354,360,374,382 
Farawa, 211 
Fashin, 186 
Fayn, 252, 
Fez, 360,361 
Al-Fustat, 38,157,184,302 
Qarafat Misr al-Sughra (cemetary), 340,366 
G Gaza, 57,60,337 
Al-Gharbiyya (province of Egypt), 154,1SS 
Ghawlan (at Dinawar), 88 
Ghazna, 136,181 
al-Ghazzila (see Cairo) 
Granada (Ghirnata), 208,214,365,391 
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H Hama, 7,22,27-29,128,131,132,203,204,229,230,234,237, 
377,416,418 
Qalcat Hama, 101,132 
Sdq al-Aýla, 131 
Hamadin, 4,5,12,14,15,26,69,70,72,77,78,80,86,87,90, 
95-97,119,120,124,125,130,136,139,161,218,225, 
226,249,252,257,261,268,271,280,296,312,313, 
332,342,348,374 
Hani, 289,313 
Harbi Malaka, 221 
Harmuk, 289 
0 
Al-Hawma, 377 
Hawran, 19,20,144,276,277 
Herat, 213,291,292,296,297 
Al-Hijaz, 169,261,324,337 
Al-Hilla (al-Mazyadiyya), 4,12,14,62,73,88,92,94,174,191, 
193,225,286,343,380,410 
Hims, 27,28,73,111,173,203,204,228-230,234,274,302,417 
Hisn Abrash (or Amrash), 101,102 
Hisn C. ýfilith, 424 
c Hisn al- Arima, 420,421 
Hisn Art5h, 377 
Hisn al-Atharib, 28-30,173 
Hisn al-Bira, 422 
Hisn al-Bar3mika, 92 
Hisn Ba c r7in, 133,134,229-234 
rC Hisn Basarf5t(h) (of Jabal Bani Ulayj), 379 
Hisn al-Burniya, 423 
Hisn DhIi'l-Qarnayn, 313 
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Hisn Hab, 377,379 
Hisn Kafar Latha, 377,379,380 
Hisn Kayfa, 18,30,129,140,289 
Hisn al-Khariba, 237 
Hisn Kumit, 424 
Hisn al-Kura, 237 
Hisn al-Labu. a, 101,102 
Hisn al-Majdal, 234 
Hisn al-Mudawwar, 392 
Hisn al-Qadmus, 6,12,18,135 
Hisn al-Rawq 
C- Hisn Sal an, 348 
Hisn Sarkhad, 31,62 
Hisn Tadmur, 203 
Hizan, 289,313 
I CIdhab, 36, 
Ifriqiyya, 40,178, '303,384,387 
Imcirat al-Kharaz, 203 
India, 181 
I 
Iraq, 4,12,14,24,57,61,62,64,67,72-74,79,85,87,91, 
97,174,176,189,193,225,243,258,259,270,286, 
337,342,343,369,380 
Irbil, 174 
Isfahin, 23,73,77,118,120,121,123,138,191,212,218,240, 
249,261,262,268,290,327,332,337,342,374,382 
Bab Isfahin. 72 
Dar al-Saltana (in Isfahan), 327 
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Jimic Isfahan, 290 
Qal c at Isfahan, 67 
Is c irt, 289,313 
Al-Iskandaruna, 235 
Itfih, 156 
J Jabal Barsý, 379 
Jabal Jawshan, 236 
Jabal Zarr, 296 
Jabala, 206 
Jaffa, 33 
Jamalayn, 313 
Jimic al-Rafiqa, 179 
Janza (or 4ania), 26,86,91,9S, 96,116,253,258,270$ 281,283 
Al-Jazllra, 24,30,73,141,176,207,220,. 252 
c Jazirat Ibn Umar, 31,63,73,420 
Jazirat Sawgkin, 32S 
Jerusalem, 18,33,66,103,127,128,134,231,276,314,414 
Jidghil (Jljll), 303 
Jillin, 367 
Jubayl, 33 
Jubba (see Khurgsin) 
Jurjin, 77 
Jurjgniyyat Khwarazm, 325,326 
Juwayn, 210 
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K Al-Ka c ba, '36,, 122' 
Kafaý Tab, 17,173,232 
Karbali' 
Mashhad'dl-Husayn (in Karbala'), 252 
Kiýýh, 88 
Khabarin, 137 
Al-Khibu-r, '141 
Kra. riiqvln, 87 
Khilit, 254 
-Kýurasan, 5,12,25,57,60,61,71,79,86,87,90,91,95,97,137, 
179,219,223,225,312,366,395 
Jubba (on the route to Khurasin), 395 
Khuzistan, 80,244$ 2S6,2S7,412 
Khwirazm, 181,320,321,324,326 
Kink5r, 88 
Kirman (or Kirmin Shahan), 26,45, S7$ 88,2SO, 2S3,297 
Kufa, 262,338,339 
Mashhad cAlir b. Abvi Talib (in Kufa), 252 
Kurshanba, 90 
L Al-Ladhiqiyya, 206,398 
Liftaw, in, 268 
M Al- Ila c arra, 173,232,233 
Ila c arrat Masr, 17n, 49 
Al-Ila c dan, 313 
Al-Madina, 388,404 
Al-Maghrib, 8,34,52-54,174,179,183,202,261,301,384,387,396,426 
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Al-Mahalla (Egyptian province), 149 
Al-Mahdiyya, 40,183,260,363,388 
Mahl, 88 
Makka, 179,246,262,320,322,325,326,364,414 
Al-Malakiyya, 85 
Al-Malikiyya, 235 
Maltiyya, 146 
Al-Maniriyya (nr Dujayl), 92 
Malizgird (Manzikert), 254 
Manbij, 2 
Marigha, 90,91,117,118,164-166,222-225,227,329,358,375 
Marrakesh, 8,49,50,51,53-56,202,289,360-362,384-387 
Bib Aghmat, 385 
Bib Ilan, 55 
Bab al-Saliha, 55 
c Bab al-Sharl a, 55 
Qasr Ibn Tishufln, 386,387 
Al-Raqqayin (a lake near Marrakesh), 55 
c Umm Rabi (a lake near Marrakesh), 55 
Umm al-Sa cd (a lake near Marrakesh), 55 
--c Wadi Az ar, SS 
Mirdirn, 30,140,352 
-)iarj Qara Tegin, 374 
Al-Ha c sh5q, 83 
Al-Masslissa, 235 
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c Masjid Uqayl (see Nishapur) 
Al-Mawzar, 288 
Mayinij, 333,348 
Mayhana, 137 
Al-Mazrafa, 13,190 
Meknes, 360,361 
Merv, 296,297,337,389 
Mihrad, 289 
Mosul, 12,13,22,24,27,29,49,64,69,73,75,80,81,84,85, 
88,92,94,115,128,129-131i 138,140,142,143,146, 
147,173,176,189-191,201,203,207,21S, 219-225,227, 
228,232,236,244,273,288,289,300,307,308,318, 
319,333,344,347,352,373,382,417,421,425 
Al-Muhawwal, 317 
Ntursiyya, 396 
N Nahr al-Jawz, 154 
c Nahr Mu alla, 294,369 
. Al-Nahrawan, 76,312,411 
Nakhshab, 212 
Nasliblin, 30,129,333 
Al-Nisira, 145 
Nas'12rabad, 211 
Al-Nawatir, 239 
Nawiz, 127 
Al-Nayrab, 419 
Nihawand, 86 
Al-Nil (in Iraq), 343 
Nile, 39,156 
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NTlqiya, 235 
N71shapu-r, 71,91,181,182,210,211,213, ? 61,262,337,372 
Jimic N17shapu-r, 261 
Masjid c Uqayl (in N'lsh5pu-r), 181 
Al-Nuqayra, 146 
Al-Nuqra, 127 
P Palestine, 57,61 
Panj Angusht, 189 
Q Qabis, 363 
Qal c at al- c Aqr, 142 
Qalcat Ashib, 142-144,301 
Qalcat BIlrhara, 71 
c Qal at Gul wa Gulab, 256 
Qalcat al-Gulab, 142,144 
QalCat Hirim, 30 
Qalcat al-HayEj, 236 
Qalcat Isflldh Diz, 257 
Qalcat Jacbar, 3,307,347,3S1 
QalCat al-Jadilda, 142 
QalCat Kawisha, 143 
QalCat Kah'lja, 142 
Qalcat Majhaymard, 73 
Qalcat Nayrawa, 143 
QalCat N5sh'i (or Tu-shl), 142,143 
Qalcat Qarh, 143 
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Qal c at al-PLm, 153 
Qal c at, Rawbaz, 139 
QalCat Sarjihin, 166,186,331,405 
Qal c at Sawr, 141,142 
Qalcat al-Sha c banli, 143 
Qal c at Sh5sh, 142 
Qal c at al-Sinn, 31 
Qal c at Tibniln, 34 
Qal c at Urghin, 382 
cc-- Qal at al-Za farani, 143 
Qarah Zafar, 213 
Qarn al-Bayda', 123 
Qaryat al-Ntatah, 128 
Qaryat al-Sacd, 127 
Al-Qaryatayn, 73 
Qashan, 252 
Qazwin, 69,136,138,139,166,191 
Citadel, 97 
Qumm, 121 
QýS, IS4-lS7 
R Rabad Safitha, 237 
Rafl"na, 134,229 
Al-Rahba, 3 
Al-Raqqa, 173,333 
Ra's al- c Ayn, 
Ra's al-Tabiya, 107 
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Al-Rayy, 4,12,68,72,79,85-87,120,124,139,166,225,261, 
272,280,283,284,288,296,298,327,331,342,354, 
348,359,370,373,374 
Ribat Hamza, 312 
S Al-Saclid, 152,201,237 
SAk.. r al-Nahrawanat (see Baghdid) 
Sale, 360,361 
Samarqand, 24,25,324 
Sancil, 40 
Sanjar, 130 
Sarakhs, 389 
Sarja. ' 30 
Sarkhad, 62,237,356,357,380 
Sarqasta, 260 
Sarsar, 200 
Saruj, 250,333,334 
Siwa, 25,298,371 
Seville, 387 
Shabakhtin, 313,351,352 
Shahraban, 406 
Shahraz5r, 288 
Shajara, 404 
Shaq'if TvirUn, 144 
c- Al-Sha ra', 145 
Shayzar, 132,206 
Shliriz, 257,328 
Slbta, 361 
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Sicily, 303,363,384 
Sidon, 33 
Sijilmasa, 40,49,55 
Al-Sirrin, 313 
Sirrifin, 220,221,308 
Sujas, 331 
Sulamiyya, 147,234 
T Tabaristin, 125 
Tabariyya, 19,134,14S 
Tf WrTl- I 
Tabriz (or Tti4z), 77,78,80,9S, 118,2S4,307,330 
Tadila, 160,238 
Takrit, 26,69,74,75,81-84,103,112,134,138,248,258,259, 
267,343,406 
Mashhad A171 b. AbI Talib, 82 
Tall Aghda, 173 
Tall Bashir, 49,128,133,154,206,231,334 
Tall al-Danil, 289 
Tall Hamdun, 235 
Tall Hum, 289 
Tall Mawzun, 313 
Tall al-Sultin, 132 
Tanamlil, 51,53,238 
Tanza, 289,313 
Al-Thugh5r, 23S 
Tigris, 83,85,130,170,258,270,343,376 
Tihama, 169 
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Tilmsan, 202,203,238,314 
Tripoli, 18,33,133,227,229,230,237,276,420 
Tripoli (Libya), 303,362 
Turkistin, 24 
Tus, 180 
Tyre, 16,34,115,227,398 
U Ori Mla, 396 YU 
W Wadi al-Taym, 6 
Wahin, 96 
Wahrin, 203,238 
Wasit, 95,116,191,192,225,279,286,300,338,380 
Watar al-Ra c iyya, 365 
Y Yaghra, 377,382,383,421 
Yemen, 339 
Z Zamakhshar, 322,324,32S, 326 
Zanjin, 68,118,348 
Zardang, 132,133 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TliE APPENDICES 
c Abd al-Haqq : Ibn c Abd al-Haqq, Marasid al-Ittilic 
c Adhirli : Ibn cAdhirl,, al-Bayan al-Mughrib 
cI Adim, Bug. Ibn r al-CAdlM , Bughyat al-Talab 
c Adim, Zub. : Ibn c al- Adlm, Zubdat al-Halab 
Athlir, Kam. : Ibn al-Athlir, al-Kimil 
Athirr, Bih. Ibn r al-Athlr, al-Bahir 
Athir, Lub. : Ibn al-Athir, al-Lubab 
Anbarl : Ibn al-Anbirl-, Nuzhat al-AlibbR' 
BakrIl : al-Bakr7l, Mu c jam-ma-Stacjam 
Balkhir : al-Balkhvi, Tabaqit al-Muctazila 
Bassam : Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhlra 
Birdi, Man. : Ibn Taghrl Bird4i al-Manhal al-SafIl 
Birdli, Nuj. : Ibn Taghril Bird' al-Nuj5m al-Zghira 
Bosworth : Bosworth, C. E., The Islamic Dynasties 
BughR : Ibn Qutul Bugha, Tabaqat al-Hanafiyya 
Bundarli : Al-Bundirli, Zubdat al-Nusra 
CHI : Cambridge History of Iran, vol. V. 
Clauson Clauson, -G. 
L, M. 
_, 
An Etymological. -Dictionary 
of Pre-thirteenth Century Turkish 
Dawadirli : al-Dawadarl, Kanz al-Durar 
Dhahabi, Dub. al-Dhahabi, Mukhtasar al-Dubaythi 
r Dhahabl, c Ibar al-Dhahabil, c al- Ibar fl Khabar man Ghabar 
Dhahabli, Mush. al-Dhahabli, al-Mushtabah 
Dhahabl, Tadh. al-Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-Huffiz 
For fuller details of these titles, see main bibliography 
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Dihya : Ibn Dihya, al-Nibris 
Dozy : Dozy, R. P. A., Suppl6ment aux Dictionnaries Arabes 
EI 1, EI 2 : Encyclopaedia of Islam (1st and 2nd editions 
respectively 
Farhiin : Ibn Farh5n, al-Dlibij al-Mudhahhab 
Fidas : Abu'l Fidal, al-Mukhtasar 
Fuwati c : Ibn al-Fuwati, Talkh'is Majma al-Alqab 
GAL : Brockelmann, C., Geschichte der Arabischen 
Literatur 
GAS : Sezgin, F., Geschichte des Arabischen Schrifttums 
Hajar, Dur. : Ibn Hajar, al-Durar al-Kamina 
Hajar, Ghu. Ibn Hajar, Inbg' al-Ghumur 
Hajar, Raf. Ibn Hajar, Rafc al-Isr 
Hajji : Hajji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun 
Hawqal : Ibn Hawqal, Surat al-Ard 
Harawl : al-Harawi, al-Ishirit 
Husayni : al-Husayn'l, Akhbar al-Dawla al-Saljiiqiyya 
c ImEd : Ibn al- c Imid, Shadharat al-Dhahab 
Isfaha-n7i c Imid al-Dirn al-Isfahani, Kharldat al-Qasr 
(followed by the name of the country with 
which each volume has dealt) 
Isnawl c al-Isnawir, Tabaqat al-Shifi lyya 
Jawzi Ibn al-Jawzll, al-Muntazam 
Jazr'l : Ibn al-Jazrlr, Ghayat al-Nihiya 
Kahhala : Kahhha, c U., mu c jam al-Mu-'allifirn 
Kathir : Ibn Kathlir, al-Mukhtasar 
c Khallikin : Ibn Khallikan, Wafayit al-A yan 
Khatib Ibn al-Khatib, al-Ihata 
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Khuwansarl : al-Khuwinsar'l, Rawdat al-Jannat 
Lane : Lane, E. W., An Arabic-English Lexicon 
Le Strange, Bag. : Le Strange, G., Baghdad during the Abbasid 
Caliphate 
Le Strange, Lan. : Le Strange, G., Lands of the Eastern Caliphate 
Makula Ibn Makula, al-Ikmal 
Manzur c Ibn ManzUr,, Lisan al- Arab 
MaqdIsl : Al-Maqdllsl al-Bisharil, Ahsan al-TaqEsi'm 
Maqqari, : al-Maqqari, Nafh al-Tib 
Maqrizi, Itt. : al-Maqrizi, Itticaz al-Hunafa 
Maqr'lz'l, Khi. : al-Maqr'lz'l, al-Khitat 
MarraUshir : al-Marrakitshli, al-Mu c jib 
Maydanil : al-Maydgn'lr, Majmac al-Amthil 
Murtada Ibn al-Murtada, Tabaqat al-Mu c tazila 
Muyassar Ibn Muyassar, Akhbar Misr 
Nucaymll c : al-Nu aymi, al-Daris 
Qalanis'l : Ibn al-Qalinisl, Dhayl TErllkh Dimashq 
Qalqashandiv : al-Qalqashand'i, Subh al-Acsha 
Qiftl : Ibn al-Qifti, Inbah al-Riiwa 
Qurashi : al-Qurashl, Tabaqat al-Hanafiyya 
Rajab Ibn Rajab, Tabaqat al-Hanabila 
Runci. : Runciman, S., A History of the Crusades 
Safadi : al-Safadi, al-Wafi 
Cv Cw Sa id : Ibý Sa id, al-Mughrib 
c Sakhiwi, Daw-' : al-Sakhiw'l, al-Daw' al-Lami 
Sakha-w-1, Ic 1a-n : al-Sakha-w-l,, al_-Iclan bi'l Tawbilkh 
c-,. Sam ani : al-Samcanil, al-Ansib 
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Sayrafir : Ibn al-SayrafT, al-Ishira 
Setton : Setton, K. M., A History of the Crusades 
Shaddid Ibn Shaddid, al-Acliq al-Khatirra 
Shima : AbG Shima, Kitab al-Rawdatayn 
ShTirizif : al-ShTiriz'i, Tabaqit al-Fuqahil 
Sibt : Sibt Ibn al-JawzTl, Mirlat al-Zaman 
Sirda Ibn STIda, al-Mukhassas 
SQUv. : Scuvaget, I., 'Noms et Surnoms des Mamelouks', J. A. 
Subki : al-Subki, Tabaqit al-Shäfi c iyya 
sulam«i : al-Sulami, Tabaqät al-S5fiyya 
SuyÜt7l, Bug. : al-SuyÜt7l, Bughyat al-WÜcä 
Suyuti, Husn : al-SuyÜt7l, Husn al-Muhidara 
Suyuti, Tar. : al-Suyütl, Tärikh al-Khulafab 
Udfawi, : al-Udfawi, al-Tili c al-Sacid 
Usäma IM Munqidh, Kitib al-Ictibär 
Usaybi a Ibn Abi «r Usaybica, CUY5n al-Anbäl 
Wisil IM Wisil, Mufarrij al-Kur-Üb 
YäqÜt : YiqÜt al-Hamawi, Mucjam al-Buldän 
Yäqüt, Irsha2 : YiqÜt al-Hamawil, Irshid al-Arib 
Zamb : Mmbaur, E. de, Manuel de G6ndalogie et de 
Chronologie pour l'Histoire de VI-sl-am 
Zirikli : al-Zirikli, K., al-A c lim 
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APPENDICES 
GENERAL REMARKS 
While the index of Names of Persons contains several hundred names, 
a great effort has been made to keep Appendix 1 as short as possible 
in order to avoid any duplication or unnecessary'information. Thus 
all names of the following have been omitted: 
1. Prophets 
2. Companions of Prophet Muhammad 
3. Caliphs, great wazlirs ana sultans 
4. The four Imams of the Sunni fiqh. 
In addition, all the names of deceased persons, whose biographies 
are stated by Ibn al-Furlt in his long obituaries, have been omitted. 
I 
6 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN APPENDIX 1 
a. AbZi or Abl' 
b. Ibn 
A. Ahmad 
c A. cr All 
c Ab. c Abbas 
c Ak. c Abd al-Karim 
c Al. c Abdallah 
c Ar. CAbd al-Rahman 
c Az. cc Ab al- Aziz 
H. al-Hasan 
Ha. Hamid 
Hu. al-Husayn 
I. Ibrihlm 
IS. C- Isma ILI 
M. Illhammad 
Ma. Mahmud 
al-Qasim 
S. Sulayman 
c U. c Umar 
c ut. c Uthman 
Y. Yahya 
Z. 
. 
Zakariyya 
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APPENDIX 1 
Names of Persons 
Al-Ahmadili, Aq Sunqur [14] 
A slave of amirr Ahmad-11 b. I. b. Wahs5dan al-Rawwad-Ii. He 
succeeded his master as a ruler of Maragha after the latter's 
assassination. He became involved in the struggles between 
the sons of sultan Mahm5d. EI 
2,1,300; CHI, 170-1. 
Al- c Ajlin'lr, al-Ra'Tis Safyy al-Dvin 
c A. b. c Abd al-Razzaq al- 
c Imad 
al-Balisi [3] 
Was praised for his way of government when rall'S of Aleppo. 
c-c17 AdIm. Zub., 2,243; al- AzIml, 400. 
Al-Anblrir, Kamil al-DiIn M. b. c Ak. a. c Al., Sadlid al-Dawla [321] 
(469-558/1076-1163). An important official, held the office 
of kitib al-Inshil for a long time. JawzI, 10,206; W9sil, 1, 
Al-Arrajinvi, A. b. M. b. H. (d. 544/1149) [122] 
Was qadi of Tustar and CAskar Hikram, and composed some extremely 
beautiful poetry. Yaqut, Irshad, 1,195; Khallikin, 1,59. 
cIIc Al- Azimi, If. b. A. b. M. a. cAl. al-Tan5khir [349] 
(483/1090 - past 556/1161). Chronicler of Aleppo, and a poet. 
EI 2.1,823. 
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Baldwin I, of Boulogne, Count of Edessa [276] : 
Became the first king of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem in the 
year 1100 and died in 511/1118. S. Runciman, A History of 
the Crusades, II, pp. 71-106. 
Baybars al-Dawadir, amIr Rukn al-D-in al-Mansurl [16] 
(d. 725/1325). Chief of the chancery, was a mamIuk of 
al-Nialik al-Mansur Qalawun the fifth Mamluk sultin (678-689/ 
1279-1290). His main work is Zubdat al-Fikra fi Tarikh 
al-Hijra, partly missing. 
BihrGz, Abu'l Husn al-Khidim al-Abyad, called MjEhid al-DIn [141 
(d. 540/1146). Was a mawli of sultin Mahmiid, having been amir 
in Iraq for over thirty years. Jawzi, 10,115; Ath1r, 
Kim, 11,69, Sibt, 186. 
Boz-Aba [139] : 
The lieutenant of Mengii-Bars in Kh5zistan, took Firs and 
Kh5zistin after the latter's death. He plotted against Masc5d 
with amirr c Abbis, lord of al-Rayy. He was executed by Masc5d 
in S42/1147. CHI, 126-30. 
Duqaq, b. Tutush b. Alp-Arslan b. DawGd [9] 
When his father died (488/1095), Duqaq took possession of the 
principality of Damascus. He suffered from a lingering illness 
and died in 497/1104. It has been said that he was poisoned by 
his mother. Khallikin, 1,274; Bosworth, 116. 
c Ghizli, Sauf al-DIin b. Imid al-Din Zangi [308] 
(d. 544/1149). The son of Zangir, was governor of Mosul. His 
reign was short, and he died at the age of 40 years. Athir, 
Bihir, 86-93; Wasil, 1,116; Khallikan, 1,507. 
58 
Al-Hafi, Bishr b. al-Harth b. C. Ar. b. cAtal b. Hilal, [296] 
(d. 226 or 227/841 or 842). One of the greatest ascetics. He 
was born in the village of Matarsam situated in the dependencies 
of Marw, and dwelt at Baghdad. Khallikan, 1,112-13. 
Al-Har1r1r, A. M. Q. b. c A. b. M. b. c Ut. al-Basr-1 [123] : 
Was one of the ablest writers of his time, and obtained the 
most complete success in the composition of his Maqamat. 
(d. 516/112-3). Khallikin, 1,530; Qift-1,3,23; Suyu-t-1., 
Bug, 378. 
Al-Harrasi, Alklyi cA. b. M. b. cA. al-Tabar-I [281] II 
The celebrated shafic-1 faqTlh. He joined the service of Majd 
al-f-fulk Barkyiru-q, the son of sultan Malik Shah. He was the 
c Imad, chief qidi. Jawzl, 9,167; Athir, Kamil, 10,204; 
4,8; ITIrdl, Nuj, 5,201. -- -- I 
c Al-Haysa Bays, Sa d b. M. b. Sacd b. al-Sayfl'[67] 
A celebr; ted poet and a Shificl' faqlh. (d. 574/1179). 
Isfah-anTi, Iraq, 1,202, Ya-q5t, Irshid, 11,199; c Imad, 4,247; 
Dhahabir, CIbar, 4,219. 
t, r rafka Ajkel4i' 
Ikald'i (or Il-ald'14 Sa Cd al-Dawla a. Mans5r b. Fakhr al-Dawla 1. [140] 
Lord of Amid (503-536/1109-41). Wasil, 1,54, and n. 3. 
c Ibn al- Abbidli, Qutb al-D'in b. al-Wzaffar b. Ardash-ir b. a. Mansur (349] 
(d. 547/1152). The most famous preacher of his times, he excelled 
in preaching to such a degree that his name became proverbial. 
He resided in Baghdad for three years, where he gained the 
friendship of the caliph al-Maqtafil who sent him on more than 
one official mission. Athlir, Kubib, 2,110; JawzI1,10,150; 
Khallikin, 2,97. 
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Ibn Abi Tawba, Nasir al-Din a. Q. Ma. al-Marwaz'l [68] 
WazIr to sultan Sanjar (521-526/1128-1132). He gathered the 
men of letters around him who wrote books for him. A clash 
between him and al-amir al-Ajall Jawhar presumably cost Ibn 
Abi Tawba his office. BundRr-: L, 147-8,268-70; C. Klausner, 
The Seljuk Vezirate, 72,107. 
Ibn c Aqirl, Abull WafP cA. b. -cAqvil b. M. b. 
cAqvil b. A. [395] 
Hanball faqlh and qidli (d. 513/1119). Rajab, 1,142-63. 
Ibn Balankarl, Khass Beg Arslan b. Palang-Eri [284] 
He had emerged as an increasingly powerful figure in the last 
c- few years of sultan Mas ud's reign. Bundirl, 198,224; 
CHI, 131-33. 
Ibn Jumayc, Mujalli b. Jumayc b. Naji al-Ursilfl' al-Makhziim'l [37] : 
I jurist and qadli of Egypt between (d. 550/1156). A great shificl 
547 and S49 (llS2/llS4). Khallikan, 1,562; al-cImid, 4,157; 
Subkll. 7,277-84. 
Ibn al-Khayyit, A. b. M. b. c A. b. Y. b. Sadaqa al-Taghlibi 
al-Dimashq'i [15] 
His DIwan has been published twice, in Najaf, 1924 and in 
Damascus, 1958. Khallikan, 1,56-7; Birdi, Nuj. 4,226; 
c Imid, 4,54. 
Ibn al-Qaysarin'1', M. b. Nasr b. Saghir [21] 
(478-S48/108S-llS3). Was not only a poet of great talent and 
celebrity but a philologist of extensive learning. Khallikan, 
2,16-7; Dhahabli, CIbar, 4,133. 
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Ibn Rasha (or a. Rasha), Sultan b. I. b. al-Muslim al-Maqdis'l [37] 
(d. 535/1140). One of the most learned. fuqahil of his times. 
He was appointed as the shift C1 qadi of Egypt in (525/1130) in 
an unprecedented decision in the history of the Fatimids. 
Dhahabi, Tadh, 4,1270; Maqrlzl7, Itt, 3,142; Suyu-ti, Husn, 
11 405. 
Al-Jawaliql, Abu Mansur Mawh5b b. a. Tahir b. A. b. al-Khadir [341] 
A master of all the branches of literature. Among his works, 
Sharh Adab al-Katib and Al-Mu C arrab which is the most extensive 
work composed on the subject for centuries. He died in 529/1134. 
C- Mas ud al-Bilalli [405] 
Was appointed shihna of Baghdad in 541/1146 and thereafter the 
inhabitants suffered. Was driven out by al-Muqtafli on the 
C- death of Mas ud in 547/1152. Athlir, Kam, xi, 106; Sibt, viii, 
186. 
C C-r Al-MazdaqanI, a. Tihir A. b. Sa id [5] 
Was a w_a_z'ir of Tughtigin, then for his son, Bu-rI1. The latter 
ordered his killing in 523/1129 for his plot in collaboration 
Cr with both the Isma ilis and the Franks to hand Damascus to the 
latter. Athlir, Kam, 10,462; Qalanisi, 222. 
Al-Shahraz5rli, Kamil al-DIn M. b. c Al. b. Q. b. al-Muzaffar b. c A. [111] 
(d. 572/1176). One of the most influential aides of Wir al-Diln, 
771 and later of Salah al-Din. Jawzl, 10,258; Athir, Kam, 11,167; 
Subk7l, 6,117-121. 
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Al-Silafi, a. Tahir A. b. M., al-Hafiz [183] 
Cd. 576/1180). Widely acclaimed in his own lifetime as one of 
the most distinguished muhaddith5n of his age. His main work 
c is an encyclopaedia on the rijdl entitled Mu jam al-Safar. 
Athirr, Kamil, 11,177; Khallikin, 1,93-6; Shima, 2,16; 
Dhahabil, c Ibar, 4,227. 
TemUr-Tash, Husam al-Diln b. Il-Ghazil [30] 
Ruled both the cities of Amid and Mayyafariqin for thirty years 
(518-548/1124-1154). Athlir, Bahir; C. Hillenbrand, 
Bosworth, 119-20. 
Al- c Uqayl'l, Shihab al-Din Silim b. Milik b. BadrEn [3] : 
Lord of Qal c at Ja c bar (479-519/1086-1125). It remained in the 
hands of Shihab al-Din's son until Nur al-Din captured it in 
564/1168. Wash, 1,18; Zamb. 135. 
c Al-Urmawl, M. b. H. -b. U. [306] 
(d. 537). The muhaddith. Jawzl, 10,105; Samcinli, 1,173; 
Subki, 6,98. 
Al-WansharTisTi (or al-Wansharlishl), CA1. b. c Abd al-Muhsin, known 
as al-Bashir [49] 
He joined the service of Ibn T5mart shortly after c Abd al-Mu'min. 
He would probably have succeeded Ibn T5mart if he had not been 
killed at al-Buhayra. Marrakish'i, 151; Khallikin, 2,111. 
VC Al-Zaynabi, A. b. Tirid b. M. b. a. Tamin,; im [7] 
(462-538/1070-1144). Served as wazir to three caliphs, 
al-Mustazhir, al-Mustarshid and al-Muqtafi. Jawzi, 10,109; 
C Dhahabi, Ibar, 4,158. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Names of Places 
c Abbasiyyat al-Khalis. [83] :A village on the river al-Khalis, east 
of Tigris. -It does not exist any more but the river still runs 
in the provinces east to Baghdad. Wasil, 1,48 n. l. 
Adhana [235] : One of the thughdr, on the Sayh5n, about four farsakh 
from Marj. It had a wall with eight gates and was surrounded 
by a trench. The early 
C AbbasIds showed dn, interest inthe town 
and reinforced its fortification. Ya-qu-t, 1,179; c AdIM, Zub., 
IS 141. 
Afamiya [422] :A city on the right bank of the Orontes ('As-1) at 
its northward bend, 25m northwest of Hama. In the Hamdanid 
period and during the early crusades it gained importance as a 
fortified outpost of Aleppo, Pro-Fitimid, Khalaf b. Mulicib, 
occupied it in 489/1096 A. D. On his murder by Batiniyya, it 
was captured by Tancred in 500/1106 A. D. and became the seat 
of a Latin archbishopric. EI 
2, i, 215; Yaqat, 1,322; 
--cI Qalanisi, Adim, Zub., 1,171; 11,106,122. 
Akhmim, or Ikhmim, [156] :A town in Upper Egypt on the east bank 
of the Nile about 312 miles from Cairo. It became the chief 
town of the province in the time of the Fitimid caliph, al- 
Mustansir. It was the centre for the manufacture of leather 
mats and was surrounded by rich areas of cultivation, with 
2 
plantations of date palms and fields of sugar cane. EI , i, 330; 
Maqdisi, 201; Yaqut, 1,165. 
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Aleppo - for the gates of Aleppo, Bab Antakiyya [236], Bab 
al- c Iraq [1], Bib al-Jinan [29], and Bib QinnasrTin [227] 
See Shaddad, I, i, pp. 19-22. 
CAna [314] : Was the only town of importance below QarqTlslyya,, 
within the limits of Jazira province. It possessed a strong 
castle which overlooked the river Euphrates. Hawqal, Yaqu-t, 3. 
C C1, Acf4qu-f [92] :A village on Dujayl, four farsakh from Baghdad. 
Yaqut, 3,697. 
Arqanin [289] : Was situated to the west of the Arghana Su, 
cf. C. Hillenbrand, The History of the Jazirra 1100-1150, 
unpublished Ph. D. thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1979, 
vol. 2, p. 440. 
Arzan [254] : Was situated at a distance of one day's journey from 
Mayyafiriq-ln. It was as important as Mayygfariqin, Manzikert 
and other cities in Armenia. It had a round citadel on a 
high hill. Hawqal, Yaqut, 1,206. 
c Askar Mukram [257] : Was situated on both-sides of the Masruqan 
canal (the modern hi Gargar). It developed from a camp into 
a flourishing town. It was a mint-town under Mu c izz al-Dawla, 
2 the Buyid. El , 1,711. 
c Ayn Tab (or cAyntab) [206] : Is situated on the upper Sajur, a 
tributary of the Euphrates, 100 km from Aleppo. The region has 
always Peen the hub of important routes. It was a stronghold 
with its citadel towering on a great mound, of which the ruins 
2 
are still visible. Yaqut, 3,759; EI , 1,791. 
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cAyn Zarba [235] :A frontier town, thaghr, which was situated to 
the south of Si's and to the north of Missl"sa. Ygq5t, 3,761; 
1 EI , 1,789-90; Le Strange. Lan, 128-29. 
C Azzaz (or Aczg'Z) [206] :A town with a castle and lands, standing 
to the north and a day's journey from Aleppo. It has a good 
climate and sweet water. Yaq5t, 3,667. 
Bab Ilbira (Puerta de Elvira) [208] :A gate of old Ghirnita, the only 
one which'remdified intact within its walls. Stands toddy as 
an arch in the middle of a square which carri 
, 
es its name in 
the city of Granada. cf. cA. c Inin, (ed. ), Al-Ihata fi Akbhar, 
Ghirnata, 1,113, n. 3. 
Baghras (236] : Was situated in the Qinnasr11n Province, twelve miles 
to Antakiyya and twelve miles to Iskandaru-na. It stood on the 
mountain that overlooked the cAmk of Harim and possessed a high 
castle. Abull Fida', 259; Le Strange, Palestine, 407. 
Balansiyya [214] : An Andalusian city on the east of the Iberian 
Peninsular, three miles from the Mediterranean and 188 miles 
from Madrid. It became the capital of a Muslim kingdom in the 
year 401/1101-11. EI 
2p1,985; Fidi', 178. 
Banyas [5] : The capital of the Province of al-Julan. It is 
situated near the border of H51a at the foot of the mountain 
of Hermon. It used to be the granary of Damascus. Described 
by Ibn Jubayr to have a castle, around which, under the wall, 
flows a stream. Fida'. 249; Le Strange, Pal. 418. 
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c- Ba quba [172] : Some ten farsakhs north of Baghdad. It was the 
capital of the Upper Nahrawan district. Le Strange, Lan. 59. 
-C Al-Bari iyya [146] : A. citadel near Amid, was captured by ZangI1 
who captured at the same time the citadels of al-Sawr, Jabal 
C Jur and Dhu'l Qarnayn. Adim, Zub, 2,254. 
Bastam (or Bistam) [312] : It was the second town of Qunis, for 
size, situated in the most fertile region of the whole province. 
Its magnificent Friday Mosque stook like a fortress in the 
market-place. Hawqal, 271; Yaqut, 1,623. 
Batiha (swamps) [286] or "the marshland" : The name applied to a 
meadowlike depression of a great area extends on the lower 
course of the Euphrates and Tigris between Ofa and Wisit in 
the north and Basra in the south. EI 
2,1,1093-7. 
Al-Biqa C [273] :A broad plain lying between Bacalbak, Hims and 
Damascus where there are many villages and running water in 
abundance, most of which comes from the springs at c Ayn al-Jarr. 
Yaqut, 1,699. 
Al-Birra [334] : The name of several places. The word al-B'1ra is 
the arabization of the Aramaic b'lrtha = fortress, citadel. 
(EI 2,1,1233. ) The one-mentioned in the text is that defined 
by Yaqut as a town near Sumaysit between Aleppo and the 
Byzantine thugh5r. It was a fortified castle. Yaq5t, 1,787. 
'r Bitlis (or Bidl11s) [313] : Chief city of the wilaya of the same 
name, in eastern Anatolia. It stands on the river Bitllis, 
25km southwest of the westernmost point of Lake Van. 
*EI 2 
$1 
1,1206-7. 
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-Burujird 1241] : One of the chief towns of Little Lur (in Jibal). 
It measured over half a farsakh across in the VII#XIV century. 
It is situated between Hamadan and Karaj. Hawqal, 258; 
Yaqut, 1,596-7; Le Strange, Lan. 200-2. 
Busra [356] : The capital of Hawran Province, noted for its 
vineyards and its castle was very strongly built. It lies 
four marches from Damascus, and about sixteen miles to the 
east of it is Sarkhad. flaqdisi, 151; Fida'.. 253. 
Buza ca [2] : Half town and half village, dominated by a citadel, 
from which its strength was derived. It was situated 40 km 
east of Aleppo on the caravan route between Manbij and Aleppo. 
Yaq5t, 1,603; EI 2,1,1357-8. 
Daniya (Denia) [260] :A city which is situated at the southeast 
2 tip of the Gulf of Valencia. Yaqut, 2,540; EI , 11,111-2. 
Daquqi [227] :A town which lies 100 miles east of Sinn, between 
Irbil and Baghdad. Yaqut, 2,581. 
Darya (or Darayya) [273] :A large township, five miles southwest 
of Damascus. cf. Gibb, The Damascus Chronicle of the Crusades, 
p. 257. 
c Farawa [211] :A town of the a mal of Nasa, between Dahistan and 
Khwarazm. Yaqut, 3,866-7. 
Fin [252] : One of the villages of Qashan in the districts of 
Isfahan. It had a palace whose tanks and watercourses were 
supplied by the river from KhrUd. Ya-qu-t, 3,933. 
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Gaza [57] :A city of Palestine on the sea coast, lying on the high 
road into Egypt. There was a small citadel over Gaza. Its 
old walls were dismantled after Richard the Lionheart's peace 
with Salah al-Din in 1193. Hawqal, 113; Yaq5t, 3,799; 
C Abd al-Haqq, 2,312; Le Strange, Palestine, 441-3. 
Hani [289] :A town situated to the north of ý, mid, near one of the 
eastern arms of the Upper Tigris. It was famous for the iron 
mine in its neighbourhood, which produced much metal for export. 
Yaqut, 2,188; Hawqal, 152. 
Hawran [19] :A region of southern Syria which formerly included 
the whole of the basaltic region which separates Syria from 
Transjordania. EI 2,111,292-3. 
Al-Hilla (al-Mazyadiyya) [4] :A city, lying a few miles below 
the Babil ruins on the Euphrates. It was built on the right 
bank by Sayf al-Dawla, chief of the Banu Mazyad, in about the 
year 495/1102 and this quickly grew to importance for its 
bridge of boats became the new Euphrates crossing for the 
pilgrim road from Baghdad to Kiifa. Hawqal, 166; MaqdisTi, 121; 
Yaqut, 2,322; Le Strange, Lan., 71-2. 
Hisn al- c ArIma [240] :A castle in the neighbourhood of Tripoli, 
it was about seven miles south-by-west of Safitha. 
Qalanisi, Gibb, op. cit., 287. 
Hisn Artah [377] : An impregnable fortress in the district of Aleppo. 
CC It belonged to the Awasim Province. Yaqut, 1,190; Abd 
al-Haqq, 1,42; Le Strange, Palestine, 399. 
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Hisn al-Atharib [28] :A celebrated castle about three farsakhs 
from Aleppo, and between it and Antioch. Yaqut, 1,114; 
c Abd al-Haqq, 1,21; Le Strange, op. cit., 403. 
Hisn Bacrin (or Barin) [133] : It was built by the Franks in 
480/1090. The Muslims afterwards took it and kept it awhile 
and then dismantled it. Fida", 259. 
Hisn Kafar Latha [377] : According to Yiqu-t, Kafar Latha was a town 
c- standing on the slopes of the Jabal Amila, in Aleppo District 0 
and a day's distance from this last city. Its people were 
- C-. -c Isma ills. Yaqut, 4,291; Abd al-Haqq, 2,504. 
Hisn Kayfa [18] :A strongly fortified castle situated on the 
southern bank of the Euphrates between where the two rivers from 
Mayyafariqin and Arzan flow in from the north. Hawqal, 152; 
MaqdisTi, 141-2; Le Strange, Lan., 113-4. 
Hisn al-Majdal [234] : It lies on the road between Baclabak and 
Wadi al-Taym. From Majdal to Tyre is two stages, and to 
B,; iniyas is two stages. Fidi', 498. 
C-T Hisn al-Qadmus [6] : Mentioned by Ibn Jubayr, among other Isma ill 
castles, situated near the coast in the district of Tripoli. 
Fida', 239. 
Hisn Sarkhad (or Salkhad) [31] :A strong castle which lies near 
Jabal Bani Hillal (called also Jabal al-Rayyan). c Abd al-Haqq, 
2,152; Fidal, 259; Le Strange, Palestine, 529. 
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cldhab [36] :A port on the Egyptian coast of the Red Sea where 
ships from Aden used to bring goods to Upper Egypt. Yiq5t, 
3,751. 
C Irqa [133] :A town east of Tripoli at a distance of four farsakhs. 
It is situated at the foot of a mountain one mile from the sea. 
Yaqut, 3,653. 
Is c irt [289] :A town in al-Jazlira, north of Tall Fafan and above 
where the Badlis river runs in. Le Strange, Lan., 114. 
Jabal Jawshan [236] :A mountain near Aleppo. Ya-qu-t, 3,744; 
c Abd al-Haqq, 2,288. 
Janza (or qanja) (26] - Capital of the province of Arr9n, it lies 
to the north-west of Bardha Ca on the road to Tiflis. 
Le Strange, Lan., 178. 
Jazirat Ibn CUmar [31] : Called after its founder, Al-Hassan b. 
c Umar al-Taghlibl. Situated to the north of Faysabur, 
and the Tigris went half round the city in a semi-circle. 
Yaqut, 3,717. 
Jidghil (or Jljll) [303] :A district in the province Of Fargh.: inah, 
north to the town of Qasan, the chief town of which is 
Ardalankath. Yaqut, 4,227; Nlaqdisi, 271-2. 
Jubayl [33] :A town situatetd to the east of Beirut at a distance 
of eight farsakhs. It had a port. Yaqut, 2,32-3; 
Fida', 247. 
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Jurjaniyyat Khwarazm (or Gurganij) [325] : The second capital of 
Khwarazm. It lay a bow-shot to the westward of a great canal 
coming from Oxus. Le Strange, Lan., 447-8. 
Kafar Th [17] :A small town lying between al-Ma 
c arra and Aleppo, 
on the road half-way between al-Ma 
c arra and Shayzar, twelve 
miles from either place. Yaqut, 4,289; Fidi', 263 
Khaniqin [87] : One of five sub-districts which formed the district 
of Hulwin that lies on the east side of the Tigris. 
Maqdisl', 133. 
Kirmin (or Kirman Shahan) [26] :A town in western Persia, it is 
-situated on the Kara S5 River. EI 
2, V, 167-9. 
Ma c arrat Masrin [49] :A small town in the district of Qinnasrin, 
five farsakhs from Aleppo. Yaq5t, 4, S74; Maqdisi, 156. 
Al-Mahalla [149] :A city in the Nile delta which gave its name 
to a province between Cairo and Dimyat. Fida-', 2,160. 
Al-Mahdiyya [40] :A town in Tunisia situated on the coast 200 km 
to the south of Tunis, owes its name to its founder cUbaydallih 
2 
al-Mahdi (297-322/909-34). EI , V, 1246-7. 
Malaltiy a [146] : An important thaghr of al-Jazilra against the 
Byzantines, situated on the upper Euphrates. It was the chief 
town of the eastern province of the Euphrates. Le Strange, 
Lan., 120,136. 
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Maragha [90] : The old capital of Azarbaijan, fifty miles to 
Tabriz. ibid. 159-60. 
MardIn [30] : Was situated half-way between Ri's al- c Ayn and 
Nasliblin but more to the north. It overlooked the city of 
Dunaysir. ibid., 96. 
Al-MassIrsa [235] :A city on the river Jayhin, it consisted of two 
tow'n; which lay on either side of the river, twelve miles 
distant from the Mediterranean. Hawqai, 122; Yiq5t, 2,82; 
c Abd al-Haqq, 1,255. 
Al-Mazrafa [13] :A village between Baghdad and c Akbara which is 
known even in recent times. W-asil, 1,45. 
Nahr al-Jawz [154] :A district with many villages and gardens 
lying between Aleppo and al-Blira on the Euphrates. Its 
inhabitants were all Armenians. Ya-qu-t, 2,151; c Abd al-Haqq, 
1,271. 
Nakhshab (or Nasaf) [212] :A city situated more than a hundred 
miles down the river below Kish and to the westward. 
Hawqal, 377; Maqdisi, 282. 
Nasibin [30] : Lay in Diyar Rablica on the caravan route from Mosul 
to Syria, six days' journey from Mosul and nine farsakhs from 
Sanjar. Yaqut, 3,559; Maqdisi, 140. 
Al-Nil [39] : One of the canals flowing from the Euphrates to the 
Tigris branched from the S5ra. MaqdisTi, 133. 
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Panj Angusht [89] :A mountain in the highlands of Kurdistan, 
in which rose the river Safid R5d. Le Strange, Lan., 169. 
Qalcat Harim [30] :A small castle at the foot of the western slope 
of 
ihe Jabal al-cAla, a site of remarkable strategic importance$ 
controlling the road from Antioch to Aleppo. Ya-qu-t, 2,184. 
Qalcat Isfidh Diz [257] :A citadel in Fars built on a mountain 
situated at one farsakh's distance to the north-east of 
2 Nawbandajin. Le Strange, Lan. 264; EI 
Qalcat Ja c bar [3] :A castle on the Euphrates between Balis and 
al-Raqqa, near Siffin. Yaqut, 2,84-5. 
QalCat al-R5m [153] :A well fortified citadel, lying to the west 
of the Euphrates opposite Al-Bira and situated between this last 
and Sumaysit. Yiqu-t, 4,164; CAbd al-Haqq, 2,442. 
Qal c at SarjahEn [166] :A strong citadel five farsakhs from 
Sultaniyya, it was situated in the Tgrum district. Yaq5t, 4, 
101ý. 
Qalcat al-Sinn [31] : Is mentioned by Yaqu-t who writes: 11... it is in 
the vicinity of Sumaysat, and is known as Sinn of Ibn c Utayr, a 
man from the tribe of Numayr. " Yaq5t, 3,169. 
QalCat Tibrlin [34] : Is one of the largest of fortresses of the Franks. 
It is situated in the mountain range of Band cAmer overlooking 
Banyus between Damascus and Tyre. Yaq5t, 1,824; cAbd 
. al-Haqq, 
1,198. 
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Al-Qaryatayn [73] :A large village belonging to Hims. It lies 
,c between Hims, Sukhnas and Arak. Ya-qu-t, 4, -, 77; Abd 
al-Haqq, 2,406. 
Rafaniyya [134] :A district and city of the Hims Province, on 
c the Syrian coast. Yiqu-t, 2,796; Abd al-Haqq, 1,476. 
Al-Rahba [3] :A town at a distance of five days from Aleppo and 
eight-from Damascus. Yiqu-t, 2,764. 
Al-Raqqa [173] : The capital of Diyar Mudar, it is four days to 
Aleppo, and twenty-four miles to Damascus. Hawqal, 131; 
Yaqut, 2,738. 
Sarja [30] :A citadel between Naslibiln and Dunaysar, some fifteen 
kilometres west of the former: Yaqu-t, 3,70. 
Sarsar [200] :A town situated a couple of farsakhs only from Karkh, 
the southern suburb of West Baghdad. Le Strange, Lan., S7-69. 
Sariij [250] : It was on the caravan road from Harrin and Edessa 
to Jisr Manbij. Hawqal, 119. 
Shaqif Tirriin [144] :A strong fortress near Tyre. Ya-qu-t, 3,309; 
c Abd al-Haqq, 2,120. 
Sujas [331] :A small town in al-Jibil to the north of Hamadan. 
Yaqut, 111,40. 
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Takrit [26] :A northern town of Iraq on the right Bank of the 
river Tigris at a distance of thirty miles from the Sinarri 
to the north. Hawqal, 138; Yaqut, 1,86. 
Tall Bashir [49] :A citadel with a broad district, lying two days 
c north of Aleppo. Yaqut, 1,864; Abd al-Haqq, 1,210. 
Tall Hamdun [235 :A castle in little Armenia, lies about a march 
distance to the south of the river Jaihan. Fidil, 251. 
Tall al-Sultan [132] :A place lying a day's march from Aleppo 
C towards Damascus. Yaqut, 1,867; Abd al-Haqq, 1,211. 
Wasit [95] :A town in the district of Kaskar in Iraq on the banks 
of the Tigris between Kdfa and Basra adjacent to al-Bati'llh. 
Hawqal, 162; FidP, 307. 
Yaghra [377] : Situated on a freshwater lake formed by the Nahr 
al-Aswad and lying between the lake and Baghas and Antioch. 
Le Strange, Palestine, 60, and 386. 
Zamakhshar [322] :A town situated between N5zvar and Jurjiniyya. 
Yaqut, 2,940. 
Zanjin [68] :A city on the high road into AzarbaIjan. Hawqal, 252. 
Zardana [132] :A small town in the neighbourhood and to the west 
of Aleppo. Yiq5t, 2,924; c Abd al-Haqq, 1,509. 
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